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Abstract
The urban environments of American cities are home to diverse cultures and subcultures. If God
created humanity in His image, and if the gospel of Jesus Christ has transcending power, then
urban churches are poised to become worship communities that reflect His creativity and
redemption. However, the ideal of unity in diversity strives against the currents of
homogenization in American history, church traditions, and human nature. This project brings
attention to a subculture that makes its home in the urban environments of American cities but
not in its churches: hip-hop should be counted among the diverse cultures that can uniquely
reflect God in worship. This mixed-methods research project includes an ethnographic analysis
of local hip-hop scenes and 72 local hip-hop songs. One survey evaluates the state of hip-hop in
17 Cleveland churches, while another survey compares experiences with hip-hop and worship
among 72 local churchgoers. Interviews of local leaders inform the process of liturgical change.
This project challenges status quos in urban churches and corporate worship, and it celebrates
hip-hop subculture for its artistic and ideological contributions to the multicultural worship of
God’s people.
Keywords: urban church, multicultural worship, hip-hop subculture, ethnomusicology
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The purpose of all creation is to act as a prism through which God’s glory can be seen
and attributed. Psalm 19:1 describes this clearly: “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the
expanse proclaims the work of his hands.” 1 For this purpose, humans were designed uniquely to
bear the “image” and “likeness” of the triune God according to Genesis 1:26-27. In Genesis 1:28,
God instructed the first man and woman to “multiply and fill the earth,” forming diverse cultures
through which God would be reflected. In the same manner, Jesus commissioned His followers
to reach all the people groups of the earth in Matthew 28:19. 2 The word “reflect” is often used in
this project to describe the human capacity to worship God as His image-bearers.
When the first man and woman rebelled against God in Genesis 3, their relationship with
God and with one another was broken. Humanity deviated from its image-bearing purpose. In
His mercy, God did not forsake His image-bearers in their rebellion. He incarnated into the
created world as the perfect “image of God,” 2 Corinthians 4:4-6 explains. 3 By living the perfect
life, dying in place of criminals, and rising from the dead, Jesus is the just and merciful God who
can forgive. His redemption includes individual souls, their image-bearing purpose, and the
cultures they embody. This project focuses on two complementary ways in which humans
embody their image-bearing purpose in worship: through their cultural creativity and their
spiritual conformity to the image of Christ. In this way, multicultural worship reflects the work
1

2017).

All biblical passages referenced are in the Christian Standard Bible (Nashville: Holman Bible Publishers,

Eric Mason, “Holla If You Hear Me: The Mission of Worship,” in Say It! Celebrating Expository
Preaching in the African American Tradition, ed. Eric C. Redmond (Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2020), 135.
2

The Apostle Paul writes in 2 Corinthians 4:4-6, “In their case, the god of this age has blinded the minds of
the unbelievers to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God. For
we are not proclaiming ourselves but Jesus Christ as Lord, and ourselves as your servants for Jesus’s sake. For God
who said, ‘Let light shine out of darkness,’ has shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of God’s glory
in the face of Jesus Christ.”
3
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of God in renewed relationship with humanity, His plan to reverse the effects of human rebellion
and restore the purpose of humanity. 4
In urban environments, the “agglomeration” of people and cultures 5 has a unique
capacity in worship. Pastor and theologian Tim Keller observes, “Cities have more of the image
of God per square inch than any other place on earth.” 6 As God moves in cities and people are
redeemed through the gospel, worshipers are formed. The diverse worshipers in urban
environments should not be expected to learn a new artistic language to worship God. 7 Instead,
through their unique individual and cultural expressions, they can contribute to the multicultural
worship of God’s people as fully-privileged members of God’s church. God’s design for
multicultural worship is pictured throughout Scripture and reaches an eschatological culmination
in the book of Revelation. 8 In Revelation 7:9-10, John writes:
After this I looked, and there was a vast multitude from every nation, tribe, people, and
language, which no one could number, standing before the throne and before the Lamb.
They were clothed in white robes with palm branches in their hands. And they cried out
in a loud voice: Salvation belongs to our God, who is seated on the throne, and to the
Lamb!
As this vision displays, multicultural worship not only incorporates cultural creativity but also
unified redemption in Christ. It is a restoration of God’s original design for creation. This project

This project uses “multicultural” in favor of “multi-ethnic.” While ethnicity is easier to measure, the term
“multi-ethnic” does not acknowledge the dimensions of the cultural diversity that exists within an ethnic group. A
basis for this project is that God can be reflected in the contextualized worship of each culture and subculture.
4

Timothy Keller, Center Church: Doing Gospel-Centered Ministry in Your City (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 2012). Keller borrows the term “agglomeration” from urban theorists to describe the economic, social,
and artistic benefits of diverse peoples living in dense proximity.
5

6

Ibid., 141.

7
In contrast to learning a new artistic language, the heart language of worshipers—their first language in
terms of formation and expression—liberates the depth of personal expression and breadth of worship for God.

Justo L. González, For the Healing of the Nations: The Book of Revelation in an Age of Cultural Conflict
(New York: Orbis Books, 1999), 69. As a theme, the phrase “every nation, tribe, people, and language” appears
seven times in the book of Revelation.
8
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explores the capacity for urban churches to reflect God and His work through creative, Christimaging, multicultural worship.
Problem Statement
Historically, the American church has not been the vision of multicultural worship. It was
more than sixty years ago that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. described Sunday morning as “one of
the most segregated hours, if not the most segregated hours, in Christian America.” 9 Later, in a
1967 address, he called hearers to “go out with a divine dissatisfaction” and remain dissatisfied
until the nation is “born again” and transformed, “until the tragic walls that separate the outer
city of wealth and comfort from the inner city of poverty and despair shall be crushed by the
battering rams of the forces of justice.” 10 Today, churches still have the propensity to cloister
along the lines of class, race, generation, political conviction, etc. This homogenizing dynamic is
particularly out-of-place amid the diversity of urban environments. Pastor Lance Lewis observes
that “a fairly significant majority of Evangelicals still believe that multiethnic churches are
unnecessary.” 11 Hip-hop artist Lecrae Moore, relating Dr. King’s words, raps the church’s
problem in this way: “Most segregated time of day is Sunday service. Now what you think that
say about the God you worship?” 12
Martin Luther King Jr., interview by Ned Brooks, “Meet the Press,” NBC, April 17, 1960,
https://kinginstitute.stanford.edu/king-papers/documents/interview-meet-press.
9

10
Martin Luther King Jr., “Where Do We Go from Here?,” in A Call to Conscience: The Landmark
Speeches of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., ed. Clayborne Carson and Kris Shepard (New York: Warner Books, 2002),
195-196. In context, this quote contributes to King’s message that restorative justice necessarily encompasses racial
justice and economic justice. Earlier in this address, King describes the just efforts of ministers in Cleveland with
whom he had recently collaborated.
11
Lance Lewis, “Come as You Are, but Don’t Stay That Way: Navigating Issues of Assimilation and
Inclusion,” in All Are Welcome: Toward a Multi-Everything Church, ed. Leon Brown (Columbia, SC: White
Blackbird Books, 2018), 197.
12
Lecrae Moore, “Dirty Water” (song), on Anomaly, September 9, 2014, https://genius.com/Lecrae-dirtywater-lyrics.
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Homogeneity within the church could point to an underlying theological issue. A church
assimilating toward one “acultural” perception of Christian expression may fail to see God as the
Father and Redeemer of cultural diversity. 13 Furthermore, such a church may fail to see itself as
God does in Ephesians 2:11-22: one, new people in Christ being “built together” with its many,
diverse facets. 14 Any church castled within its cultural walls has a serious problem, and this
problem runs down through ministry models and musical preferences to the heart of worship.
Through Christ, God is building together diverse peoples as a prism of His glory. Pastor
Irwyn L. Ince Jr. contends, “For humanity to be the image of God, it must embody beautiful
community—unity in diversity, diversity in unity.” 15 In this way, multicultural churches reflect
the presence, power, and nature of God in a way that segregated worshipers cannot. As those
who claim to know the transformative, barrier-crushing power of Christ, urban churches should
have a divine dissatisfaction if their worship is not characterized by the diverse cultures and
subcultures that surround them in urban environments. If every culture has a voice to contribute,
what do the voices of America’s urban environments contribute to the multicultural worship of
God? This project calls attention to a prevalent urban subculture from whom worshipers must be
counted among the prism of God’s people.

God is “the Father and Redeemer of cultural diversity” in the sense that He created humanity, and the
facets of human diversity reflect Him in worship. God instructed humans to multiply and spread across the earth in
Genesis 1:28 and later divided humanity into different people groups through the confusion of languages in Genesis
11:1-9. Later in this project, interlocutors build on this premise by indicating that hip-hop belongs to God and is
among the cultures being redeemed and added to God’s kingdom. On page 129, Cap asserts that hip-hop “belongs to
God,” and on page 131, Pastor Dean explains that “Contextualization is a sign of the kingdom.”
13

Ephesians 2:11-22 describes the unification of Jews and Gentiles in Christ. Verse 19 says, “So, then, you
are no longer foreigners and strangers, but fellow citizens with the saints, and members of God’s household.” Using
a building as a metaphor “with Christ Jesus himself as the cornerstone,” verses 21 and 22 describe an ongoing
building process: “In him the whole building, being put together, grows into a holy temple in the Lord. In him you
are also being built together for God’s dwelling in the Spirit.”
14

15
Irwyn L. Ince Jr., The Beautiful Community: Unity, Diversity, and the Church at Its Best (Downers
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2020), 55.

4

Background of Topic
Hip-hop is a music genre and a distinct subculture “that seeks to express a lifestyle,
attitude, and urban identity.” 16 Urban missiologist and musicologist Robert Charles Hepburn
notes, “For street-oriented young urban Black males, it is highly likely they will hold rap and
hip-hop culture in high regard.” 17 Hip-hop finds its home in urban environments but is not
necessarily welcome in the American church, even the urban church. Ethnomusicologist
Christina Zanfagna observes that “the ‘noise’ and iconography of hip hop” are seen as “an
unorthodox presence in the church.” 18 Historically, dominant cultures have ousted minority
cultures within the church, and hip-hop is no exception. Pastor Phil Jackson explains the cultural
good of hip-hop “has not been recognized by many in the Euro-American evangelical
community. Thus, very few in that community honestly seek to reach this culture or see any
redeeming value in hip-hop, let alone any way to use it for the Kingdom.” 19 Rather than
welcoming diverse voices, the church has influenced people within hip-hop subculture to believe
that aspects of their cultural expression, including rap music and urban fashion, cannot be
properties of a Christian. 20 In this way, people who identify with hip-hop are suspended between
being “mavericks” to the church and “corny Bible-thumpers” to the streets. 21 Spiritual life does

Daniel White Hodge, Homeland Insecurity: A Hip Hop Missiology for the Post-Civil Rights Context
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2018), 13. To reduce confusion, this project stylizes “hip-hop” as lowercased
and hyphenated.
16

Robert Charles Hepburn, Rapologetics: How the Gospel of Christ Takes on the Street (Glenside, PA:
Westminster Theological Seminary, 2016), 508, Theological Research Exchange Network.
17

18

Christina Zanfagna, Hip Hop in the City of Angels (Oakland: University of California Press, 2017), 11.

Efrem Smith and Phil Jackson, The Hip-Hop Church: Connecting with the Movements Shaping Our
Culture (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2005), 80-81
19

Kevin Burgess and Ameen Hudson, “Doing Urban Ministry in an Unjust World” (podcast), The Gospel
Coalition, April 2, 2019, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/podcasts/tgc-podcast/urban-ministry-unjust-world/.
20

21

Zanfagna, Hip Hop in the City of Angels, 10.
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not end at the point of conversion but is the beginning of true worship and participation in a
worship community (i.e., church). Therefore, it is critical for believers from hip-hop subculture
to find a home in a church where they can be themselves in the Lord.
For churches to partner with worshipers from hip-hop subculture, churches must
reevaluate how they relate to culture and become aware of how majority culture biases already
influence their liturgy (i.e., the pattern by which the church partners with local people in
corporate worship), silencing unconventional voices. What hop-hop is, how it might worship
God, and where its voice can be heard within the multicultural church are each important
questions within this topic.
This topic and its corresponding research come out of Cleveland, Ohio, a context
representative of many American urban environments. Residentially, Cleveland is among the
“ultra-segregated” major cities in the United States. 22 Cleveland proper is also the poorest major
city in the United States. 23 In contrast, the greater Cleveland metropolitan area is among the
wealthiest 20 percent, being ranked 80th in personal income out of 384 metropolitan areas in the
United States. 24 This contrast speaks to the socioeconomic segregation in and around Cleveland.
Its churches generally reflect the racial and economic segregation of Cleveland’s past and
present; today, the average church in Cleveland is small and stagnant in terms of cultural
diversity. Certain neighborhoods within Cleveland are undergoing changes that have increased

“Segregated, Really Segregated, or Ultra-Segregated?,” Map & Data Resources, Anti-Discrimination
Center, May 3, 2018, http://www.antibiaslaw.com/node/3764.
22

23
Emily Campbell, “Cleveland is now the poorest big city in the country,” The Center for Community
Solutions, September 21, 2020, https://www.communitysolutions.com/cleveland-now-poorest-big-citycountry/?fbclid=IwAR3VCq2CqA-89aF6n-vz7Q2apEi-TNmKdMLQkGJ5AkfPc1OsiXJsqrCzzVc.
24
“Personal Income by County and Metropolitan Area, 2019,” Bureau of Economic Analysis, last modified
April 14, 2021, https://www.bea.gov/news/2020/personal-income-county-and-metropolitan-area-2019.
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their racial, generational, and economic diversity. In Cleveland neighborhoods like Downtown,
Central, and Cudell, diverse cultures exist in close proximity but interact interpersonally on a
limited basis. Churches in these Cleveland neighborhoods are positioned to facilitate deep unity
in and through the worship of Jesus but must navigate the practical and spiritual implications of
doing so.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this project is to welcome Christian worship from among people who
have a hip-hop cultural background (i.e., “hip-hop people”), especially those who do not
necessarily have a church background or enculturation. To clarify, the purpose of this project is
not to draw people into the church by using hip-hop stylings. While this is a popular ministry
model in the United States, attracting people is not the sole purpose of worship music.
Evangelism (i.e., calling people to believe the gospel) is not the goal of worship; worship is the
goal of evangelism. 25 While much of the discussion surrounding Christian rap or Christian hiphop (CHH) regards its evangelistic potential, hip-hop can express worship. Therefore, in
multicultural churches, especially multicultural urban churches, hip-hop in corporate worship can
be the expression and contribution of a subculture already in and around the church, a subculture
in which God is already at work. Hip-hop artist and doctoral student Timothy Brindle envisions
hip-hop among the treasures that will be laid at the feet of Jesus in worship: “Hip-hop as a
culture is one of those cultures that God in His sovereign plan has been determined to reach

25

2010), 17.

John Piper, Let the Nations Be Glad! The Supremacy of God in Mission (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,

7

people in and redeem, both hip-hop as a culture and hip-hop as a musical form.” 26 An outcome
of that redemption is being welcomed among a community of worshipers here and now.
This project’s vision for multicultural worship is a theological response to divine
mandates. 27 Lance Lewis clarifies that “it’s simple obedience to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
who by his cross has intentionally brought together people from different ethnic groups,
backgrounds, and countries and formed us into one beautiful multiethnic worshiping community
called his church. 28 It is not, as some would suppose, “a deviation into the sphere of liberal
theology, nor is it replacing a focus on the gospel with one on social issues.” 29 The ultimate
purpose of multicultural worship is the greater praise of God through His diverse people. For this
reason, multicultural worship is never about diversity for the sake of diversity; 30 it is not simply
the visual representation of diversity. 31 Instead, as CHH artist Sho Baraka imparts, it is
characterized by “dignified tension and learning.” 32 Multicultural worship is hard worship made
possible by God. He uses it to reflect His image through cultural expressions, advance His

Timothy Brindle, “An Interview on Hip-Hop and Christianity” (video), Covenantal Thoughts, October
27, 2014, https://youtu.be/ng2lnNoY-dA. Timothy Brindle is a rapper and Ph.D. student who has been discipled by
Shai Linne.
26

Christopher J. H. Wright, “Word of God and Mission of God: Reading the Whole Bible for Mission” in
Discovering the Mission of God: Best Missional Practices for the 21st Century, ed. Mike Barnett (Downers Grove:
IVP Academic, 2012), 37.
27

28

Lewis, “Come as You Are, but Don’t Stay That Way,” 206.

29

Ibid.

Jessica M. Barron and Rhys H. Williams, Urban Church Imagined: Religion, Race, and Authenticity in
the City (New York: NYU Press, 2017), 73.
30

Soong-Chan Rah, “A More Biblical Sunday Morning” in Letters to a Birmingham Jail: A Response to
the Words and Dreams of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., ed. Bryan Loritts (Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2014), 215.
31

32
Sho Baraka, He Saw That It Was Good: Reimagining Your Creative Life to Repair a Broken World
(Colorado Springs: WaterBrook, 2021), 102.
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mission by forming creative worshipers, and manifest His unity through His triune work. 33
Rather than abandoning their culture, people who identify in Christ can play a role in redeeming
their cultural expressions to the greater glory of God.
Finally, this project acts as a contribution to the field of urban worship leadership. Theirs
is a unique calling, and what it means to be an urban worship leader lacks definition. Often, they
serve in small churches and are limited in terms of resources and personnel. The small-church
context creates a higher demand for participation; it does not lend itself to spectatorship and the
mere representation of diversity. Urban worship leaders have a critical role in connecting diverse
image-bearers of God to one another and to God in worship. 34 This role involves becoming a
student of local cultures, including hip-hop subculture. It involves spiritually shepherding
Christians from the hip-hop community to identify completely in Christ and be themselves in
worship; it also involves spiritually shepherding Christians from established church traditions to
welcome new and different worship expressions. As diverse members grow together, worship in
an urban church can become a hub for artistic excellence, producing creative worship arts that
reflect the church’s spiritual life and form its liturgy.
Significance of the Study
Extensive literature already exists about Christian worship and worship leadership.
Within the fields of Christian worship and worship leadership exists literature regarding
contemporary worship and traditional worship, charismatic worship and liturgical worship,
White worship and Black worship, etc. These dimensions are relevant yet do not pertain directly
“Triune work” describes the creative design of God the Father, the redemptive power through God the
Son, and the unifying presence of God the Spirit synergizing in the church to make multicultural worship possible.
33

34
Thomas J. Terry and J. Ryan Lister, Images and Idols: Creativity for the Christian Life (Chicago: Moody
Publishers, 2018), 48.

9

to urban worship. The lack of literature at the intersection of urban ministry and worship studies
falsely insinuates that worship is not the goal of urban ministry or that new, urban Christians are
expected to assimilate into established churches without voicing themselves creatively or
influencing churches culturally. However, Christian worship has not reached its full creative and
cultural capacity because Christ is still adding new peoples to His kingdom. For this reason, the
contextualization of worship is something that churches in urban environments—whether they
are contemporary or traditional, charismatic or liturgical, Black or White—need to reexamine.
Christians in urban environments may not have church experience and may not assimilate neatly
into established churches, nor should they be expected to do so. What would it look like for hiphop people to add their voice in corporate worship? And how can urban worship leaders make a
lane for hip-hop in multicultural worship? The significance of this project can be measured in
terms of how it answers these questions.
Research Questions
This project addresses the following research questions regarding the intersection of hiphop subculture and corporate worship in urban churches:
RQ1. To what extent should hip-hop manifest in corporate worship?
RQ2. In what ways can urban worship leaders welcome hip-hop into multicultural
worship?
Hypotheses
This project studies hip-hop and what it brings to the worship of God. Considering the
long history of spoken elements in worship, the initial hypothesis for this project focused on the
liturgical potential in the hip-hop contextualization of calls to worship, responsive readings,

10

prayers, and benedictions, etc. It projected that a liturgical approach would increase participation
in corporate worship, especially among people who grew up with hip-hop but not with the
church. The outset of this project could not have anticipated that the ideological and theological
contributions of hip-hop would emerge and ultimately eclipse the musical significance of hiphop in worship. These unexpected themes reshaped the initial hypothesis and resulted in a
theological, philosophical, and methodological framework for hip-hop as corporate worship in
multicultural churches. This framework answers the first research question in this way:
H1. Hip-hop should manifest in corporate worship as an artistic language, an engaging art
form, and a cultural theology.
Hip-hop presents both challenges and advantages in terms of its content and form. Rap is
infamously profane, and churchgoers may question its redeemability. Furthermore, any church
that is characterized by its established worship style (e.g., contemporary Christian music) may be
reticent towards welcoming new and different sounds. Finally, worship leaders may feel
underequipped to lead change in this direction. Regardless of their background, worship leaders
play a pivotal role in either inviting or denying voices in worship. American Christianity,
especially that of White evangelicals, has had a poor track record in this regard; the power
dynamics between majority and minority cultures are evident in worship, especially within urban
environments. Worship leaders must embrace their role as spiritual leaders in terms of worship
theology and culture, inviting hip-hop expression into multicultural worship without converting
to a monocultural “hip-hop service.” To this end, the following hypothesis to the second research
question is:
H2. Worship leaders welcome hip-hop into multicultural worship through the crosscultural learning, collaboration, and spiritual formation of the church.

11

Core Concepts
Jesus Christ is central to Christian worship both in terms of His authority and His
redemptive power. By His definition in John 4:23-24, a core tenant of Christian worship is that it
be “in Spirit and in truth.” Jesus identifies as “the truth” in John 14:6: He is the object of worship
as a member of the trinity, and He is “the way” through which true worship can be offered to
God. His authority unifies the books of the Bible as instructive for worship. The sense in which
true worship is based on Jesus is unchanging, transcending all times and cultures.
In John 4:24, Jesus also calls for worship that is “in spirit.” This speaks to the heart of the
worshiper in terms of honest engagement with God. Worship is not limited to a certain place,
time, or mode of expression; it is defined in terms of both spirit and truth. John 4:23 indicates
that “the Father wants such people to worship Him.” Not only is worship “in spirit,” John 4:24
teaches that “God is spirit”; He comes near to worshipers through the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit, the intercession of the Son, and the will of the Father. As God comes near to diverse
cultures, “worship in spirit” is expressed in new and creative ways in response to the beautiful
and immutable truths about God. Worship leader Jaewoo Kim describes this as the “musical
incarnation of the gospel in the music styles of various people groups, both those near to us and
those far away.” 35 Just as people can engage more deeply with one another through their first
language, it is also true that worshipers can engage more wholeheartedly with God through their
artistic language. Diverse expressions demonstrate the spirit of a multicultural congregation that
engages with God honestly.

35
Jaweoo Kim, “The Whole World Has Gone ‘Glocal,’” in Worship and Mission for the Global Church:
An Ethnodoxology Handbook, ed. James R. Krabill (Pasadena: William Carey Library, 2013), 48.
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While unity in diversity is an ideal in modern America, homogeneity has existed and
continues to exist for reasons that are immediately practical and deeply spiritual. Multicultural
worship challenges dominant cultures within American churches. 36 Homogeneity does not exist
only in terms of race; local churches can also cloister along the lines of class, generation,
political conviction, etc. The extent to which a church can be a welcoming, multicultural worship
community flows from its relationship with the God who crossed human barriers in Christ. To
this end, churchgoers and spiritual leaders must become aware of their cultures and become
students of other cultures within their church and community. Otherwise, cultural ignorance can
unconsciously discourage cultural expressions of worship in others. 37
One factor affecting each church’s capacity for becoming multicultural is its worship
leadership. Effective worship leadership encourages the cultivation of cultural expressions of
worship. 38 This is not as easy it sounds; urban worship leaders must grapple with common yet
inherently flawed approaches, including tokenism, appropriation, and assimilation. Leaders of
multicultural worship must navigate spiritual and cultural challenges rather than settle for the
numerical growth that homogeneity can more quickly facilitate. 39 The fruit of multicultural
churches is not merely their size or appearance of diversity but the reality that their unity in
diversity depends on Christ.

36

Rah, “A More Biblical Sunday Morning,” 207.

David M. Bailey, “Cultivating and Contextualizing Arts in Worship for Minority Groups,” in Worship
and Mission for the Global Church, 266.
37

38

Ibid.

39
Soong-Chan Rah, The Next Evangelicalism: Freeing the Church from Western Cultural Captivity
(Downers Grover: IVP Books, 2009), 98.
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Definition of Terms
Multicultural
Pastor Irwyn Ince presents culture as “how we respond to the gift of God’s creation. It’s
about what we make of the world.” 40 This is worked out in each people group’s distinctive way
of life. 41 Diversity is often thought of in terms of race and ethnicity, but these terms can have a
conflating effect on the cultures and subcultures that can exist within racial and ethnic identities.
Furthermore, culture can both incorporate and transcend ethnicity, race, class, generation,
nationality, language, education, and religion; this is especially the case with a subculture like
hip-hop. The diverse communities in this project are referred to as being “multicultural,” with the
understanding their diversity is not limited to skin color but also encompasses cultural and
subcultural identities.
According to professor of higher education Alexander Jun, a common standard is that
diverse churches are comprised by no more than 80 percent of one cultural or ethnic majority
group. 42 A 2019 study revealed that only 24 percent of American congregations were diverse by
this metric. Mark DeYmaz identifies these statistics as encouraging but notes that AfricanAmerican attendees of evangelical churches decreased from 27 percent in 2012 to 21 percent in
2019. 43 In general, the number of Americans attending church services on a typical Sunday
before COVID-19 has been in decline; among Americans who identify as Christians, weekly
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attendance has decreased from 46 percent in 2009 to 44 percent in 2018 and 2019. 44 Projections
of population growth and change indicate that homogeneous churches are vestigial within their
changing communities, especially in urban environments. 45 A professor of church growth,
Soong-Chan Rah, warns that “The larger evangelical culture steeped in Western White cultural
captivity is not necessarily a safe place for evangelicals of color.” 46 Diverse worship
communities described in biblical prophecy and eschatology should motivate changes that
encourage multicultural participation in the church. 47 The multicultural church is distinguished
from secular multiculturalism because it is a result of the person and work of Christ and exists
for His praise.
The vision of multicultural worship is beautiful, but many American churches are not
ready or safe for minorities. A 2021 Barna study revealed that, in monoracial churches, 27
percent of Black practicing Christians feel pressure to give up part of their ethnic identity, and 29
percent have experienced racial prejudice on some level. 48 The Barna team expounds: “Our data
and focus group interviews affirm the experiences of many people of color who ‘code switch’ to
fit in with multiracial faith communities—that is, they feel pressure to dress, speak, and
otherwise present in a certain way that belies their identity in order to be accepted or taken
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seriously in a white normative church.” 49 The call is not merely to appear multicultural but to be
multicultural on a deeper level than a photo op. Despite the challenges of unity in diversity, the
multicultural urban church is, as Keller describes, “a church committed to combining the various
people of the city, the different cultures in one church.” 50 This project uses “multicultural” in the
sense that Reverend Leon Brown uses “multicultural”: a “multi-everything” church free of the
limitations defined by a culturally dominant group. 51 He concludes, “Our congregations should
be welcoming to everyone, affirming the good of the various cultures expressed in one’s
community, and seeking to implement those cultural distinctions in our church services.” 52
Ethnodoxology
The Global Ethnodoxology Network currently defines ethnodoxology as “the
interdisciplinary study of how Christians in every culture engage with God and the world
through their own artistic expressions.” 53 Ethnomusicologist Robin P. Harris clarifies that “A
foundational principle of ethnodoxology is that music is not a universal language.” 54 Music is a
universal phenomenon, but its manifestation and meaning are culturally unique. Therefore,
churchgoers must not mistake their individual or cultural preferences for what is “right” or
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“wrong,” “good” or “bad” in Christian worship. 55 A consultant specializing in cultural
intelligence, David M. Bailey, asserts, “There is no objective standard, no ‘normal.’” 56 Because
preferences are culturally-conditioned, no single culture has the authority to define what is
musically “normal” in worship. 57 Moreover, musical normalcy is not the goal of worship.
Instead, ethnodoxology is a study that encourages diverse, cultural expressions as an element of
life-encompassing, image-bearing worship. As this project unfolds, it becomes more about the
people behind hip-hop expression. To parallel ethnomusicologist Jeff Todd Titon who describes
ethnomusicology as “the study of people making music,” this project engages ethnodoxology as
the study of people making worship. 58
Gentrification
Gentrification is the renewal of an urban area. Historically, investors have capitalized on
disinvested urban areas by first relocating the people who live there. 59 Beginning in the 1950s,
when disinvestment and the flight of White people and wealthy minorities hollowed out city
neighborhoods immediately surrounding the downtown, these areas became known as the
“ghetto” or “inner city.” In this project, “disinvested” is used in favor of “ghetto” or “inner-city,”
which have been used as euphemisms for low-income, minority communities. The term “urban
environments” is used to encompass the diverse areas and cultural dynamics within a city. These
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factors are common in post-industrial, midwestern cities known as “Rust Belt” cities. 60 With
regard to this project, the tensions of race and class exacerbated by disinvestment and
gentrification are unavoidable dynamics within multicultural urban churches. 61
The social location of people within the church affects how it expresses itself. 62 Churches
may be tempted to follow the pattern of gentrification by seeking the approval of powerful
factions within the community; conversely, welcoming the marginalized peoples of the
community may disenfranchise churchgoers from higher economic strata. Multicultural churches
are positioned to turn this narrative on its head.
Hip-Hop
Hip-hop is both a music genre and a subculture “that seeks to express a lifestyle, attitude,
and urban identity.” 63 Hip-hop is more than a mainstream music industry, and its culture is
vividly seen in its underground music. One hip-hop subgenre is referred to as “trap,” and it
relates the shared struggles of being trapped in urban environments. 64 This project refers to trap
in terms of its graphic yet resilient content and its characteristic sound, which includes a triplet
flow and hi-hat bursts. From these thematic and musical characteristics, the story of hip-hop is
revealed as this project unfolds.
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Hip-hop is associated with African-American culture and identity, having been born out
of predominately African-American, Caribbean-American, and Latin-American communities in
disinvested, urban areas. 65 Hip-hop is a relatively young culture influenced by historical African,
Caribbean, and Latin cultural practices. 66 The social location of these particular cultures as
minorities in 1970s New York City is fundamental to the ongoing content and development of
hip-hop. D. A. Horton, a pastor and professor of intercultural studies, explains, “Rap’s humble
beginnings identified itself as an urban artistic and poetic expression centered on the social issues
the dominant culture of America failed to address.” 67 Hip-hop did not initiate urban decay; it
arose from urban decay. The first critically-acclaimed hip-hop song, “The Message,” formed a
window into urban environments and demonstrated the influential power of hip-hop. 68 What
began as a counterculture has become a globalized movement and a subculture, both as a vehicle
for other marginalized urban communities and as a music industry. Ultimately, hip-hop is not a
sound or a cause; hip-hop is a people. 69
The range of artistic expressions within hip-hop includes rap, spoken word, song, beats,
graffiti art, fashion, dancing, and street language. 70 Although each of these expressions could be
explored in terms of their capacity for worship, this project focuses on the music and messages
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of rap and spoken word, and these expressions are often referred to as “hip-hop in corporate
worship” or “hip-hop worship.” 71
Liturgy
“Liturgy” is derived from the Greek term leitourgia, “a work for the people.” 72 It is
commonly understood as a work of the people, emphasizing the role of the congregation in
corporate worship. The terms “liturgy” and “liturgical” are often associated with orders of
service that include antiphonal calls to worship, creeds, benedictions, etc. 73 In the sense that
liturgy is a pattern for worship, composer Greg Scheer reminds the modern church that, “For the
first fifteen hundred years of the church’s history, worship was exclusively liturgical.” 74 Liturgy
is more than style; in the words of John Witvliet, a professor of worship studies, liturgy is the
“lived theology” of the church. 75 A premise of this project is that the pattern of worship that best
facilitates lived theology may be different in each cultural context. For the purposes of this
project, liturgy is the pattern by which the church partners with local people in corporate
worship.
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Creativity
Creativity is a God-given capacity. Hip-hop artist Thomas Terry Jr. and Theologian J.
Ryan Lister state that “All creativity begins and ends with God.” 76 Through expressions of
creativity, including artistic styles and forms, individuals and cultures are capable of imaging the
Creator in unique ways. In Mark 12:17, just as Jesus indicates Caesar’s rightful claim on the
coins bearing his own likeness, God has a claim on His creations and all that they create. 77 This
means that God has authority over all cultures and all creative arts, and He can use them to
creatively reflect Himself in worship. Because God is the ultimate authority rather than human
culture, worship can never be mandated to conform to the image and likeness of a single culture.
Churches then should not be entrenched by a single culture, but rather, they should be free to
worship God through creatively diverse cultural expressions.
It must be noted that, as a result of the fall, humans are prone to reflect sin—the opposite
of God’s image and likeness. Through the gospel work of Jesus Christ and through the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit, worshipers are being spiritually transformed 78 to better reflect
God’s image and likeness. This spiritual transformation does not erase the cultures of
worshipers; rather, spiritual transformation encompasses the cultures of worshipers, including
their redeemed creative expressions. In this way, God is worshiped through both the spiritual and
cultural dimensions of human creativity.
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Urban
Cities (i.e., urban environments) are a complex intersection of race, class, and culture;
each neighborhood is unique in this way. Sociologists Mark Gottdiener, Ray Hutchison, and
Michael T. Ryan observe the defining characteristics of urban environments as “size, density,
and heterogeneity.” 79 Likewise, Pastor Dhati Lewis defines urban environments as a
combination of “density and diversity.” 80 Urban environments conjure up polarizing images of
economic diversity, including disinvestment and gentrification. 81 Speaking to these polarizing
images, Reverend Don Davis points out that the term “urban” has been applied to both skinnyjeaned people and the baggy-jeaned people, but they are not the same culturally. 82 Kevin
Burgess, a Christian rapper commonly known as KB, understands “urban” in socioeconomic and
racial terms as meaning “under-resourced, particularly Black and Brown experience.” In this
project, “urban” is not used to describe the people that merely work, play, or pray in the city. The
term is not used as some urban ministries do, describing a dark void in need of charity. 83 Rather,
this project’s use of “urban” refers to communities whose cultural identities are shaped by the
socioeconomic realities and inherently multicultural dynamics of city life.
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Chapter Summary
Multicultural worship is designed by God and made possible by Him. Being a
multicultural church has complex cultural and spiritual dynamics. In urban environments, which
are characterized by polarizing dynamics, churches are called and equipped to reflect God
through unity in diversity. Hip-hop is an urban subculture that can contribute uniquely to the
worship of God, and while it makes its home in urban environments, hip-hop is largely
unconventional in the urban church. There, at the intersection of hip-hop subculture and
corporate worship in urban churches, urban worship leaders have an important role in shaping
liturgy for the good of diverse worshipers and for the greater glory of God.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to explore what scholarly sources, digital media, and
artistic content reveal about urban environments, urban churches, hip-hop expression, and
multicultural worship leadership. These four areas intersect the research questions of this project
and provide a framework for its hypotheses.
Urban Environments
Two Clevelands
Cleveland is a quintessential “Rust Belt” city. Like Detroit, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and other
urban areas near the Great Lakes, Cleveland experienced a rise in population and diversity due to
nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-century industrialization but experienced a sharp
economic decline and depopulation during the latter half of the twentieth century. J. Mark
Souther, a professor at Cleveland State University, provides an urban planning perspective on
Cleveland’s historical decline. Souther claims that it was during the deindustrialization of the
mid-1940s through the mid-1960s that the city’s ambiguous image began to take shape. 84
Redlining (i.e., discriminatory city planning) led to a decline in minority-owned businesses and
home ownership; urban planners and banks literally redlined maps to the disadvantage of poor
minorities with lender discrimination, 85 and the effects are still observable today as Cleveland is
one of the most segregated cities in the United States. 86 This discriminatory trajectory
precipitated the 1966 race riots in the Hough neighborhood. Souther explains, “The riots brought
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to a head years of festering racial antagonism that had plagued the city’s labor unions, public
schools, and urban renewal program.” 87 The perception of Cleveland’s inner city is epitomized
in a 1967 Saturday Evening Post article by John Skow that referred to the Hough neighborhood
as “a 50-block-by-10-block infection.” 88 Cleveland was also made infamous by its
environmental neglect. In 1969, the Cuyahoga River, which runs through Downtown Cleveland,
caught fire for the final time as a result of pollution. The events of the 1960s reframed Cleveland
for decades; the city once known as “The Best Location in the Nation” became more commonly
known by its derisive nickname, “The Mistake on the Lake.” 89
Since that time, Cleveland’s leaders have repeatedly campaigned to salvage the city’s
image. Revitalization initiatives have focused on highly visible areas of the city in the hopes of
enticing economic growth. The main-street areas of Downtown and University Circle portray a
revitalized Cleveland; 90 Ohio City, the neighborhood west of Downtown, has undergone
gentrification since the 1960s despite the decline of closely surrounding areas. 91 Within each of
these neighborhoods are sizable poor communities that are not usually seen by visitors or
businesspeople. The visual contrast represents an economic contrast between the urban elite and
the urban poor; these neighborhoods are hollow in terms of a middle class. 92 One version of
Cleveland is home to emerging universities and healthcare industries; it has seen population in-
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migration since the 2000s, especially among millennials drawn to urban living in revitalized
areas. 93 At the same time, an entirely different version of Cleveland is disinvested in terms of
education, upward mobility, food, health services, etc., and has seen successive generations of
urban poor communities remain cloistered in the same areas. Cleveland State University
Professors J. Rosie Tighe and Stephanie Ryberg-Webster argue that the focus of Cleveland’s
urban policy is too narrow; “It concentrates on growth downtown and ignores the true underlying
causes of urban distress: racial segregation and concentrated poverty.” 94 Throughout its history,
Cleveland’s leaders have led many campaigns to salvage its urban image. 95 In the end, not all
Clevelanders may be talking about the same urban environment when they call Cleveland
“home.”
The Spirit of The Land
Steven Caple Jr. directed a 2016 film called The Land. Inspired by true events, the film
captures the urban experience shared by many, including the director. 96 It is the cautionary tale
of four teens living on the near-west side of Cleveland. The teens are from different ethnic
backgrounds but are brothers in the urban experience. Their lives are confronted by violence,
drug abuse, poverty, and desperation. They struggle yet maintain high aspirations. They make
bad choices attempting to create opportunities and ultimately reach higher socioeconomic strata.
The movie highlights common cycles that are hard to break and rags-to-riches stories that are
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usually beyond reach. 97 Rather than showing the manicured sides of Cleveland, Caple showed
the place and culture out of which he himself emerged. Both visually and musically, the film
facilitates the voice of others from this same shared background. 98
Caple collaborated with local artists, including Machine Gun Kelly and Ezri, to create the
film’s hip-hop soundtrack. 99 In many ways, hip-hop embodies the something-from-nothing spirit
of urban life, as voiced through the poetry of broken places and broken English. 100 Machine Gun
Kelly, Ezri, and Erykah Badu, who each appear in the film, join Nas and other artists who also
contribute to the soundtrack. 101 Despite being from different generations and neighborhoods,
Caple noted the spirit they shared: “Though we all came from similar backgrounds and disliked
the circumstances in our neighborhoods, we all agreed that these places are home. These homes
made us who we are today. Our communities shaped our talent and perspective.” 102
Center Church and Urban Sensibilities
Urban environments, like the Cleveland portrayed by Caple, are often thought of as bad
places, war zones. In Center Church, Tim Keller champions the city in terms of its kingdom
potential. He frames the city as “an intrinsically positive social form with a checkered past and a
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beautiful future.” 103 Keller defies prevailing notions about Christianity, notably expressed by
Harvey Cox’s 1965 book, The Secular City. Keller condemns Cox’s notion that Christianity was
strong when insulated in homogenous churches but appears pale and waning in troubled, urban
environments. It is ironic that the city needs to be championed in terms of its kingdom potential
because, long before the modern church became a rescue mission from outside the city, the
church was a redeemed people flourishing within cities like Jerusalem and Antioch. According to
Keller, the more dense, diverse, and troubled a city has been, the more Christianity has
flourished in it: “Any Christianity that dies in the city isn’t real Christianity. Any understanding
of the gospel that goes to seed and dies and falls apart in the city wasn’t the real article. It can’t
be.” 104 On the contrary, gospel light is more easily seen and readily received in urban
environments. The power of the gospel is revealed in a greater way in these environments by
transforming lives and breaking down barriers between diverse peoples. 105
In Center Church, Keller surveys historical perspectives on how Christianity should
relate to culture, drawing out important principles regarding contextualization and confrontation.
As a result of common grace—including the general revelation of God and the basic wisdom of
humans as image-bearers of God—every culture already maintains certain beliefs that roughly
correspond to biblical truths about God; Keller refers to these as “A” beliefs. Every culture also
has beliefs that contradict biblical revelations about God, forming barriers to belief in Christ; he
refers to these as “B” beliefs. To illustrate how this varies from culture to culture, Keller notes,
“in Manhattan, what the Bible says about turning the other cheek is welcome (an ‘A’ belief), but
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what it says about sexuality is resisted (a ‘B’ belief). In the Middle East, we see the opposite—
turning the other cheek seems unjust and impractical, but biblical prohibitions on sexuality make
sense.” 106 In this way, every culture is inconsistent and incohesive regarding truths about God;
this means that every culture has beliefs that are self-contradicting, vulnerable to confrontation,
and unconsciously yearning for redemptive truth. Reaching a culture involves affirming its
inherently true theologies and criticizing its false beliefs. 107 In this way, the gospel confronts and
completes every culture’s baseline narrative. 108 If the church relates to its urban context this way,
allowing the gospel to uniquely confront and complete local cultures, the result is not merely a
better urban church but a better urban environment as a whole.
Keller recognizes that suburban America and urban America are comprised of entirely
different cultures, and this is something that cultures outside of America’s urban environments
may not realize. 109 Denying this reality, traditional mission movements have tried to take a
Christianity forged outside of the city and reproduce it inside the city. These movements have
failed to dignify urban environments on a cultural level. Urban ministry is so transactional that it
has become synonymous with charity. As Kang-Yup Na, professor of religion, observes, the
American church has seen the city in terms of “doing things for the needs of urban life.” 110
While urban Americans have been condemned for rejecting Christianity, it may be the foreign
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enculturation of Christianity that they are rejecting. Urban cultures must have a voice in shaping
local, urban churches and how they worship.
Finally, Keller emphasizes the power of excellent artistry to communicate and behold
ideas in worship. 111 He calls city churches to partner with artists, “not simply as persons with
skills to use” but “as worshipers and hearers.” They have a valuable role in the community and a
valuable voice in the church. From biblical times to corporate America, cities are “places of
greater productivity and creativity.” 112 This can and should be true of arts in the church. The
innovations of urban churches can have an impact on the global church. 113
Urban Church
The Church and the Streets
In his book Taking It to the Streets, Reverend Harry Louis Williams II graphically
describes the violence, desperation, and need plaguing urban America. His is a bleak summary:
“A spirit of indifference has gripped God’s local body by its throat. A blindness to the suffering
of the most vulnerable people around us has set in.” 114 Words like “lethargy” and “apathy”
abound in William’s description. “Dispassionate disregard for the ones Jesus called ‘the least of
these’” is identified as a deeply spiritual problem. 115 He notes the duplicity between a church that
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sings and preaches vigorously on Sunday mornings but is not “real” among marginalized
members of its community. 116
For Williams, the divide is both historical and theological. A chapter entitled “Death in
the Pot” sheds light on the perpetuated, detrimental effects of what he calls “the White Jesus.”
The exploitative whitewashing of Christianity remains a major barrier for multicultural, urban
churches in post-civil rights America. Spurning the “White man’s religion,” many African
Americans have looked for identity and purpose outside of the true Christ. Williams asserts that
the church must be introduced to the real Jesus who is neither culturally nor ethnically White.
Citing the descendants of Ham in the ancestry of Jesus, Williams posits, “If Jesus Christ lived in
human form today in America, the ‘one drop’ rule would designate him a Black man.” 117
Williams turns his attention to the Black church, its birth “in the belly of struggle,” and
its stand for the God-given dignity of Black America. 118 He sees its resilient spirit continue in the
fight for social justice. At the same time, Williams is critical of the true proximity between
historically “urban” African-American churches and the modern urban experience: “The inner
city is lined with irrelevant churches clinging to an outdated concept of ministry.” 119 He cites
both legislative history and a middle-class urban exodus that has led to class barriers within those
churches: “There is a gulf between the people who live in the ‘hood and those who commute to
worship there on Sundays.” 120 In this way, Williams reveals that urban churches are not
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normatively indigenous. If urban churches are made up of suburban people who drive into the
city once a week, are they truly “urban churches”? As it relates to this project, Williams imparts
the understanding that being an urban church is not merely a matter of geography but of culture
and community.
Hip-Hop Church
In The Post-Black and White Church, pastor and author Efrem Smith admits, “It may be
easier to plant, grow, and sustain a homogenous church in Black or White, but it’s unbiblical.”
The beloved, Kingdom-minded church is worth the trouble because it is biblically mandated. 121
Smith takes issues with the idea that urban churches must maintain distinctly Black or White
worship cultures. “When we planted Sanctuary Covenant Church, I wanted it to reach across
races and ethnicities. I wanted it to be urban and suburban. And I thought that hip-hop subculture
offered a way to do that.” 122 This 2011 interview with Smith asks, “Why should churches
embrace hip-hop culture?” He answered in terms of influence and racial unity: “Jazz, the
Motown sound, and now hip-hop have been able to influence and build bridges across race in a
way that other music styles have not,” he said. “I believe the church must seek to understand hiphop as a culture.... When you think of all who are influenced by this culture, the millions of lives,
it is simply amazing.” 123 For Smith, hip-hop is not a gimmick but an illuminating cultural
expression within a mosaic church.
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Smith describes the elements of “Hip-Hop Sunday,” a Saturday night service that would
occur six times a year when he was pastoring Sanctuary Covenant Church. A typical call to
worship in a hip-hop service might begin, “When I say Jesus, you say Christ.” 124 Smith grew up
in the culture and community of hip-hop, and “the type of hip-hop I listened to as a teen was
leading me to worship something I truly didn’t know, because I wasn’t critically examining the
well water that I was drinking on a daily basis.” 125 The prevalent idolatry found in hip-hop
provokes and grieves him. 126 Using the well as a metaphor, Smith draws a parallel between hiphop people and New Testament Samaritans. Just as First-Century Jews avoided Samaritans, the
American church largely avoids hip-hop subculture. 127 Jesus went into Samaria and called the
Samaritan woman at the well to “worship in spirit and in truth” in John 4:23-24. The Apostle
Paul listened attentively to the voices of the culture in Acts 17:28. 128 Like Smith, Paul was
meeting a people who worshiped what they did not know. 129 Smith recounts the life-changing
encounter of knowing a pastor who came to the well of hip-hop and spoke honestly with him. 130
Smith calls Christians to sit at the well of hip-hop. As a young Coolio rapped, “They say I gotta
learn, but nobody’s here to teach me. If they can't understand it, how can they reach me?” 131
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Pastor Phil Jackson, who coauthored The Hip-Hop Church with Smith, embraced hip-hop
arts while pastoring in the Lawndale area of Chicago and does again now as the director of The
Firehouse Community Arts Center. 132 Jackson describes his ministry in terms of receiving
people within their culture, helping them find a form of expression, and providing a space that
helps them become who they really are with hopefulness and resiliency: “All of that to me is
worship, all of that to me is church, all of that to me is the functioning aspect of what God would
consider the church that would seek to love and serve those who are ‘the least of these.’” 133
Jackson challenges perceptions of what church is, not only musically but ideologically.
Another notable church hip-hop movement began in the Inglewood neighborhood of Los
Angeles. It began as a Friday night hip-hop service in 2005, a ministry of Holy Trinity
Evangelical Lutheran Church in the interest of attracting youth. 134 Later, traditional people
within the church grew less-enthused about the idea of hip-hop in the church; meanwhile, the
hip-hop people within the church hoped their expression would grow to become a regular aspect
of Sunday worship. 135 This vision was larger than the incorporation of rhyme; hip-hop people
wanted the church to address what hip-hop compels the church to address: “racial injustice,
poverty, gang culture, police brutality, incarceration, and other daily realities of inner-city
existence.” 136 These plagues characterized the neighborhood’s decay and failed renewal
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efforts. 137 By addressing what hip-hop compels the church to address, the hip-hop service could
become more of a community for belonging and less of an event for attending. 138 The leaders of
Hip Hop Church pursued becoming a church home for people from the streets that also provided
“a space for intergenerational exchange as schisms between the Black youth and elders, Black
working classes and Black upper-middle classes, were growing wider and more entrenched.” 139
After separating from Holy Trinity Church, the hip-hop worshipers became a culturally hip-hop
church known as Hip Hop Church L.A. These narrative events affirm that embracing hip-hop is
more than simply incorporating a music style; it includes welcoming urban people and facing
urban problems.
In general, hip-hop services have not enjoyed sustainability within institutional churches
(i.e., those that conform to an established model). 140 The conflicting dynamics between hip-hop
and churches are immediately relevant to this project’s vision of hip-hop worship in multicultural
churches. Ralph Watkins, a professor of church growth, offers a bridge that characterizes
subsequent sections of this project: “The chasm is wide between the institutionalized church and
hip-hop, but it can be bridged. The first step in this bridge is for the church to listen to hip-hop
and study hip-hop culture. Immerse yourself in the history of hip-hop and help shape its
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future.” 141 The worship of God is bigger than hip-hop, but it can include the contributions of hiphop. 142
“Church in the Wild”
In his 2018 book entitled Homeland Insecurity, Daniel White Hodge calls for a “church
in the wild,” a church that does not yet exist. 143 Hodge is a hip-hop scholar and a professor of
intercultural communications who takes issue with understandings of “mission” and “ministry”
that reach into urban environments with a good news message but fail to engage the lived
realities of the people there. Instead, he cites a long history of colonialism in missions that has
insulated the institutional church with a narrow, utopian worldview. 144 As a result, Hodge
claims, the church engages binary options that are irrelevant to the faithless, oppressed, and
disenfranchised.
Hodge calls for “A church bold enough to disrupt the complacency of American
evangelicalism and create a much more contextual approach to Jesus. A church creative enough
to use hip-hop and its theological core as a missiological premise.” 145 Hodge brings an essential
insight to this project: hip-hop’s contributions to the multicultural church are not merely musical
but ideological and theological. For this reason, hip-hop must be engaged on an ideological and
theological level. “Hip-hop wears a mask that grins and lies,” Hodge postulates, “It is a mask
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that takes us to the place where the culture says out loud what it is thinking. This shouldn’t be
excused, but it must be engaged.” 146
Hodge notes that many people outside of hip-hop culture have not engaged deeply with
the content of hip-hop music, and as a result, they oppose what they do not understand. Watkins
echoes, “I think about the debates that are led by people like Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby, Rev.
Dr. Calvin Butts, Rev. Dr. Delman Coates, and Stanley Crouch. When you hear their critiques,
you can tell they haven’t listened to the story in hip-hop culture or taken the time to appreciate
the artistic value of hip-hop culture.” 147
Hip-Hop Expression
Hip-Hop Elements
This section highlights core characteristics of hip-hop music. These have emerged over
its approximately fifty-year history and have been observed by the field of hip-hop scholarship.
This section also hints at how these characteristics might correspond with hip-hop worship.
Rhythm and Rhyme
Hip-hop music comes from a context with limited access to traditional musical
instruments and music education. Early sounds were produced by the manipulation of record
players (i.e., DJing) and the human voice (i.e., beatboxing). In spoken word, the rhythm is
primarily shaped by its vocal cadence and phonesthetics. As hip-hop evolved, beats were
produced by electronic instruments (e.g., “808” drum machines) and sampling sounds. Today,
rap beats are produced almost entirely with digital audio workstations (e.g., Ableton Live).
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Producing beats is an essential artistic craft within hip-hop music. Watkins explains, “The beat
serves the purpose of getting the hearer to say, ‘Yes, I am open to the rhyme.’” 148
Rhyme is the leading musical characteristic of rap and spoken word—the channel of its
storytelling. Rhyme is a measure of hip-hop prowess, and the first principle of rhyme is
originality. 149 There is power in the wordplay that enables hip-hop to deliver its story and
message. Rhyme is not only a function of vocabulary; it is a complex and creative art of cadence
and flow. It is a skillful and mathematical operation inside a meter and beat. Watkins unpacks the
relationship between the content and delivery of a rhyme, beholding it as an art form:
What an emcee says is important, but the flow is equally as important as an aesthetic
criterion. How creative is the emcee while doing lyrical long division? How clever is the
emcee with words? How does the emcee use pitch and inflection while maintaining
breath control? How does the emcee use silence? These are the aesthetic questions that
push us to see the art in the culture. 150
Authenticity
The more commercialized hip-hop becomes, the less organic it is; hip-hop’s commercial
ascendency proves to be self-eroding. Presently, there are two streams of hip-hop: culture and
industry. An artist who pursues industry at the expense of culture is considered by some a
sellout. When hip-hop is reduced to feuds for the sake of entertainment, as Talib Kweli endites,
“Hip hop’s the new WWF.” 151 The dichotomy between the culture and industry of hip-hop is
apparent in the separation of rap from hip-hop. By extracting the art form of rap from its cultural
148
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integrity, the industry benefits from a broader audience. 152 This criticism becomes a lens for
discerning if hip-hop worship sells out hip-hop subculture or attempts to extract rap from it as a
commodity.
According to journalist Simon Reynolds, hip-hop is “real” in two dimensions: it is real in
terms of being uncompromising, and it is real in terms of reflecting the lived realities of
economic and racial inequalities in a dog-eat-dog world. 153 Kembrew McLeod, an artist and
professor specializing in popular music and culture, acknowledges the divergence between the
culture and industry of hip-hop, and he identifies the qualities of the “real” and the “fake”
according to hip-hop subculture. 154 Authentic hip-hop stays true to itself rather than following
mass trends. It expresses love for Black people though not typically to the exclusion of other
peoples. 155 It is underground rather than commercial, unrestrained in its capacity to speak
honestly. It speaks from the streets rather than the suburbs. It is masculine and has been maledominated. 156 It is a culture that respects its history. 157 These are the qualities of authenticity in
hip-hop; when hip-hop stops being authentic, it stops being hip-hop. The same could be said
about worship: if it is not real, nor a reflection of reality, it is not worship “in spirit and in truth.”

As a musical form, rap can be adapted by cultures other than hip-hop. Efforts to make its content more
palatable can erode its original purpose and message.
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Knowledge
Knowledge is an esteemed virtue within hip-hop subculture, and the transmission of
knowledge is a unique strength of hip-hop music. According to Ian Lawrence, an emcee and DJ
also known as Stimulus, “No genre and no culture is more efficient than hip-hop at transmitting
knowledge.” 158 A 2015 study by the music data company Musixmatch demonstrates that hip-hop
dominates other genres in terms of vocabulary; it has the highest number of words per song and
the highest diversity of words per song. 159 Lin-Manuel Miranda cited the lyrical density of hiphop as making it suitable for telling the story of Hamilton. 160 The hit Broadway musical
communicates 20,520 words in two hours and twenty-three minutes, but it would have taken four
to six hours if presented through a different genre. 161 The vehicle that Miranda uses to
communicate knowledge about American founding father, Alexander Hamilton, is engaged by
the hip-hop community to communicate knowledge about fashion, technology, entertainment,
life stories, urban life, etc. Lyrically, hip-hop is characterized by lyrical density in diversity, not
unlike its urban environments. However, hip-hop is not merely lyric-centric; it is knowledgecentric. Hip-hop perpetually transmits its knowledge from street corners, open mics, radio
stations, and social media platforms, from city to city. The early gangsta rappers comprising
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N.W.A. used hip-hop to tout “the strength of street knowledge.” 162 Through their music, they
communicate their experiential knowledge of the realities of urban environments and of how
they live in resilience. Likewise, in his “letter to the streets,” Cleveland hip-hop artist Ezri raps,
“You told me, ‘Fuck college, street knowledge will make me successful’ and that you will be my
professor for every single semester.” 163 In hip-hop, lived experiences teach foundational
truths. 164 And in this way, hip-hop is not merely lyrically dense; its lyrics are ripe with street
knowledge. Hip-hop’s knowledge and capacity to transmit knowledge combine to amplify its
proliferation as a subculture within urban environments. 165 As artists speak their experiential
truths into the shared story of hip-hop, culture is transmitted. 166
Storytelling
Rap and spoken word often take the form of a story, and the setting for that story is the
birthplace of hip-hop, the streets. As the protagonist rises in resiliency, he never forgets his
home. Hip-hop songs continually contribute to an oral history of inequity, pain, and
empowerment shared among hip-hop people. 167 Professor Ralph Watkins situates hip-hop
subculture within its larger story arch: “While hip-hop includes pervasive visual images, hip-hop
culture rides on the language and story of hip-hop and in hip-hop.” 168 The highly influential
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rapper Tupac Shakur described his craft as painting a picture of reality, what he has seen, done,
and learned: “I’m just trying to speak about things that affect me and about the things that affect
our community…. Sometimes I’m a watcher, and sometimes I’m a participant, and sometimes
it’s just allegories or fables that have an underlying theme.” 169 These stories are made up of
metaphors that mirror reality. As spoken word artist Preston Perry perceives, words are heard
constantly; the mind can block out words. Metaphors have a unique power: “They force a person
to listen because it forces a person to see.” 170 While it could be stated succinctly that it is hard to
grow up in the hood, Perry uses creativity to help hearers see the story in this manner: “My
cousins and I dodge bullets while playing in front of loose-jaw fire hydrants sprawling water into
our neighborhood. The streets crowded with different shades of brown boy but our hearts all the
same color of courage.” 171 The subtle juxtaposition of children playing and bullets flying is a
window into the experience of being raised in the streets and the type of men it formed. In this
way, through hip-hop music, hearers can see the shared stories of a people rising up from the
streets.
Admonishment
Hip-hop’s elements combine to deliver powerful messages. Hip-hop music admonishes
hip-hop subculture, individuals, and the dominant cultures who opposite it. Battle rappers trade
bars, often dissing one another. Artists and cliques call out one another in their music. Hip-hop
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subculture has also had an undeniable influence on the broader American culture; 172 it will defy
anyone or anything in order to validate the existence of urban people. Hodge states, “Hip-hop is
a vehicle of social, cultural, and political resistance to dominant structures of norms.” 173 In this
way, hip-hop challenges the oppression and injustice prevalent in local cultures that way true
worship should. 174
Hip-hop has a uniquely prophetic tone and function. 175 Compared against scriptural
genres, hip-hop shares its strongest parallel with biblical prophecy (i.e., calling people to
revealed truths). Watkins draws this parallel, explaining that “Like Jeremiah, hip-hop is crying
out as it critiques and engages the plight of those it speaks for and to.” 176 In secular hip-hop,
lyrics are treated as a revelation by the artist, memorized and meditated on by their followers,
elevating it to a sacred status. 177 In this way, hip-hop continues to be shaped by archetypal
prophets and poets such as Tupac Shakur; Kendrick Lamar carries the torch as a contemporary
urban prophet. 178 In one of his songs, Lamar dramatizes an interview with the late Tupac using
recorded statements by Tupac. 179 Hodge notes how these two artists externalize the religious
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pursuits of the hip-hop community: “Tupac’s music pursues God through sexuality, manhood,
pain, violence, revenge, hate, anger, love, hope, and nihilism. Lamar questions the church, deals
with aspects of the fear of God and yet pushes the Hip Hop community forward.” 180 Hip-hop has
been used positively to decry the realities that divide America and its churches from a streetlevel perspective. Hip-hop has been infamously used to say, “Fuck the police” 181 and “Fight the
power,” 182 but there is more to hip-hop than what its critics have received as empty profanity and
rebellion. As rapper Chuck D recognizes, “Hip-hop, with its use of words, can be a vehicle for
any voice.” 183 While hip-hop is no replacement for Scripture, its prophetic nature suggests that
hip-hop is poised to reflect the poetic nature of Scripture in worship.
Spirituality
Hip-hop is infamously profane, but within its unrestrained language are unrestrained
messages. It pays homage to the gods of materialism, drugs, money, power, and sex; this makes
hip-hop “masculine” in terms of how its culture defines masculinity. The blatant profanity has
led many to underestimate hip-hop in terms of its spirituality; surface-level critiques fail to
investigate the story told by the profane. 184 A closer look at hip-hop reveals that it is deeply
characterized by the sacred amid the profane. 185
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Hodge describes the sacred as “those areas held as hallowed, consecrated, or revered …
that space in which God finds us, even if in a tattered state.” 186 The examples of the sacred amid
the profane are numerous. Talib Kweli rapped a “hostile gospel.” 187 The album cover to
Kendrick Lamar’s Section.80 is replete with a crack pipe, bullets, condoms, cash, and a Bible:
the sacred amid the profane. 188 The first verse of Coolio’s “Gangsta’s Paradise” begins with
words from Psalm 23, “As I walk through the valley of the shadow of death” 189 and ends, “On
my knees in the night, sayin’ prayers in the streetlight.” 190 Kanye West also quotes Psalm 23 in
“Jesus Walks,” a song that calls to the Jesus who walks among and for those in the streets. At the
same time, West feels like he has distanced himself: “I wanna talk to God, but I'm afraid ‘cause
we ain’t spoke in so long.” 191 Kanye’s Jesus is willing to walk with “hustlers, killers, murderers,
drug dealers, even the scrippers [sic].” 192 Chance the Rapper released the worshipful songs
“Blessings” 193 and “How Great” 194 on Coloring Book, an album saturated in profanity,
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promiscuity, and substance abuse. 195 In the 2021 song “RAPSTAR,” Polo G elaborates about his
excessive wealth, fame, and promiscuity. Despite presenting himself as emotionally hardened
and isolated amid his success, he exposes his inward attrition from emptiness, anxiety, and
depression: “I'm the chosen one, seen my potential, so they fear me. Lately I've been prayin’,
‘God, I wonder, can You hear me?’” 196 Hip-hop is characterized by its willingness to exposit the
extremes of the sacred amid the profane. These prayers introduce a cultural theology of hip-hop:
a way of life, a search for God, and a hermeneutic for this world’s pain.
It is a startling notion, and one might ask, “Can something as sacred as theology come
from something as profane as hip-hop?” Theological anthropologist Carl Ellis Jr. asserts that
“All theology is contextual.” 197 This is not to say that it is untrue, but rather that a cultural
theology applies Scripture to the specific issues and concerns of a time and place. 198 Hip-hop
presents a unique context for which theology has not been done. Like the secular poets the
Apostle Paul quoted in Acts 17:28, 199 secular hip-hop poets press against the bounds of what is
not known about God; they reach out to God among other gods. Pastor Phil Jackson observes
that secular rap, being characterized by “resiliency amid hopelessness,” presses against the same
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bounds. 200 He cautions listeners that even the conscious rappers “can’t take you anywhere
because they’re not bringing you the truth of Jesus Christ.” 201 This chasm between the hip-hop
context and the truth of Christ calls for contextual theology to be done. If the truth of Christ can
meet hip-hop’s “resiliency amid hopelessness,” 202 hip-hop music and culture can bring worship
to God in spirit and in truth.
Conclusion
Hip-hop is a people with a message, and that message rides on the music and language of
rhythm and rhyme. Their culture demands authenticity, and their expressions are authentic,
unveneered reflections of reality. Hip-hop esteems the street knowledge that comes through
experiencing urban realities. Amid these realities and the deep pain, hip-hop calls for a deeper
theology. The spiritual search, the urban experiences, and the authentic reflections synergize
with hip-hop’s musical creativity to tell hip-hop’s shared story, a story of where its people have
been and where they are going.
Hip-Hop Controversy
The Devil’s Agenda
Within the cultural circles associated with American Christianity, it is not an uncommon
opinion that hip-hop is entirely unsuitable for worship. The Gospel Coalition, an
interdenominational church network and digital media outlet, published a 2013 article
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highlighting quotes from Christian leaders both for and against Christian hip-hop. 203 One of
these Christian leaders, Pastor Dan Horn, argues that the focus of rap music is on the beat and the
rapper rather than on the words or on God. Scott Aniol, a professor of worship studies, condemns
rap as “a form of music that is inherently denigrating.” 204 He asserts that the only way to redeem
rap is to fundamentally change it: “So I’m all about the redemption of musical forms, but if we
were if we truly redeem certain musical forms to express God’s holy truth that will mean that
those forms will change to actually be appropriate vehicles for the communication of God’s truth
as is expressed in the very Word of God itself.” 205 Author and church elder Geoff Botkin,
founder of the Western Conservatory, degrades so-called “Christian rappers” as cowards,
conforming to the ways of the world. 206 Finally, theologian Joe Morecraft stresses that rap
cannot be disentangled from its musical heritage. He adds that rap does not convey the proper
emotional response in worship; it does not present the truth about God with majesty or dignity. 207
These quotes from Christian leaders provide perspective on why many churches and churchgoers
deny hip-hop.
A more extreme position regarding Christian hip-hop is held by Pastor G. Craige Lewis
in The Truth Behind Hip-hop. Lewis’s anti-hip-hop ministry is referenced within the CHH
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community, including on the Southside Rabbi podcast. 208 His book takes aim at hip-hop, not
merely as a genre of music, but as “a way of life that is leading a generation astray … a way of
life, which describes a culture.” 209 As a demonstration of its twisted power, Lewis indicates that
hip-hop has popularized the imagery of the “jailhouse fag,” creating socially impotent males
destined for incarceration. 210 Lewis contends that subcultures like hip-hop are often born in
rebellion and unify in search of identity. He warns his readers that “Satan uses subcultures to
create intense, passionate followers who start movements to bring rapid change in nations.” 211
Inevitably, a subculture’s rebellious roots determine its fruits: “The subculture will emerge as a
life practice of the music’s content.” 212 To this point, he connects the prevalence of hip-hop to
pervasive problems within the same communities: single-parent homes, crime, sexuallytransmitted diseases, and conversions to Islam; “Hip-hop is one of the major contributors to these
figures,” he concludes. 213 Like King Kong, hip-hop is “a spiritually imported, supernatural beast
that is destroying our nation today.” 214 According to Lewis, hip-hop is a satanic scheme designed
to undermine individuals, communities, and nations.
Lewis holds that, in His incarnation, Jesus “only visited” cultures and subcultures but
“did not change addresses, set up residency, make every facet of the subculture His way of life,
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and absorb its values.” 215 He chastises “hip-hoppers” (i.e., Christian rappers) for wanting to fit
Jesus into their worldview; he asserts that all cultures “must repent and be transformed by the
ways of His kingdom.” Recounting the story of Jesus healing the leprous man in Luke 5:12-15,
Lewis concludes, “He was set free from the subculture of lepers in a leper colony and became an
ex-leper who showed God’s transforming power to the world. God wants to do the same thing
for people bound by today’s leper colony: the subculture of hip-hop.… It’s time to get out of the
leper colony of the hip-hop subculture and become a saved kingdom representative in Christ’s
counterculture.” 216 According to Lewis, the hip-hop subculture is like a community for diseased
exiles; hip-hop people must forsake their cultural identity when they come to Christ.
Can hip-hop be redeemed? According to Lewis, that is the wrong question to ask: “God
does not take subcultures and make them holy; He takes people.” Lewis condemns holy hiphoppers for making people “feel that you can be heaven-bound with your worldly identity.” 217
Holy hip-hoppers are accused of being financially motivated, and their spiritual maturity is called
into question because most “do not believe in casting out devils, speaking in tongues, or even
hearing God speak other than through the Bible!” 218 Lewis presents holy hip-hoppers as worldly
conformists with only a touch of Christianity. 219 He warns, “For a thugged-out, gangster-looking
rapper to stand before your young and declare he is ministering will only promote the look, the
behavior, and the spirit of hip-hop which we are working so hard to defeat in the body of Christ.
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We don’t need our boys looking like thugs.” 220 Lewis is also concerned that hip-hop in the
church would tempt churchgoers with their old lives. 221 Being equated to sins such as
prostitution and drug addiction, hip-hop must be utterly discarded by the redeemed. According to
Lewis, if Satan is the father of hip-hop, then what the church does with hip-hop is a fundamental
choice between serving Satan and serving God: 222 “You must realize that God did not play a part
in the creation, establishing, or foundation of hip-hop, so how can we drag Him into it at this late
stage?” 223 Lewis describes Satan as a master musician who uses hip-hop sound to manipulate
people directly and a hidden agenda to influence indirectly. 224 In direct contrast to the premise of
ethnodoxology presented on pages 16 and 17 of this project, Lewis asserts that music is
objectively a-cultural: “Music is not confined to the boundaries of our interpretation. Music is
truly the universal language.” 225 He believes that, as a musical form, hip-hop parades itself as a
substitute for the Spirit of God; it uses beats to draw people to Christ yet never calls people to
change. 226 The G. Craige Lewis perspective is essential to this project because it brings together
various traditional and clichéd responses to hip-hop influencing the modern church. While Lewis
issues justifiable warnings against syncretism (i.e., the adoption of hip-hop gods into Christian
worship), his cultural perspective underestimates how hip-hop might be redeemed for worship.
In this way, he draws attention to an essential question: apart from sin, what is hip-hop culture?
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“Hip-Hop Theology”
In The Soul of Hip Hop, Daniel White Hodge begins to unlock the deeper worth of hiphop, defying the dismissiveness of the church. As a young rapper who wanted to use his gifts in
the church, he was told, “There is no place for that Devil music here! Get out!” 227 This is not an
uncommon response, one heralded by Lewis. Hodge provides perspective on what it is like to be
on the other side of this teaching, a new believer from hip-hop subculture. Uniquely, he found a
church home under a pastor who “accepted me as a part of Hip Hop culture.” 228 This proved to
be formative in his journey. After coming to Christ, he reflected on the profound philosophies of
the hip-hop music and culture he held dear: “Hip hop theology is, in essence, a study of the
Godhead (God, the Son and the Spirit) in the urban context, with a goal of better understanding
God’s rich and complex love for everyone (not just those who look and talk ‘nice’) and the
revelation of God through the liberation of the oppressed from the oppressor.” 229 Hip-hop
provides a street-level perspective on race and class 230 that many Christian opponents of hip-hop
do not have.
Hip-hop scholars such as Christina Zanfagna, an ethnomusicologist, and Anthony Pinn, a
religious studies professor, observe the way hip-hop embraces both the sacred and the profane. 231
This leads to a theological paradigm that deals with all aspects of life, including “problems of
pain, distress, suffering, anxieties, and evil acts…. Nothing is ‘too sacred’ to talk about or deal
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with.” 232 Hodge argues that this perspective is more reflective of Jesus than the institutionalized
American church. 233 For this reason, Hodge calls the church to “hip-hop theology.” Relegating
hip-hop voices to hip-hop Sunday “superficially appropriates the culture without truly engaging
its theological perspective.” 234 Hodge clarifies why and how hip-hop should be engaged: “We do
not experience Hip Hop in order to conquer it; we encounter Hip Hop as we enter into
relationship with Hip Hop people.” 235 Merely borrowing hip-hop sounds is a surface-level dip
into hip-hop subculture. More deeply, hip-hop theology challenges institutionalized Christianity
and its theological inadequacy: how the Christian responds to suffering, injustice, community,
identity, doubt, and profanity (i.e., rawness). In other words, the church does not know Jesus at
certain depths that hip-hop demands. For this reason, the Jesus of institutionalized Christianity
seems “corny” to hip-hop subculture. 236 He is portrayed as “authoritarian, judgmental, a moral
moderator, a dogmatic deity.” 237 It was against this portrayal of Jesus that Tupac used his lyrics
to fashion a “Jesuz” for the hood. 238 Hodge unpacks the flaws in Tupac’s Jesuz while embracing
the truths it exposes about the biblical Jesus, truths about Him that are underrepresented in the
church. For example, “The z represents a Jesus who is both ‘above,’ in terms of theological
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inquiry, but also ‘below,’ in terms of access.” 239 Hip-hop is more than a genre of music, and it
challenges Christian worship to more than a genre of music.
In the closing chapter of The Soul of Hip-Hop, Hodge addresses “The Paradox of G.
Craige Lewis.” Hodge acknowledges flaws in hip-hop while contending that “There is no one
culture that is either completely evil or completely holy.” 240 According to Hodge, Lewis has
fallen into the “Christ against culture” trap, 241 and were he to apply this reasoning evenly across
other cultures, “we must dismiss almost 95 percent of the classic ‘gospel spirituals,’ derived
largely from bar room songs.” 242 Claiming to speak for God, Lewis has put himself in “the nocontest category.” 243 Hodge demonstrates that the anti-hip-hop perspective of Lewis—shared
among others within the American church—is impaired by the lens of church culture.
To summarize their contrasting perspectives, Lewis sees hip-hop as fundamentally sinful
while Hodge sees it as fundamentally theological (i.e., pertaining to the study of God). Lewis
sees hip-hop in terms of what it could take from the church, whereas Hodge sees it in terms of
what it could contribute. Lewis views music as either objectively worshipful or anti-worshipful,
while Hodge views music as a culturally-subjective tool with potential for the sacred amid the
profane. 244 Lewis sees redemption through the abandonment of cultural identity, but Hodge sees
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a more thorough redemption that encompasses cultural identity. Lewis emphasizes the
transcendence of God as above human cultures, whereas Hodge highlights the imminence of God
in “Jesuz” through the paradigm of hip-hop. Lewis identifies Satan as the father of hip-hop,
while Hodge upholds hip-hop’s search for God amid the scorn of many Christians. 245 Lewis and
Hodge have fundamental, theological differences regarding God and culture. They epitomize
perspectives voiced by interlocutors later in this project. Multicultural churches must reckon with
these warring perspectives if they desire to welcome hip-hop into corporate worship.
Hip-Hop Worship
In light of all the discussion regarding hip-hop—including abundant criticism toward
CHH—a simple question emerges: is God being worshiped by CHH? This and subsequent
sections present CHH artists and their perspectives regarding worship, culture, theology, and
creativity.
His Glory Alone
KB, an acclaimed hip-hop artist, has referred to his 2020 album, “His Glory Alone,” as
“trap worship.” 246 A panel from Rapzilla interviewed KB about this album, noting its innovative
fusion of trap and worship in terms of musical genres. 247 At one point, panelist Elijah Matos
describes the project as “at least sixty percent worship tracks combined with rap.” Matos upholds
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KB as a leader in musical integration across cultures and genres: “Dude took Spanish, worship,
and trap and put it all together and made a totally different thing.” According to KB, the result
was organic: “I just try to turn myself inside-out on the album.” Certain contemporary Christian
music (CCM) songs have a special place in his personal worship experience, and he rejects the
assumption about what he would prefer as a Black man: “I know some people try to appropriate
me.… I love that I have people of every race, ethnicity, and nation listening to my music. I
rejoice in that.” 248
Southside Rabbi
KB has teamed with writer Ameen Hudson to create an influential podcast called
Southside Rabbi. In an interview with the Phanatik, a seminal Christian rapper and a founding
member of The Cross Movement, 249 Hudson reflected on the impact of Christian rap on his life
and testimony as a 16-year-old: “I was floored that by the fact that there were dudes that looked
like me, talked like me, sounded like me, were artistically gifted, that were talking about God in
such a deep way.… living in the hood in Florida, and y’alls music and what you guys did—the
movement—it was a key piece of what God used to introduce me to Himself, and then keep me
early on, and also straighten out our theology.” 250
Commenting on trends within CHH, Phanatik observes that “Christian hip-hop is in some
ways a microcosm of hip-hop in the sense that you call it a movement, but even people within
hip-hop will recognize that they did not always treat it like a movement. They treated it
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sometimes the way capitalism demands that you treat things: like a product. And so treating it
like a product, you do what it takes to sell a product, but in selling the product, you may end up
either having to sell out to sell the product or sell out your culture to sell your product.” 251 To
this point, Phanatik quotes Jay-Z, who raps, “Truthfully I wanna rhyme like Common Sense, but
I did five mill’—I ain't been rhyming like Common since.” 252 This pattern is shared by secular
and Christian hip-hop expression: the more popular it becomes, the less organic it becomes.
Eventually, the subcultural piece born in the streets is eroded by the image of success. There are
formative conversations happening within the Christian rap community regarding whether a
CHH artist identifies as “a Christian rapper” or “a rapper that’s a Christian,” whether they make
music “from the church” or “for the church.” Phanatik concludes that what something is called
relates to its purpose and function as art. 253
KB, Ameen, and Phanatik see CHH as a vehicle to be used for God’s purposes, and the
fame that accompanied only served to supplement its purpose and highlight that God was
moving in it. They conclude that Christian rap needs a paradigm shift, or it will inevitably go the
way of other defunct Christian movements: organic growth gives way to attention and change
that ultimately erode its purpose. When counterculture becomes corporate culture, “the
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movement becomes a museum.” 254 KB supposes that the Lord may not want CHH artists to
dominate the music industry but rather to serve in a grassroots movement. 255
“Church Clothes”
During this podcast, KB, Ameen, and Podcast touched on the relationship between CHH
and the American church. While recounting experiences of relating to others through hip-hop,
Ameen affirmed:
God sees us in the hood to the point that He’s contextualizing His gospel in language,
like you said, that we can understand. And I remember I felt seen like you, God isn’t just
like this like my grandma’s church or like White evangelical. Like God cares about us
some much that He allowed the gospel to bear the gospel to come into our culture and
language that He knew we would get, language that He knew that we would understand
so that we could understand it. And the deep things of God, too, not just like general stuff
about God. 256
Regarding their personal, spiritual formation, KB and Ameen mentioned the influence of
Crossover Church, a church in Tampa Bay whose youth group connected with urban teens
through hip-hop concerts. 257 Movements like Crossover Church and The Cross Movement have
helped urban people to see, as Phanatik asserted, “I don’t have to take off my culture to serve
Christ.” This is reminiscent of what Lecrae rapped about being welcomed as he is culturally: “If
God gon’ take me as I am, I guess I already got on my church clothes.” 258
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Finally, the podcast addressed perceptions of the “Black, urban Christian and this
‘divorce’ from White evangelicalism.” CHH artists have been criticized for addressing racism in
their music. While artists had been addressing race for a long time before this “divorce,” CHH
has recently experienced a more widespread shift toward confronting racism amid rising racial
tensions. Ameen admitted disappointingly, “We assumed that we all believed the same thing for
so long.” 259
Other leading voices in the CHH community have shared this experience. The bifurcation
runs deeper than musical style; it runs down into cultural and theological strata. Sho Baraka
diagnosed the problem in his church experience: “Our problem was that we were two churches
who thought we were one. We used the same lyrics but sang different songs. We listened to the
same words but heard different sermons. We drove down the same streets and lived in the same
place, but maybe we had a different Christianity—though we both prayed to Jesus.” 260 Ignoring
the deeper realities has led to “pseudounity” in churches. 261 In Baraka’s experience, this
pseudounity manifested in his being treated as a junior varsity member of the church: “I was
encouraged to entertain youth groups with hip-hop music and culture, but I was not allowed to
call them out [church leaders] on cultural insensitivity. Even in Black churches, I felt the edit.
Many churches employed me to engage their young and young adults while levying ridiculous
restrictions that left me feeling like a parody of myself.” 262
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Lecrae has received criticism from evangelical leaders for addressing racial and cultural
issues in his music. He states his contention in a 2020 interview: “In our push for diversity, we’re
not adding more diverse leaders. We’re trying to add diverse followers, or congregants, and
we’re not necessarily changing the culture. We’re trying to get those diverse congregants to
embrace or assimilate white culture.” 263 John Piper, an influential pastor and theologian within
evangelicalism, defended and thanked Lecrae for his 2017 album that represented a loosening
from White evangelicalism. 264 Tensions between CHH and evangelical Christian worship will
continue as a long as a contingent of White evangelicals remain aloof toward the issues of urban
life, the issues that hip-hop is so adept at addressing. 265
“Lyrical Theology”
“An Alternate Reality”
Shai Linne is a pastor, rapper, and author. He grew up in Philadelphia during the 80s and
90s, enjoying east-coast rap for its lyrical depth, realizing later that it was a form of discipleship
into a worldview. 266 The style became known as “conscious rap” for addressing social issues and
emphasizing Black empowerment. Linne was catechized into a hostility toward Christianity, “the
White man’s religion.” After years of wandering through life, he was inspired to read the Bible
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for himself, and he was “mesmerized” by the Jesus he met there. 267 Regarding the life change
following his encounter with Jesus, Linne writes, “I didn’t realize at the time that God, in His
mercy (and with His sense of humor), was about to use the very thing that discipled me in my
hatred for Him as a means through which I would help proclaim His supremacy: hip-hop.” 268
The Cross Movement was Linne’s first exposure to CHH. 269 Recounting the experience,
he writes, “I couldn’t believe what I was hearing: music in my native cultural language that was
God-glorifying, Christ-exalting, artistically pleasing, and intellectually stimulating with
theological depth.” 270 He experienced a CHH event, likening it to “an alternate reality” in which
rappers “were rapping about Jesus and directing the attention of the crowd away from themselves
to Christ. And the audience seemed to be more excited about Jesus than anything else, including
the style of music we were enjoying.” 271 During this season of his life, Linne recognized that he
was a cultural outsider in both the White and Black local churches he had attended, loved, and in
which he had been treated kindly. “I was beginning to wonder if I could fit in as one who grew
up in hip-hop culture.” He realized, “Jesus wasn’t calling me to abandon my culture…at least not
the God-honoring aspects of it. Rather, He was calling me to leverage my culture for the glory of
God. And now I was beginning to get a sense of what that could look like.” 272
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“Theocentric Music”
The local hip-hop community helped to foster Linne’s voice and Christian identity. He
was excited to rap about Christ and maintained the lyric-driven east-coast rap style of his
upbringing, not unlike Phanatik. In a 2017 song called “Random Thoughts 3,” Linne salutes
Phanatik and other members of the Philadelphia-based CHH group: Ambassador, Tonic, Enock,
and Cruz Cordero. It is apparent that these rappers shaped Linne’s image of what it means to be a
godly man in the city, so he honors them the hip-hop way:
My conversion to the Master was so dramatic
I just wanted to be an ambassador or fanatic
The gospel was my tonic—with Christ I couldn't lose
But to walk with God like Enoch I knew I couldn't cruise [emphasis added]. 273
As Linne’s faith and knowledge deepened, he came to understand his craft as “lyrical
theology.” 274 Decades later, in an album entitled “Still Jesus,” Linne confronts the new trajectory
of Christian rap and its shift since the days of the Cross Movement. A prideful vein is running
through secular and Christian hip-hop, and Linne rebukes any boast but Christ. 275 Linne opens
“Random Thoughts 3,” noting that “Christ-centered music is no longer the hot trend,” and later
laments, “Cats appear most concerned about a rap career. Brothers overseas being slain in the
sand while we're vain in our plans seeking fame and some fans.” He specifies when things began
to change and rebukes evangelistic efforts that undermine the church:
But we noticed a big shift in 2012
Around the time Jackie asked me about Calvinism
Christian Hip-hop found a different algorithm
And crossed over without taking the cross over
Made us all sober years later, is it all over?
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Trip asked me if I was still motivated
I was quiet, but I wanted to say “No, I hate it”
Because brothers in your camp causing lots of confusion
I love them as brothers in Christ, but not their conclusions
They wanna reach the world? By all means keep pursuing it
But tell me, why they gotta diss the church while they’re doing it? 276
In these lyrics, Linne identifies a breakdown between CHH and the church. And while this
project has demonstrated blame on the church’s side, Linne also casts blame on the artists’ side.
Defying the trends of separation from the church, Linne raps with the church in mind “to help the
elect obey Hebrews 3:1.” 277 In the same song, Linne declares his vision for “a healthy
demonstration of theocentric music for the selfie generation.” 278 His lyrics speak theologically,
and the east-coast flow makes them highly understandable and repeatable. Linne strives for
“5C’s” in his lyrics: content, clarity, creativity, complexity, and Christ-exaltation, noting, “I want
the listener to leave my music thinking about how great God is, rather than how great Shai is.” 279
This theological basis is demonstrated well in Lyrical Theology Part 2: Doxology, a worship
album and a discourse on the relationship between theology and doxology; it blends rap, spoken
word, and gospel music in a matter that is intently designed to glorify God. 280 In 2018, Linne
deviated from the CHH protocol by producing a free album for kids called “Jesus Kids.” The
pastor in him used the rap medium in a catechetical sense; the songs were made for participation.
Between its content and style, Linne’s body of music gives direction to how hip-hop can be
liturgy.
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The New Reformation
In 2015, Linne was part of a team that planted a church in Philadelphia called Risen
Christ Fellowship. He described their vision in this way: “What we’ve found is that often those
who would share those particular theological distinctives come from a completely different
background than ourselves, and we, being a people born and raised in the urban context who
have an affinity towards hip-hop culture, we’ve just longed and prayed for a time when in the
church that we can see those theological distinctives worked out in a community but also in a
context that’s urban.” He clarifies that Risen Christ Fellowship is “decidedly theological” and
“decidedly urban,” but it is not a “hip-hop church”; it is “sensitive to those who are in hip-hop
culture” but seeks to reflects God’s design for diversity in the church. 281 Linne can occasionally
be seen leading worship in this small yet authentic church where praise incorporates diverse
sounds and styles, including the original creative contributions of its members. 282 In his 2021
book, The New Reformation, Linne contends that the global church needs a reformation, not in
terms of doctrine but in terms of the makeup of its community. Embodying “extraordinary
diversity” involves reckoning with the church’s deep, longstanding disunity. 283
Reclaiming Creativity
In terms of its lyrics, sounds, and perspectives, hip-hop is a highly creative art form. Such
creativity should not be seen as a threat to Christian worship but rather a contribution to
Christian worship. As a scriptural basis, Revelation 4:11 connects worship and creativity: “Our
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Lord and God, you are worthy to receive glory and honor and power, because you have created
all things, and by your will they exist and were created.” The section that follows outlines a
theology of creativity that makes hip-hop more apt to reflect God as the Father of creativity.
“You Are Worthy”
Rapzilla critics recognize a 2017 album by the CHH trio, Beautiful Eulogy, as “an album
with an incredibly unorthodox approach. Worthy combines elements of a full-fledged worship
album with the elements of a hip-hop album.” 284 The review notes that the album is both
“painfully relatable” yet Godward in its focus. “That’s part of what makes the album so
interesting. There’s an unabashed and unrelenting worship of Jesus going on, but the album’s
lyrical content is not necessarily joyful. While we ought to have joy as Christians, we should
never lose the ability to look within ourselves and be humbled by our true brokenness compared
to Christ.” It is from this humble place that the album “spends a great deal of its time praising
God in one way or another.” This includes “a call for a time of sobriety and deep reflection as
well as heartfelt worship for God.” 285 It calls for a life centered on Jesus and a worship of Him
that is not limited to church or good times (i.e., lament).
The review also reveals how musical advantages of hip-hop synergize with truth in
worship: “Hip-hop is an art form designed to communicate truth, to shape your thinking about
the struggles of society. Music, rhythm and repetition seem to burn things into your mind. In the
same vein, hip-hop helps people take in who God is. If we put theology in music, it helps put this
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stuff deep in your heart.” 286 The review applauds the subtle yet detailed creativity of the album’s
sound and production, noting that it complements and highlights the lyrical content effectively.
The three artists that collaborate to form Beautiful Eulogy are “a profound example of
teamwork”; no voice and personality stands out from the rest, yet each is original. “It’s hip-hop
in a lighter form” with “influences from other genres,” the review notes. Its sound is a
combination of their origins in west-coast hip-hop communities, their individual creativity, and
their spiritual formation as worshipers. 287 Beautiful Eulogy’s hip-hop themes and sounds inject
creative life into a CCM scene that is highly generic.
“To Receive Glory”
In an interview with Legacy Disciple, William Branch (The Ambassador) addressed the
unique attributes of hip-hop as an instrument for worship. He first describes the pattern of secular
hip-hop as “a glory-seeking and glory-saturated medium in and of itself. Hip-hop is all about
bringing visibility to one who felt invisible…. It already is a platform provider; it is a boast
genre.” In this performative context, the artist is often the object of praise. The Ambassador
lances this pattern in the opening to his song “Sacred or Secular” with a quote from John Piper:
“We live in order to get attention from God. If we don’t, if we don’t live for God’s glory, we
become simply a little echo of a God-neglecting culture.” 288 The Ambassador believes that, by
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boasting in Christ,289 the boastful nature of hip-hop can be used for the worship of God while
undermining the idolatry of self-worship. Hip-hop worship can make less of an individual artist
and make much of God, a passion that runs counterintuitive not only to hip-hop but to human
nature. In this way, “hip-hop provides a specifically unique and a very opportune medium for
glorifying God. I think more people should do it.” 290 This paradigm shift mirrors the mantra of
John the Baptist who said in John 3:30, “He must increase, and I must decrease.” 291 The
Ambassador refers directly to John 3:30 when he raps, “Less of me, more of You. That’s the
recipe: all You.” 292 It takes this worshipful spirit to receive what the authors in the section
recognize: “Your creativity has always been His. It is an instrument in His hands to glorify
Himself.” 293
“Because You Have Created All Things”
Thomas J. Terry, a member of Beautiful Eulogy known as Odd Thomas, cowrote a 2018
book with theologian J. Ryan Lister entitled Images and Idols: Creativity for the Christian Life.
It is a treatment of creativity in Christian worship and a theological contribution from a hip-hop
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In 1 Corinthians 1:31, the Apostle Paul directs boasting in this sense: “Let the one who boasts, boast in
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voice. In the forward, spoken word artist Jackie Hill-Perry presents creativity as a biblical theme,
highlighting the creativity of God in making everything, including image-bearers of a creative
God.
The Purpose in Creativity
Creativity matters to Terry and Lister who want “to see God’s grace reconcile every part
of our lives, including our creativity, to Him.” 294 The church has wrongly perceived creativity as
antithetical to spirituality. This could be because creativity threatens church tradition or because
many creative expressions have origins outside the church. In contrast, the authors argue that the
source of all creativity is the Creator God. The thesis of the book is that “Every act of creativity,
in its essence, is an act of worship, a doxological expression of your true humanity and
purpose.” 295 Worshipers can step toward God and reflect worship to Him by “reclaiming
creativity.” From a human perspective, reclaiming creativity is a process by which the purposes
of human creativity are restored according to God’s purposes. 296 It is a function of God’s
Kingdom restoration. Creativity is not only from God but for God and for good in His world. 297
Timothy Brindle draws attention to Jubal, a musician named in the book of Genesis, to
make a biblical case for reclaiming creativity. Jubal was the “creator of instruments” despite
being from the corrupt family of Cain, the first murder. He was creative, and some of the same
instruments that he designed were used in the worship of God throughout the Psalms. If
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Christians are unable to make the same connection between hip-hop and worship, Brindle
suggests that they may be too limited in understanding how God desires to glorify Himself:
God from the beginning has always been into redeeming man and even redeeming culture
and transforming people in their hearts so that, whether it’s through art or music, it’s now
done unto His glory, which is what we were made for. So it just seems fitting that the
living God who has already infiltrated all different other kinds of musical genres and
artistic forms would do the same with hip-hop. I think it’s particularly surprising to many
people because of how sinful hip-hop has been used by sinners to worship self and to
degrade women and maybe to promote a lifestyle of wickedness, but 1 Corinthians 1
makes very clear that God is in the business of using the foolish things of the world to
shame the wise. 298
The Problem in Creativity
Terry and Lister contrast creativity against idolatry, a human problem in creativity.
Augustine defined idolatry as “worshipping anything that ought to be used or using anything that
is meant to be worshipped.” 299 This aberration of creative purpose takes two leading forms: art
for the sake of art or art for the self-glorification of the artist.300 While the image-bearing nature
is embedded in every human, the propensity to ignore or replace God is deeply corrosive yet
seductive. “If sin is loving something more than God, then idolatry is what happens when we
apply creativity to this twisted love. Idolatry is the prideful act of adding imagination to our
rebellion in order to create something to take God’s place in our lives.” 301 Beginning with the
first man and woman in Genesis 3, the Bible is replete with narratives that expose humankind for
making gods with their imaginations or making themselves god with their imaginations. 302 It is
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easy to identify idolatry in secular hip-hop music, but the philosophies underlying idolatry
transcend churches, cultures, and even high literature. Author and critic Christopher Hitchens
wrote, “God did not create man in his own image. Evidently, it was quite the other way
about.…” 303 Poet John Keats perceived, “Beauty is truth, truth beauty,” 304 and playwright
George Bernard Shaw proposed, “Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating
yourself.” 305 These creatives reflected the philosophies of art for the sake of art or art for the
self-glorification of the artist. 306 Hip-hop, like all art, needs to be used rather than worshipped so
that God can be worshiped rather than used.
Terry and Lister argue that, in terms of purpose and satisfaction, “Creativity without God
is ultimately self-defeating.” 307 It is the work of “second-rate actors fighting to write our own
second-rate plays, all while we try to forget that we’re on the Master’s stage in the middle of the
opening-night performance.” Terry and Lister’s call has direct implications on hip-hop, a call to
“Tend to the divine roots of your creativity. Create for the love of God and the love of
neighbor.” 308 Rooted in Ephesians 4:24, Terry and Lister recognize, “God doesn’t want your art.
He wants you—all of you. And when He has all of you, He has your art—the motivation behind
it and the purposes for it as well.” 309 Terry and Lister’s words issue a warning: do not withhold
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your creativity from God, thereby enslaving yourself to it; do not worship the result of your
creativity when you can worship the God who caused your creativity. 310
The Freedom in Creativity
God is an artist and is, Himself, the source of beauty. 311 In Genesis 2:9, His workmanship
is on display in the garden of Eden; in Ephesians 2:10, His workmanship is on display in the
good works of the redeemed. God is creative in what He has done, and, as Terry and Lister point
out, He has been creative in how He relates to His creation: “The Creator creatively became the
created to re-create His creation.” 312 Therefore, it should be no surprise when the person of and
work of God invigorate the creativity of God’s people. Terry and Lister interpret Christ’s
command in Matthew 22:37 to “love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul,
and with all your mind” as necessarily including the creative capacity in humans: “The greatest
commandment reveals that every part of humanity—including (and especially) our creativity—
exists to bring God glory and ensure our neighbor’s good.” 313 In this sense, as God’s people
deepen their relationship with God, creative worship is unleashed.
It is the title and the thesis of Sho Baraka’s 2021 book that every human’s deepest
identity is bound up in the words of Genesis 1:31: He Saw That It Was Good. 314 He contends that
dysfunctional systems and racist ideologies distract from the true and better story of what God
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sees as good. 315 Such distractions lead to pessimistic identities, a dynamic vividly portrayed
through art. 316 Conversely, creativity is a process of “identity formation,” Baraka explains,
offering an example: “African American art through history has consistently redeemed and
repurposed suffering to promote liberation and hope. Where there was pain, the artist found a
means of honest healing. Where there was bondage, the slave found freedom in art.” 317 As a
creative art coming from a unique social location, hip-hop worship offers a creative and identityshaping perspective.
Baraka recognizes that hip-hop is not generally respected as such a creative art: “Hip-hop
is often perceived as a low art in comparison with the work of Shakespeare and Euripides, even
when it employs similar literary devices like polyptota, rhetorical questions, double entendres,
alliteration, similes, and more. One is ‘literature,’ and one is not. Why?” 318 He alludes to a
deeper cultural reason for the differences in perception, Baraka adding that the church can and
should have both high and low expressions to reflect God. A highbrow “sanctified” church’s
theological acumen is incomplete apart from “these ‘low’ expressions of profound theological
truths.’” 319
The problem with CCM is not only that it is musically generic but that its content is
generic. Baraka and his colleagues in CHH were not invited to have a role in changing the music;
instead, they were tokenized as “rapping recruiters for a culture that needed urban credibility.” 320
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Baraka felt “the burden of fitting into the monolithic cultural mold of evangelicalism.” 321 His
association with Christian music stipulated that he “handle sex, social activities, and worldly
association like Puritan pastors.” 322 In this way, churches hide behind a veneered depravity that
does more harm than good. 323 “Our institutions struggle with honesty and often promote
shame.” 324 He adds, “The shadow of society was rarely handled maturely. We often discussed
immorality in culture only when it benefited our political agenda or social arguments.” 325 Baraka
explains that “Black evangelicals have had this problem for decades” in churches that assimilate
toward another culture’s experiences. Baraka notes that this precipitated the emergence of The
Cross Movement among other Christian outsiders. Like the broader sphere of hip-hop, CHH is
strong in terms of admonishment, being willing to speak from the shadows; for example, no
other genre of Christian music will confront the poison of pornography within the church.
Baraka is a leading example of how hip-hop creative arts have liberated content within the
Christian community.
Terry and Lister uphold creativity as a God-given spark in a darkened world. 326 God is
the reason to create, and the church should therefore be marked by great creative arts with
worshipful purpose. Christ does not limit creativity; His redemption frees people from idolatry,
including captivity to creative identities. This freedom enables greater heights in creativity as
321
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worship. 327 Because humans were created with creativity and for worship, humans are doing
what they were made to do when they creatively worship God. It might be easier for churchgoers
to recognize this in the stained-glass artistry displayed in cathedrals. When this dynamic is
played out among urban people, creatively worshiping God could take the form of hip-hop
worship. He is constantly making something new through individuals in relationship with
Him. 328 The restoration of the fractured pieces of human creativity, including hip-hop, is to
God’s credit. 329 If creativity is a God-given spark in a darkened world, then churches must
consider how they welcome the creative expressions of local cultures into the corporate worship
of Christ.
Multicultural Worship Leadership
A multicultural church is a mosaic of cultures, “a reflection and a rehearsal of worship in
heaven,” as theologian Justo L. González puts it. 330 However, rehearsals are hard work. On this
side of heaven, a critical yet challenging aspect of worship leadership regards how cultures are to
come together within the local church. This section studies the idea of culture within the church
context, challenges faced by multicultural churches, and approaches to multicultural worship
leadership.
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Worship and Culture
Are peanut butter and jelly sandwiches (“PB&J”) ethnic food? Activist and liturgist
Sandra Maria Van Opstal poses this question in The Next Worship. 331 She uses PB&J as a
metaphor for what is culturally “normal” in worship; she asks if it is “normal” for every culture
to eat PB&J, or is it assumed to be normative by the dominant culture? 332 When others are
invited to this table, ethnocentric assumptions surrounding this American staple are exposed.
Everyone has a culture, including those who make up American churches. According to
Natasha Robinson, author of A Sojourner’s Truth, “None of us develops our worldview in a
vacuum. Our God-given identities, history, and culture all shape our rules of engagement.” 333
Likewise, in The Church on Mission, missiologist Craig Ott writes:
Every church is in one way or another contextualized. There is no such thing as a
culturally neutral church, since nearly every element of church life reflects culture in
some way. The only question is whether the church will contextualize with greater
intentionality, discerning the times and developing ministers that make faithful disciples
in light of the ever-changing culture. 334
Ott provides a sobering perspective for American Christians unaware of cultural worship
preferences: “Believe it or not, American Christianity looks quite different depending on where
and how you worship on Sunday mornings, what stories you read, what voices you listen to, and
who you call friend.” Since 76 percent of White Americans have zero non-white friends, 335
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many White churches naturally perpetuate White American perspectives. Ted Travis, author of
Building Cathedrals, used the term “White DNA” to describe tensions in his multiethnic church:
“We would laugh about it: ‘you white folks just can’t help yourselves, can you?’ But it was a
painful and serious reality, one that can only be confronted with great intentionality and
humility.” 336
It is easier for majority cultures to believe that they are a-cultural; a minority culture is
reminded more often, having to adjust to the differences. 337 This dynamic can lead majority
groups within churches to believe that their cultural preferences are God-ordained for all
churches. In some cases, they refer to their cultural preferences as “good worship.” This
unconscious preference has an assimilating force. Paraphrasing Mark Charles, an author and
Navajo resource development specialist for indigenous worship, Van Opstal writes, “Many
approaches to multicultural worship boil down to assimilation.” 338 Not unlike the physical
gentrification occurring in urban environments, assimilation is a cultural and spiritual
gentrification occurring in American churches. For this reason, Sho Baraka laments that White
evangelicalism has become “the sole proprietor of Christian growth.” 339 The gravity of
assimilation toward the majority culture seems to ground churches in homogeneity.
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The outcome of cultural ignorance is identity loss. Majority cultures blur the lines
between culture and Christianity, while minority cultures must choose between their culture and
Christianity. Baraka explains the dynamic this way:
When our faith gets gentrified, it also creates aesthetic change—the erosion of the culture
that is indigenous to a particular community. As Christians, we should never allow our
taste to become too sophisticated for or disconnected from the poor or marginalized. The
same people who scorn street art like graffiti music realize that Christian art started with
secret vandals in catacombs.” 340
One of the most visible areas in which this identity loss happens is in worship music. Greg
Scheer asserts that “Worship styles define Christian communities.” 341 They have become a
badge of church identity and the criteria by which Christians choose to attend a church:
traditional, gospel, contemporary, etc. Scheer adds, “Denominational loyalty has all but eroded,
replaced by music style.” 342 Despite being regarded as standard elements of “church culture” in
America, mainstream music styles do not necessarily belong to the church but to the cultural
majorities that comprise the church. God has designed His church with a much wider cultural
range. As Theologian Justo L. González affirms, “We must be multicultural, not just so that
those from other cultures may feel at home among us, but also so that we may feel at home in
God’s future.” 343
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Hard Worship
If PB&J is ethnic food, it is one among many. Therefore, it should not be the exclusive
food at the table week-in and week-out. The church needs to figure this out because, as Ott
observes, “the United States is moving rapidly toward becoming a land that has no majority
ethnicity or single dominant culture.” 344 Growing in a multicultural direction can be difficult,
just as it is difficult to welcome new foods among a people who are content and comfortable.
Awareness is only a first step in a hard yet worthwhile process.
Recognizing culture is an important step toward multicultural unity, but recognizing
culture creates new challenges for a church because assimilation is easier than unity in diversity.
Ince writes of unity in diversity, “The pursuit is too hard. It is too perplexing, and often too
painful, if our commitment is not drenched in the beautiful truth that we are participating in the
beautiful plan and purpose of our beautiful God.” Linne adds, “In a contrasting majority/minority
cultural dynamic, there will inevitably be growing pains as the two cultures seek to understand
each other and live together.” 345 This dynamic exists between the majority culture of White
evangelical churches and minority urban cultures, including hip-hop subculture. Christians may
find it easier to talk about reaching and potentially changing hip-hop people while remaining too
inflexible to worship alongside them. Ott states, “It is one thing to believe that all people should
be reached with the gospel. It is quite another thing to truly embrace the diversity of people in
one’s own local church.” 346
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Ott lances a common sentiment that homogenous churches have toward the diverse
cultures that surround them: “‘Our church is open for all kinds of people. If others don’t come or
feel comfortable, it’s not our fault.’ But no church is culturally neutral.” 347 By assuming this
attitude toward outsiders, driven by the assumption that their church is culturally neutral, a
church silently demands that outsiders assimilate. Ott goes on to describe the many ways in
which a church’s unconscious culture can unintentionally devalue members from other cultures.
Worship music is a foremost area in which the tensions of unity in diversity are often felt. 348
When the church fails to reflect the diversity in its community, “ethnic, racial, economic,
educational, or otherwise,” there is a reason why. A church committed to unity in diversity will
investigate barriers, blind spots, historical divisions, injustices, animosities, attitudes, or
prejudices and how the gospel comes to bear on them. 349 The church must not be a barrier to
“those from among all walks of life and all backgrounds who will acknowledge him as worthy of
worship, who will embrace Jesus as Lord and Savior, and who will gladly enter his kingdom.” 350
God’s kingdom is not a-cultural; instead, it is made up of diverse cultures that reflect
God’s creativity and redemption. While the cultures within God’s kingdom are diverse, Ott
emphasizes what they share in common: “At the very core of Christian identity lies an allencompassing change of loyalty, from a given culture with its gods to the God of all cultures.” 351
Ott is describing a necessary shift in a congregation that precedes effectively welcoming the
worshipful voices of other cultures and subcultures. The church is not only called to this hard
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worship but has been designed and equipped for it. Baraka highlights the cultural struggle and
the spiritual transformation through which God’s diverse people reflect Him:
The early Christian community struggled with the complexities of ethnicity, persecution
history, class, reputation, and geography. But the Spirit gave the church the ability to
excel in navigating those differences. Their cultural diversity became key to their unity. It
was a shining example to the world that there is a God who can bring folks from different
experiences together. That maybe there was a bigger narrative than what they had been
told. 352
Multicultural worship is hard. The church must be willing to be uncomfortable in some
ways, or it will push away those who do not assimilate. Consultant David M. Bailey describes a
guiding principle he calls the “70 percent rule”: “if you find yourself comfortable more than 70
percent of the time, something is amiss; your culture is dominating, even in what could be
deemed a multicultural church.” 353 Multicultural worship challenges the nature of corporate
worship; it is a hard thing and not meant to be possible without God.
The C2 Leader
The dynamics of multicultural worship are modeled within a church’s worship
leadership. If peanut butter is one among many ethnic foods, then worship leaders play an
important role in preparing the meal with those at the table in mind. 354
In Right Color Wrong Culture, Pastor Bryan Loritts describes the kind of leader it takes
to lead a diverse church. Loritts’ leadership fable describes a pastor whose manner of leadership
is “a home run in his urban culture,” but he is culturally inflexible toward those from other
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backgrounds within his congregation. 355 Loritts uses the fable to define categories of people in
terms of how they relate to culture: “C1s are defined as people within a certain ethnic group who
have assimilated into another ethnic group.” 356 He contrasts C1s against C3s, “people within an
ethnic group who absolutely refuse to assimilate within other ethnic groups or cultures.” C3s are
against contextualization. 357 While C1s forfeit their culture and C3s rigidly cling to it, a C2
person does neither of these things. 358 C2s people are ideal leaders of multicultural worship
because they have the intuitive virtues of cultural flexibility. 359
The cultural flexibility that C2s embody and teach can lead congregants to be themselves
in a diverse worship community. Cultural flexibility makes it possible to worship with liturgical
plurality yet without cultural erosion. 360 Bryan Loritts suggests that cultural flexibility is both
possible and biblical. Following the Apostle Paul’s example, C2 leaders have learned the art of
becoming “all things to all people,” as is recorded in 1 Corinthians 9:19-23. 361 In this way, C2s
are made, not born, “when an individual immerses themselves into the environment and lives of
people who are different from them.” 362 Culturally flexible leaders are students of the cultures
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around them. Robinson emphasizes the importance of humility, self-awareness, and continued
learning in the process of raising one’s cultural consciousness: “We must be aware of our own
culture, the diverse cultures around us, and the way in which those cultures intersect, collide, and
impact each other.” 363 The best way to do this is through a diverse team that can effectively
exegete both the Scriptures and the cultures. 364
It is important to recognize that people who are not members of the dominant culture are
forced to live a more culturally flexible life; members of the dominant culture have less
experience with cultural flexibility. As it pertains to this project, this means that people who
grew up in hip-hop subculture are more like to be experienced C2s than those who grew up in a
White evangelical church, for example. The cultural flexibility of C2s makes them more apt for
participation in a multicultural church, whereas C1s are more likely to surrender their cultural
identities and C3s are more likely to evade the multicultural church. 365 Multicultural worship
needs C2 leaders who can model and teach cultural flexibility as a point of spiritual growth for
all members of the multicultural church. To this point, Ince confirms, “If we’re going to love
crossculturally, we have to become crosscultural people.” 366
One of the most important ways that worship leaders become cross-cultural people and
lead cross-culturally is through collaborative leadership. Travis observes, “Race and class matter.
If you are leading an urban ministry, the voices of people indigenous to the population you serve
should have influence at every level of your organization.” 367 Similarly, Robinson sees
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collaborative leadership in how a community is formed: “Community is also the environments
that we intentionally cultivate and the people we invite to inform and shape them.” 368 The voices
of a church’s diverse socioeconomic classes, races, and generations need to be heard in the
worship choices it makes. Rather than merely appeasing majority cultures, worship leaders must
embrace the spiritual leadership to teach their churches about worship culture and hard worship
and, as Bailey appeals, to “encourage minority cultures to cultivate their own cultural
expressions of worship.” 369 Meaningful worship experiences unite diverse peoples and build
bridges within a worship community, 370 and this trickles down from how its leadership
collaborates cross-culturally.
Van Opstal outlines four popular models used by churches to collaborate cross-culturally
in worship: acknowledgment, blended, fusion, and collaborative rotation. 371 “Acknowledgment”
describes “A dominant style with a hint of other styles. “Blended” is “The equal representation
of two or more styles.” “Fusion” mixes styles, often leading to the creation of new music. 372 An
example of fusion is what Baraka has dubbed “Chocolate Hillsong,” a diverse community’s
adaption of generic CCM. 373 Baraka adds that changes in his church occurred on a musical level,
but it was later revealed that the church remained divided in terms of cultural theology. 374 Van
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Opstal corroborates Baraka’s sentiment, noting that the first three models are inferior to
“Collaborative Rotation.” This model requires the right personnel in an effectively organized
team. The collaborative rotation is a long-term outcome. It invites diversity while protecting
against tokenism, appropriation, or assimilation. It is possible for worship leaders to use diverse
singers and musicians without giving them a voice in the liturgy. As Robinson recognizes, “We
see these tokenisms at work in every professional arena, and even in the western church.” 375 To
this point, Rah asks the deeper question: “What authority is being yielded, what power is being
shared, and what swords are being laid down?” 376 The theological bases for diversity
demonstrate that true diversity is not merely about looking diverse but about hearing diverse
voices in how a church worships. Worship leaders must handle diversity with dignity, upholding
the identity and worth of God’s image-bearers so that they are known rather than
commodified. 377
Summary
America’s urban environments are unique and multicultural. Among the cultures of these
urban environments, hip-hop subculture has emerged. While its music is controversial, its
creativity and perspectives have a tremendous capacity to reflect God in worship. American
churches have generally struggled to be multicultural in worship. Hip-hop is not widely accepted
in corporate worship, and those churches that have accepted hip-hop have tended to be
monoculturally hip-hop. The information gathered in this chapter on urban environments, urban
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churches, hip-hop culture, Christian worship, and worship culture forms a foundation for the
Cleveland-specific research that unfolds in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research for this project followed a mixed-methods approach. 378 Its design incorporated
ethnographic analysis, interviews, surveys, and participation-observation. This chapter outlines
how each method was conducted and concludes with a statement of research goals.
Local Hip-Hop Analysis
The observation and analysis of local hip-hop formed a cultural framework for this
project. Cleveland’s local hip-hop scenes were described based on the input of local hip-hop
listeners and artists, personal experience, and online resources. The primary research method in
this section was an analysis of 72 local hip-hop songs. Eligibility for this study was limited to
songs by Cleveland-based hip-hop artists recorded in Cleveland between 2017 and 2021. The
song selection was guided by the recommendations of interlocutors; the songs are representative
of the local underground hip-hop scene rather than the nationally-popular hip-hop industry or the
CHH community. Each song was evaluated for the presence of 18 different themes; these themes
correlated with the hip-hop elements discussed in chapter two of this project. The presence of
each theme was tabulated and presented in figures supported by numerous in-text quotes.
Themes from the local hip-hop analysis were also interpreted in terms of how they correlate with
one another and Christian worship.
Neighborhood Church Survey
This survey examined the state of hip-hop in corporate worship among seventeen local
Cleveland churches. The questions posed to church leaders outlined the age, size, and diversity
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of each church socioeconomically, racially, and generationally. The survey ascertained the
frequency and capacity in which rap or spoken word are used in their worship services. Church
leaders who have welcomed hip-hop were asked to describe the capacity in which it has been
used; church leaders who are not currently doing any hip-hop were asked why and invited to
share factors that might lead to the implementation of hip-hop in future worship services.
In search of participants for this survey, 77 Christian churches throughout Cleveland
proper were contacted via e-mail, Facebook messaging, and phone. The survey invited multiple
church leaders from each of the following denominations or denominational categories: African
Methodist Episcopal (AME), Baptist, Catholic, Christian and Missionary Alliance (CMA),
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Church of God, Church of God in Christ (COGIC),
Episcopal, Evangelical Lutheran, Nazarene, non-denominational, Orthodox, Pentecostal,
Presbyterian, Reformed Church in America (RCA), and United Church of Christ (UCC). Among
these diverse denominations were African-American, African, and Latin-American churches.
Other than their theological identification with Christian worship, what each of these diverse
churches shared was their geographical location within the urban environments of Cleveland
proper.
Local Worshiper Survey
Participants in this survey were attendees of one of three worship communities in three
different Cleveland neighborhoods: CityView Church, Faith Baptist Community Church and
Center, and Shoreway Discipleship Ministries. Shoreway is on the near west side, ministering
primarily in the Cudell and Detroit-Shoreway neighborhoods. This discipleship ministry is
predominantly made up of African-American teenagers and leaders in their 20s, most of whom
are white. Faith is a congregation located on Cleveland’s east side in the Central neighborhood.
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This congregation is almost entirely made up of older, African-American people, while the
members of its leadership team are white. Finally, CityView is located downtown. This
congregation is socioeconomically, racially, and generationally diverse, and its four pastors are
each white. The three worship communities included in this survey are interconnected, not only
as sister ministries but because of their leadership composition and location within urban
environments. They are also interconnected in the sense that I, the researcher, also serve in a
worship leadership role within each of these three worship communities. From these combined
communities, 72 urban churchgoers participated in this survey.

Figure 1: CityView, Faith, and Shoreway in Their Respective Neighborhoods Derived from Google Maps
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The questions in this survey measured individual musical and cultural experiences.
Participants were asked about their age and church upbringing. Subsequent questions considered
the musical languages of participants and the music that was meaningful to them, especially in
hard times. The survey included specific questions about the participants’ experiences with hiphop music and if the participants thought hip-hop could be used to worship God. Participants
were also asked if hip-hop had ever led them to worship God. The final question invited
congregants to share their heart songs, those songs that were personally meaningful and moved
them to delight in God. The complete questionnaire from this survey is available in Appendix B,
and the results appear in Appendix C. In chapter four, the findings from this survey are examined
against the findings from the neighborhood church survey.
Leader Interviews
Seven local leaders were interviewed, among whom were pastors, worship leaders, and
hip-hop artists. Interviewees were selected based on their influence in the local urban
community. These interviews were conducted in-person at coffee shops, at churches, on front
porches, or over the phone. Interviewees were asked about urban culture, liturgy in urban
churches, and the practicality of hip-hop in corporate worship. These questions were open-ended,
allowing for the dialogue to expand in unique directions. Chapter four highlights ideas and
quotes from these meetings and considers how they inform this project.
Participation-Observation
A premise of this project is that the emergence of new urban liturgy is the result of the
ongoing, creative synergy among worshipers in urban environments. As a pastor and researcher,
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my role in this ongoing ministry and fieldwork is as a participant-observer. 379 Those with whom
I collaborated on this project included student disciples (i.e., mentees), a small-group gathering,
and churchgoing artists. Attention is given to ministry failures and successes with respect to hiphop music and culture. In the narratives describing these collaborations, no participants under the
age of eighteen are named. These research efforts represent the first stages in the encouragement
of local expressions of hip-hop worship within the participating churches.
Research Goal
This project’s mixed-method design purposed to surround this project’s topic with
research from four independent avenues. First, it outlined Cleveland’s hip-hop scene, including
the prevailing themes that comprise its music. Second, it assessed Cleveland’s urban churches
and the individuals that worship there. The research then pursued the input of active leaders from
the local community. Finally, it began the early stages of putting the lessons learned into
practice. The goal of this mixed-method design was to gain a more comprehensive view of the
culture, the craft, the institutions, and the people involved in bringing hip-hop to corporate
worship in urban churches.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS
Cleveland Hip-Hop Arts
This first section of chapter four contains an overview of Cleveland hip-hop as it
intersects day-to-day life, student artists, and the national music industry. It begins with a tour of
hip-hop scenes in Cleveland and is followed by an analysis of 72 local hip-hop songs. This
analysis explores and interprets prevalent themes of the local hip-hop culture and its relationship
to Christian worship. The ethnographic inquiry in this section forms a cultural basis for the
subsequent surveys, interviews, and collaborations in this chapter.
Hip-Hop Scenes
Cleveland Streets in a Hip-Hip Ecosystem
Cleveland hip-hop is a street-level experience. In each Cleveland neighborhood, a walk is
met by a unique vibe and sonic experience. 380 As a genre of music and as a subcultural identity,
hip-hop permeates informal gatherings at basketball courts, bus stops, and front porches. The
sounds heard in these places include that of national-known hip-hop artists as well as amateur
local rappers who, through local studios like Record216, collaborate and record in the hopes of
reaching a larger stage. 381 The sounds of Cleveland’s underground hip-hop scene have been
described as heavily “hood” or “trap” and as lyrically “introspective.” 382 The spoken word and
rap of up-and-coming artists is featured in live showcases and nightclub battles, but the
Cleveland hip-hop community generally connects with its artists through social media channels
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and playlists. Local artists who are trying to make their name in the hip-hop industry most
commonly look to PLZDROPTHAT, 383 Lawaun Films, 384 or Stay Chiefy, 385 local music video
labels and channels through which underground artists can be featured on media platforms.
Emerging artists may receive a nod from I’m From Cleveland, a blog on Cleveland culture that
features headlines from Cleveland hip-hop. 386 Finally, hip-hop is also broadcast on Z107.9, an
influential hip-hop station whose local DJs play national hits, songs that many in Cleveland’s
hip-hop subculture know word-for-word. From the streets to the internet to the radio, hip-hop
voices from Cleveland are celebrated for reaching the national stage: Ezri, Doe Boy, Machine
Gun Kelly, Kid Cudi, and producer Sosa808, as well as the notable forefathers of Cleveland hiphop who comprise the group Bone Thugs-n-Harmony. Cleveland hip-hop is characterized by an
underdog mentality and a spirit of resiliency. 387 The nationally-known hip-hop artists, the local
amateurs trying to make it, and the people listening at the bus stop are each part of the ecosystem
that shapes and is shaped by Cleveland hip-hop.
Doc’s Fresh Poets
Outside of the limelight, a local team called Refresh Collective impacts Cleveland hiphop students. Refresh hosts hip-hop songwriting programs in schools and in neighborhood
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recording studios to “help students translate their individual struggles into success by writing
their own hip-hop songs.” 388 The life stories they tell include “the good, the bad, the fresh, the
not-so-fresh, the true now, and the truth we hope for.” For Doc Harrill (A.K.A. Dee Jay Doc),
Refresh Collective’s founder and director, hip-hop shaped his life and gave him a voice. He
believes hip-hop can provide that voice and more to the next generation. Harrill quotes the new
song of a local Cleveland kid who rapped, “You were just a young tot watchin’ Sesame Street,
sittin’ in the crib seein’ my mother get beat.” Another teen is quoted: “Give us a choice. Feels
like we have no voice. We deserve a choice. Feels like we have no voice.” Harrill reflects on the
number of hurting, hungry, and homeless youth he knows who are survivors of trauma and
inequities that Doc admits are hard to grasp. Yet despite what they have faced, Doc “found each
one to be like an unknown B-side hit that just needed a DJ to give them some airplay. In other
words, some just need a mentor to nurture their tender hearts and amplify their amazing
voices.” 389 Through the hip-hop medium, students rhyme profound messages that might
otherwise go unsaid. Harrill quotes another student from the Refresh program: “It’s more than
rap, really it’s my confessions on the track, I’m in a fight with my depression.… I will spread my
wings in the sky and fly, you can try to bring me down, but I will come back and rise.” Harrill
remarks at the resilience in these words, underscoring how the telling of life stories through rap
can be especially helpful to those who have experienced trauma.
Refresh Collective’s positive use of rap includes a new take on battle rap called “Fresh
Flex.” This informal event invites teens to compete with freestyle raps that contain positive
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content. They are judged in terms of creativity, originality, and clarity. 390 In this way, Refresh
Collective shifts the paradigm. This is not merely a program for the entertainment of kids; hiphop is a vehicle for kids who reshape the community. Harrill reflects, “I don’t feel as much like
we’re doing something to help these kids; it’s more so we’re helping these kids help everyone
else in the community.” 391
Cleveland’s Own Christian Hip-Hop
Are there expressly Christian hip-hop artists influencing Cleveland’s hip-hop scenes?
Compared to its wider circulation of secular hip-hop, the Cleveland CHH is limited. Notable
artists include Daniel Amp, Xay Hill, and Bumps INF, who have each received attention from
Rapzilla for their raps, 392 stories, 393 and collaborations with nationally-known names. 394 A
Grammy award-winning producer, Alexander Hitchens (Big Juice), collaborated with members
of Clique 116 as a Cleveland-based producer before relocating to Los Angeles in 2016. 395 Rob
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Nor is an emerging young artist who is interviewed later in this project. Finally, spoken word
artist Chris Webb is nationally-acclaimed. He has toured internationally and has appeared on
platforms such as TEDx, telling the raw stories of Cleveland with resiliency, impact, and
hope. 396 In 2019, he was named among Cleveland’s most interesting people 397 and has become a
contributor to Cleveland’s NBC-affiliated news station. 398 His pieces, including “The Gate” 399
and “Fairytale,” 400 have hundreds of thousands of views. A sad commentary, the most widely
viewed song to come from a Cleveland CHH artist is a parody song about big Bibles. 401 The
number of influential Cleveland CHH artists can be counted on one hand. Concerning this
project, Cleveland’s limited CHH scene may be a cause or an effect of limited hip-hop worship
in Cleveland churches.
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Local Hip-Hop Analysis
Cleveland hip-hop is more than just a handful of nationally-renowned artists; it is
comprised of a myriad of locally-known artists. They are the voices of local, underground hiphop and a glimpse into what it means to be hip-hop in Cleveland. This analysis highlights shared
themes that emerge from the songs and correlate to the hip-hop elements presented in chapter
two. Ultimately, this research helps outsiders see the hip-hop people behind Cleveland’s local
hip-hop music.
Music and Production
The 72 songs in this analysis reveal glimpses of each artist’s story. Musically, most of the
beats (i.e., backing tracks) are generic, suggesting they were found rather than created, an option
that requires less equipment or money. This characteristic is reminiscent of the context out of
which hip-hop initially emerged, one in which music was used in the service of lyrical
innovation. The beats in the seventy-two songs evaluated generally follow a formula: looped
melodies or samples, a simple chord progression in a minor key, and persistent high-hat bursts
over the interplay of 808 (i.e., synthesized or sampled) bass and snare. Most of these songs also
share a melancholic character with a relaxed tempo; this contributes to the understandability of
the lyrics, providing that listeners already know the language of trap. While most lyrics are
rapped, some lines are sung. These melodies are generally pentatonic and autotuned. While each
song is distinct, their shared musical features point to the mimetic nature of hip-hop. It suggests
that artists have a high level of exposure to and respect toward what other artists are doing. This
not only occurs on a musical level but on a thematic level. Riding on both the music and themes
of hip-hop, artists locate their experiences within the shared stories of hip-hop.
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Struggle
Cleveland hip-hop songs share themes of life struggle. The struggle to survive and make
it in the hood (i.e., urban environments) is described in 50 percent of the songs evaluated.
Willdayoungan unfolds his circumstances in this way: “I be hungry, my stomach hurt me some
food, but [inaudible] money. I been doin’ this rap shit; I been goin’ hard tryna make it out. My
father, he ain’t want me in them streets, so I do music now. I trap because I need it now.” 402 This
experience is formative, as Dell Glizzy relates, “Street’s cold will turn a boy to a grown man.” 403
A notable component of shared struggles is the loss of a loved one, an experience recounted in
39 percent of the songs evaluated. Figure two illustrates the presence of corresponding themes:
struggling to survive, using a deadly weapon, and lamenting the loss of loved ones. Driven by
pain, Willdayoungan pursues a better reality through money and will do anything to get it: “Trap
scars. You can see my pain; I know you can see it every day. I walk out the house, I’m steady
thinkin’ ‘bout my pain. I gotta get money, gotta get every day. I’ll trap in any weather, gotta get
it any way.” 404 Likewise, Foreign Trapp shares his pain and follows a similar path: “Ain’t feel
love, so I turned to the streets. Started a gang called FBB. Fuck the opposite hatin’ on me.”
These lyrics represent lines drawn in a dog-eat-dog world. Surviving in this world is a lifestyle
dynamic, as Brando raps, “This the story of my life, so this the story that I’m tellin’. In this city

Willdayoungan, “Why Would You Leave” (music video), Record216, July 19, 2021,
https://youtu.be/X1vwAX-J5R8.
402

Dell Glizzy, “Y.N.O.S.” (music video), Dell Glizzy – Topic, May 10, 2021,
https://youtu.be/21Mw9RtdQ2w.
403

404
Willdayoungan, “Broken Hearts” (music video), Record216, June 17, 2021,
https://youtu.be/GLbMaDJnmm0.
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they ain’t sweet, niggas really play for keeps.” 405 The shared knowledge of the struggle factors
into what it means to be hip-hop in Cleveland.

Struggles to survive or make it in the hood

50%

Refers to the use of a deadly weapon

79%

Laments the loss of loved ones

39%

Figure 2: Urban Struggle Themes in Cleveland Hip-Hop

Loyalty and Betrayal
In Cleveland hip-hop, authenticity is measured in terms of loyalty. Themes of loyalty and
protection that come with family, brotherhood, or gang life are present in 49 percent of songs.
The freedom of brothers in jail is called for in 11 percent of songs. “For my nigga, I’ll do life in
this bitch,” vows Timbo Cedarside. 406 YFL Kelvin raps retrospectively, “I gave the whole damn
hood all my loyalty and find out that the traitors got no love for me,” and later in the same song,
YFL Pooh adds, “If I die today, just know I love y’all. Y’all gon’ forever be my brothers.” 407

YCN Ray, Brando, Drippy Wan, “Real Struggles” (music video), Record216, October 21, 2017,
https://youtu.be/q-wjgvEt92Q.
405

Timbo Cedarside, “Intro” (music video), Lawaun Films, September 17, 2020,
https://youtu.be/jSIvSY0Id1g.
406

407
YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh, “Inside of Me” (music video), YFL Kelvin, January 15, 2019,
https://youtu.be/1m11PVqNng0.
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Both of these statements are followed by threats; the virtue of loyalty is contrasted against
themes of betrayal that appear in 31 percent of songs, as presented in figure three. This includes
personal betrayal or the social betrayal of being “fake.” Betrayal forced Foreign Trapo “to cut off
some niggas I treated like blood.” 408 RockstarChoppaBoy tries to navigate internal hurt despite
the fake people surrounding him: “Do you see my pain through these broken mirrors? … I see
everybody ain’t real; they need a barcode.” 409 Walker OG warns, “Your own brother out to beat
you, ask Abel.” 410 Those who would betray prove their inauthenticity, and those people have no
place in hip-hop as Deven Cleveland asserts: “Pain is not as I accept it. I ain’t trap; I grew up
trappin’ tho. If you ain’t real, then what you rappin’ fo?” 411 The authentic demonstrate and
demand loyalty. This social pressure fuels heartless action in terms of proving loyalty and
punishing disloyalty.412 Rushhy Bandx threatens, ‘“Don’t ask God for mercy when they put them
holes in you. Yes, I know you a bitch; I can see the hoe in you.” 413 Artists express love for the
loyal but wrath toward enemies, especially fakers and betrayers.

408

Foreign Trapo “Field” (music video), Record216, July 31, 2020, https://youtu.be/6-z4XohoRCY.

RockstarChoppaBoy, “Broken Mirrors” (music video), Stay Chiefy, July 6, 2021,
https://youtu.be/5HoHYgsgQUU.
409

Walker OG, “Bottles” (music video), Voted Most Creative, February 18, 2017,
https://youtu.be/QsObXGWhctw.
410

411

ENPeRM.

Deven Cleveland, “O.T.D.N.” (music video), Stay Chiefy, May 29, 2021, https://youtu.be/GfXn-

412
Rob Nor, Benjamin Bill, and Renegade Metri, “Fit In” (music video), Benjamin Bill, May 27, 2019.
https://youtu.be/J-3wfIwgGfo. Rob Nor draws a connection between violence, authenticity, and peer pressure:
“‘Shoot’ is what the back of mind say, raisin’ the crime rate with criminal mind states. We preach we don’t like
fakes but listen as I lecture: just know he servin’ twenty-five to life because of peer pressure.”
413
Rushhy Bandx, “Smoking Body’s” (music video), PLZDROPTHAT, December 9, 2019,
https://youtu.be/hWYpfwnV0lo.
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Uses themes of loyalty and protection

49%

Recounts being betrayed

Calls for the freedom of brothers in jail

31%

11%

Figure 3: Camaraderie Themes in Cleveland Hip-Hop

Heartlessness
Struggle and betrayal are among compounded traumas described in these songs, and
these are not without emotional scarring. These songs not only describe trauma; they also
prescribe responses that traumatize others, a vicious cycle. Trapboujee demonstrates this
dynamic within a single line: “I got some pain that run too deep, all in my [inaudable]. Prayin’,
askin’ why can’t it be me. Since they killed my brother, I ain’t get no sleep, so I put a nigga bitch
sixteen feet deep.” 414 An astounding 63 percent of songs contain a direct threat of violence.
Furthermore, artists in 26 percent of songs claim to be “heartless” or claim that they “don’t care”
if they harm others.

414
Trapboujee, “Run to Deep” (music video), Stay Cheify, October 20, 2020,
https://youtu.be/pZlldMvol8U.
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Makes a direct threat of violence

63%

Claims to be "heartless" or not care about
harming others

26%

Drug use

46%

Sexual activity

44%

Figure 4: Explicit Themes in Cleveland Hip-Hop

The abuse of drugs and sex are also prevalent among these songs: 46 percent denote drug
use, and 44 percent reference sexual activity. Figure four juxtaposes these themes against themes
of violence and heartlessness. Drugs and sex are framed as sources of happiness as status while
also serving as numbing mechanisms. Amid the pain and loss, Shootah Baby is numb, not only
from substances but from the sense that he is losing his soul. He calls out for someone to walk
with him: “Come take a walk with me, yeah, all this pain I see, yeah, can’t imagine what I seen,
yeah, red rum on the scene, 415 yeah, all this death in my eyes, yeah, make it hard for me to cry,
yeah, yeah, yeah … I’m alive, but my soul is gone.” 416 While substance abuse and sexual content
are apparent in the songs evaluated, they indicate more than explicitness for the sake of

A play on words, “red rum” is murder spelled backward. This might have come from the influence of
Cleveland’s own Bone Thugs-N-Harmony who used the same wordplay in their 1999 song, “Shotz to tha Double
Glock.” It is clear from the “Walk Wit Me” music video that Shootah Baby’s “red rum” reference is also literal; he
raps with a bottle of tequila in hand, and the music video often cuts to shots of him drinking, rolling joints, and
smoking.
415

416

Dg.

Shootah Baby, “Walk Wit Me” (music video), Record216, June 12, 2021, https://youtu.be/ofg0eDO2-
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explicitness; their significance is not merely shock value. These lifestyle choices correspond with
a worldview shaped by urban experiences, including gun violence, pain, the pursuit of wealth,
betrayal, drug abuse, and loyalty. Dell Glizzy juxtaposes these formative experiences and
choices in his song, “Y.N.O.S.”:
Why you got that gun if you ain’t gon’ do no wrong with it? Too much pain, I gotta be on
this song with it.… Damn, maybe that nigga gotta rich or somethin’? I don’t even think
that’ll fix nothin’.… I don’t know what trust is; I don’t know what love is. I drown my
feelings in these drugs. I gave you my heart, and you still treat me like a thug. I woulda
died for you niggas, where your loyalty? 417
Resilience
Amid the pain of struggles, betrayals, and loss, Cleveland hip-hop artists do not stay
down; their songs are marked by resiliency. Defiance toward opposition is often communicated
through profanity, which exists in 99 percent of the songs in this study. The spirit of resilience is
not only heard in unrestrained language but in the persona these lyrics form. The persona boasts
of wealth accrued, as do 36 percent of the songs in this study; it brags about designer clothing
choices, which are specified in 21 percent of songs. These percentages, represented in figure
five, were based strictly on the audio of the songs in this study, but many of the songs in this
study were published as music videos whose visual content bolsters this persona. The
quintessential music video features a group of men standing together, rapping, drinking,
smoking, waving guns and cash, flashing designer clothing logos, and flipping off the camera. Is
this imagery meant to be threatening, is it explicitness for the sake of explicitness, or is there
something deeper to it? There seems to be a prevailing sense of power embodied in the symbols
of brotherhood, alcohol, drugs, weapons, cash, designer clothing, and the middle finger. For

417

Dell Glizzy, “Y.N.O.S.” The title of this song stands for “Young nigga, old soul.”
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example, Timbo Cedarside asserts dominance even from the projects, “If you ain’t getting’
money, it’s obvious you ain’t accomplished shit”; 418 his pursuit is clear: “I’m all about
money.” 419 The power that comes with this persona could explain why artists emerging like YFL
Kelvin see themselves as rising above the street life: “They see glory when they look inside of
me. I see heartache when I look inside the streets.” 420 For some artists, this powerful persona
includes the boldness to defy the government, a concept present in 17 percent of the songs
studied. While the pursuit of this powerful persona can become an all-encompassing identity,
NoLuvv China reminds hearers that there are resilient people behind the music: “Imma still be
me without the money, fame, or designer.” 421 Cleveland hip-hop is more than explicitness for the
sake of explicitness; there is a never-die spirit running through these songs. The explicitness, and
the persona formed by the explicit content, promise the power to overcome the shared pain.

418

Timbo Cedarside, “Intro.”

Timbo Cedarside, “Focused” (music video), Lawaun Films, November 6, 2019,
https://youtu.be/YLEnwA-OLXk.
419

420

YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh, “Inside of Me” (music video).

421
NoLuvv China, “Inner G” (music video), Solidified Music Group, March 31, 2021,
https://youtu.be/pQEh7Uscnik.
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Boasts about wealth accrued

Specifies a designer fashion choice

Defies government

36%

21%

17%

Contains pofanity

99%

Uses "nigga"

99%

Figure 5: Imagery and Profanity in Cleveland Hip-Hop

An honest analysis of these songs cannot overlook the prevalence of “American’s most
taboo word,” a historically-loaded term. 422 “Nigga” is used in 99 percent of songs. Sociologist
Geoffrey Harkness asses that “‘nigga’ is hip hop’s most powerful word as a valuable status
symbol and resource for those who are ‘allowed’ to use it and a means of both dividing
‘authentic’ rappers from fake and creating race-based distinctions between different groups of
rappers.” 423 R. A. Judy also connects the term to authenticity: “To be nigga is ontologically
authentic, because it takes care of the question of how a human really is among things.
Niggadom, then, is a new dogmatics—that is, an attempt to formulate an ontology of the higher
thinking called ‘hip-hop science.’” Both Harkness and Judy connect the use of the n-word to
authenticity within the hip-hop worldview. Troo Gang Mook raps it this way: “Can’t be a real

Geoffrey Harkness, “Hip Hop Culture and America’s Most Taboo Word,” Contexts 7, no. 3 (August
2008): 39, https://doi.org/10.1525/ctx.2008.7.3.38.
422

423

Ibid., 41.
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nigga if you livin’ a lie.” 424 For such a controversial word to be used so prevalently within local
Cleveland hip-hop is significant. In a city that was impassioned by the murder of George
Floyd, 425 it was surprising that zero percent of the local hip-hop songs overtly discussed the
worth of Black lives. It is possible that what Cleveland hip-hop thinks about Black lives is more
subtly found in its prevalent use of the n-word. Hip-hop voices resilience by defying this term of
commodification and reapplying it as a term of camaraderie, authenticity, and resilience amid
suffering.
Prayer
Spiritual content is freely woven into the stories of Cleveland hip-hop. “God,” “the
Lord,” or “Jesus” are discussed in 19 percent of songs. 426 Reference is made to the “the Devil” or
“demons” in 14 percent of songs, as illustrated in figure six. YCN Ray rhymes, “Every day I
pray to God, ‘please don’t let these niggas get me cause my family in the projects, please don’t
let these niggas kill me.’” The theological framework formed within Cleveland hip-hop includes
an acknowledgment of sin. Zay $anchez puts it this way: “Everybody not perfect, we all gotta
sin. You been fakin’ your whole life, you ‘gon die tryin’ to pretend.” PeteStaySwipin echoes this
sense of accountability to God: “Look me in the eyes, I’m only scared of God.… I got a couple
sins, I’m tryna make amends.” 427 With an acknowledgment of sin and accountability to God also

Troo Gang Mook, “Livin’ a Lie” (music video), Stay Chiefy, May 11, 2021, https://youtu.be/xNL12ufJUw. Troo Gang Mook is referring to the betrayal of someone who would “fuck with the opp” (i.e., work with
his opposition).
424

Cleveland’s George Floyd protests went from an afternoon of peace to volatile in minutes: See the
timeline,” Courts and Justice, Cleveland.com, June 2, 2020, https://www.cleveland.com/courtjustice/2020/06/clevelands-george-floyd-protests-went-from-an-afternoon-of-peace-to-volatile-in-minutes-see-thetimeline.html.
425

426

This figure does not include phrases like “I swear to God.”

427

PeteStaySwipin, “Anti” (music video), Bolo, September 9, 2019, https://youtu.be/VZfiOZEW4Rk.
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comes a sense of separation from God. YFL Pooh raps, “I tried to talk to Jesus. He ain’t listen
‘cause I roll with them demons.” 428 Conversely, FvmousBoyVon describes a personal prayer life
on behalf of his brothers: “I pray to God to show them mercy and keep them away from sin. I’m
just tryna pray up every day and keep my brothers in, keep ‘em out the trenches cause I know
they be hearin’ shit.” 429 This is the sacred amid the profane, a prayer containing profanity.

Talks about God, the Lord, or Jesus

19%

Talks about the Devil or demons

14%

Figure 6: Spiritual Content in Cleveland Hip-Hop

The faith within Cleveland hip-hop seems to be incomplete; it is as if artists are riding on
the faith of their parents or grandparents’ generations, a faith that has not yet proven itself as a
legitimate solution for pain. DubXX recounts, “I prayed when I came to the church, then I asked
my mom, ‘Like why it ain’t work?’” 430 This is the kind of question that people in the Bible ask
but that people in the church are not supposed to ask. While spiritual conversations fit in the

428

YFL Pooh, “Pop My Shit” (music video), YFL Pooh, July 22, 2020, https://youtu.be/TSNHup7WWGE.

429

FvmousBoyVon, “Real Talk” (music video), April 2, 2020, https://youtu.be/ao6bZYG51qw.

430

DubXX, “Jackfreestyle” (music video), DubXX, February 1, 2021, https://youtu.be/N7-w-v4rDho.
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urban scene, they do not have a religious veneer. This music suggests that people from hip-hop
subculture are not interested in playing church because their lives are too real to afford the selfdeception; they cannot settle for a deity less real than themselves or their circumstances. The
only God for hip-hop is one authentic enough and powerful enough to meet them amid pain and
profanity. From deep pain comes the demand for a deeper theology; some of the artists in this
analysis are searching for might be called “hip-hop theology.”
Conclusion
Transcending struggle, betrayal, heartlessness, resilience, and prayer, a salient theme
emerges from the Cleveland hip-hop songs evaluated: pain. Artists cope as a loyal and resilient
tribe, yet they suffer heartlessness, numbness, and spiritual disconnectedness. Pain is a reality,
not only for the artists who rap about it but for the thousands of people who listen to and echo the
heart of their music. Into that narrative, hip-hop music preaches a trap gospel, not unlike the
prosperity gospel of many churches, which elevates human power (e.g., money) as the ultimate
solution.
Pain, however, can also lead to the worship of God (e.g., lament). What one teen
explained to me about hip-hop illuminates this data and how it connects to Christian worship:
“Hip-hop originates from pain, and what ties into that is our Savior. Hip-hop is a poetry about
letting out anything you feel, so it doesn’t just have to be about poverty; it can be about anything
that triggers us emotionally: anger, even happiness. Bagpipes are part of Scottish culture. [Hiphop] is the culture of anyone who’s being held back.” 431 In this sense, hip-hop worship is
fundamentally about bringing deep struggles, especially those shared in urban environments, to

431

Conversation with a teen, Cleveland, July 25, 2021.
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the truth of Christ in worship. Rob Nor, a local Christian interviewed later in this project,
demonstrates what this looks like: “God, You gave me Christ when I was askin’ you for
Novocain.” 432
As a pastor in Cleveland, these words challenge me to think, “Does my church and how it
worships have anything to do with urban realities or hip-hop responses to those realities? What
does ‘worship in spirit and in truth’ mean for the traumatized heart or the hardened heart?” There
is a fundamental difference between a gospel or a worship that ignores pain and a gospel that
leads to worship amid pain. This biblical concept may be foreign to the broader American church
in its commitment to save face. Conversely, hip-hop rejects inauthenticity; it counts unrestrained
realness among its most esteemed characteristics. In this way, hip-hop could contribute to the
authenticity of worship. In the meantime, the present worship practices of urban churches may
turn away hip-hop people because worship that ignores pain is not real or authentic enough.
As a researcher, I was impressed by the depth of content within these 72 songs. Many
outsiders may dismiss hip-hop due to its profanity, but there is more to hear within hip-hop:
resilient people, painful stories, a disenfranchised subculture, and an unveneered spiritual search.
If God is reaching out to those in hip-hop subculture, then the church must be open to how those
in hip-hop subculture might reach back to God in worship.
Local Urban Worship
The following section features data from the two surveys conducted: the local worshiper
survey and the neighborhood church survey. In these surveys, Cleveland’s church leaders and

432

Rob Nor, “356” (music video), September 16, 2021, Rob Nor – Topic, https://youtu.be/1Zdtg2pVFU4.
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churchgoers provide complementary perspectives on the state of hip-hop in corporate worship
and its outlook in Cleveland’s urban churches.
Neighborhood Church Survey
Out of the seventy-seven churches contacted in this survey, seventeen chose to
participate. No Catholic or orthodox church was willing to participate in the study. It became
apparent that low churches 433 were more likely to respond, and an explanation could be that hiphop is particularly foreign to how high churches worship. 434 At the same time, it was a low
church that replied to my survey invitation with a laughing face emoji. Because the churches that
approve of hip-hop were more likely to participate, the data could be skewed in favor of hiphop. 435 In other words, hip-hop could be less accepted among Cleveland churches than the data
from participating churches indicates. With that caveat in mind, the results from participating
churches provide perspective on the presence, perception, and capacity of hip-hop among
Cleveland’s urban churches.
Church Demographics
The churches that participated in this survey represented a variety of denominational
backgrounds: Baptist, Christian and Missionary Alliance (CMA), Episcopal, Lutheran, Nazarene,
non-denominational, Presbyterian, and Reformed Church in America (RCA). Their average
433
In this context, the worship liturgy in “low churches” is interpersonal and informal, emphasizing the
immanence of God. The worship liturgy in “high churches” is grand and formal, emphasizing the transcendence of
God.
434
While God can be uniquely reflected in the worship of high churches, such traditions seem less likely to
include the voice of hip-hop, which reflects God in its own unique way.

One of the pastors participating in this survey provided another insight into why other churches might
refuse to participate. “I don’t want to be a gang leader,” he said. He went on to explain that pastors and their
churches can adopt the sense that certain city blocks are their territory, and this limits their collaborative efforts with
other pastors and churches such as this survey.
435
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Sunday attendances range from 15 to 209, with a median size of 43.5 people. Compared to a
national average attendance of 190 people, 436 the participating churches in Cleveland’s urban
environments are small. They are also young, with a median age of 32 compared to the national
average of 65 years. 437 These relatively small and young churches report moderate diversity,
with 63 percent identifying as socioeconomically diverse and 69 percent as generationally
diverse. However, they are less diverse in terms of race, with 44 percent reporting racial
diversity. These findings are presented in figure seven. Amid the diversity of these seventeen
churches, they share this characteristic: hip-hop is not a regular part of how they worship God.
69%

66%

75%

44%
31%

Socioeconomicly
Diverse

25%

Racially Diverse
Yes

Generationally Diverse

No

Figure 7: Cleveland’s Urban Church Diversity

Church Integrations
None of the participating churches indicate a “regular” use of hip-hop in corporate
worship. Figure eight demonstrates that 25 percent of the churches report using hip-hop

436
Mark Chaves, Joseph Roso, Anna Holleman, and Mary Hawkins, “National Congregations Study:
Waves I-IV Summary Tables,” Duke University Department of Sociology, last edited January 11, 2021,
https://sites.duke.edu/ncsweb/files/2021/01/NCS-IV_Summary-Tables_For-Posting.pdf. This figure was gathered
from 2018-2019 data and represents the national average median attendance at individual churches’ “most recent
main service.”
437

Chaves, Roso, Holleman, and Hawkins, “National Congregations Study: Waves I-IV Summary Tables.”
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“occasionally,” 35 percent use it “rarely,” and 37 percent “never” use hip-hop. It should be noted
that this survey questionnaire qualified hip-hop as a broad category that “includes but is not
limited to rap, spoken word, and hip-hop beats.” In summary, hip-hop usage among participating
churches exists sporadically.

Regularly
0%
Ocassionally
24%

Never
41%

Rarely
35%

Figure 8: Hip-Hop Usage in Cleveland’s Urban Churches

Churches that worship with hip-hop to any degree were asked to describe the capacity in
which it is used. A footnote to this question suggested an array of usages: “For example, hip-hop
might be used in a prelude, responsive call to worship, congregational song, special music,
video, testimony, or preaching that quotes hip-hop or responds to hip-hop themes specifically.”
Among the ten responses to this question, two describe fusing hip-hop sounds into other worship
styles. Two other church leaders indicate that their use of hip-hop is sparing or non-specific.
Another response simply says, “Youth”; an additional leader explains that they do not use hiphop but believe it is a way to reach the youth. 438 The answers of seven churches combine to
438
Unless otherwise indicated, quotations in this section are taken directly from anonymous responses to
the Neighborhood Church Survey. These responses are compiled in Appendix C.
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form this array of hip-hop usages in corporate worship: playing recorded music before and after
services, individual performances, rapping, spoken word poems preceding a time of reflection,
and content within sermons. Finally, one church uses hip-hop in “testimony and congregational
singing,” noting that one of their worship leaders is a “rap artist” with the leeway to use his craft.
This congregation periodically uses recorded hip-hop gospel tracks to accompany congregational
singing.
A comparison of the data may indicate the conditions that are conducive to hip-hop in the
worship of multicultural churches. In terms of size, there is no significant difference between
churches that use hip-hop and churches that “never” use hip-hop. In terms of diversity, the
churches that use hip-hop are not notably different than the churches that do not. In terms of age,
however, churches that use hip-hop have been established for a median of 11.5 years, while
churches that “never” use hip-hop have been established for a median of 50 years. These
statistics are graphed in figure nine. One possible explanation for the age differential is that
church plants and newer churches tend to be more culturally open, being less entrenched by
musical traditions; they are still in the process of taking shape as a cultural “mosaic.” 439
Certainly, the outlier is the 168-year-old RCA church that is putting a hip-hop voice in a place of
leadership. This diverse church maintains a cultural proactivity indicative of a spiritual growthstage philosophy.

Smith, interview by Strickler, “Hip-hop mosaic.” Smith’s use of this metaphor was discussed in chapter
two. One could argue that a church should always remain in this growth mindset in terms of always becoming a
multicultural mosaic.
439
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Figure 9: Age, Size, and Hip-Hop Usage in Cleveland’s Urban Churches

Church Outlooks
While churches that use hip-hop were asked how they use it, churches that “never” use
hip-hop were asked why not. They were given the option to select any answers that apply from
among four statements. Figure ten reveals that five out of the six churches that answered this
question checked the first statement: “It has never been considered.” Several churches noted that
they would be open to hip-hop on the condition that it was done with excellence, but they lack
the personnel to do it well. Only one church checked the second statement: “It is not an ideal
form for a corporate worship setting.” Surprisingly, no church checked the statement box: “It
does not characterize anyone attending our church.” The leading indication for why the churches
in this study do not use hip-hop is that they have never considered it.
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If hip-hop is never used,
please select all that apply:
“It is not an ideal form for a
corporate worship setting.”
13%

“It does not
characterize
anyone attending
our church.”
0%

“It has never been
considered.”
87%

“It is inherently
unsuitable for
worship.”
0%

Figure 10: Reasons Why Hip-Hop is Not Used in Cleveland’s Urban Churches

Churches that do not use hip-hop were asked what might lead to the integration of hiphop in their worship gatherings. Ten church leaders responded to this question, eight of which
expressing openness to hip-hop on the condition that it is appropriate: “If people were open to it
as an added style,” one leader clarifies. Another stipulates similarly, “The congregation first
expressing a unified desire for hip hop music to be introduced.” 440 The least surprising response
reads, “The church uses more traditional and contemporary gospel music and is content with
those.” Within this group of ten church leaders, six supply the justification they do not have
personnel within their churches willing and able to do hip-hop music. For example, one leader
explains, “No one has ever asked for it. I would consider it if there was interest. Someone
requesting it, offering to do it, and appropriate words.” Similarly, another adds, “It would take
the youth at our church to want to try and incorporate it. Since we’ve been in existence it hasn’t
been an issue or subject matter.” One leader expresses openness toward hip-hop artists serving in

440

This is the quintessential scenario in which subcultural voices are ousted by a dominant culture.
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this capacity: “If we had someone gifted in that area, we would use them.” Two out of the ten
church leaders participating in this question express contentment with their current worship
philosophy, which does not include hip-hop. One of these two leaders cites the scriptural
command to worship corporately, arguing that genres of individual performance such as hip-hop
do not coalesce with this command because they make it difficult for the average congregant to
participate. The same leader grants, “However, I concede that a very talented worship director
could perhaps be able to blend these goals, but I suspect this is a unique talent—and not one we
have readily accessible to us at our church.”
Conclusion
The urban churches in Cleveland proper that participated in this survey have an openness
toward hip-hop, but this openness has not resulted in hip-hop’s presence in their regular worship.
The openness of urban churches toward hip-hop seems promising, but the reactive posture is
concerning; none of these urban churches have a proactive strategy in place regarding hip-hop
either as a music genre or a subcultural voice. Factors that cyclically cause and effect this
reactive position include an established and accepted pattern of worship, a lack of hip-hop
personnel in leadership, and the sense that hip-hop worship must be requested and initiated by
the entire congregation. Considering this reactive posture and the somewhat peripheral capacities
in which hip-hop is already being used by urban Cleveland churches, it is unlikely that hip-hop
will be used regularly in corporate worship.
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Local Worshiper Survey
The second survey was completed by individual worshipers at three locations; these
formed a diverse group of 72 participants. The age of participants ranged from 13 to 85 with a
median age of 47. Participants were persons of Black, White, Asian, and Latin American
descent. Most of the participants grew up in a church, while 11 cited having no church
background. All participants attended one of three worship communities in Cleveland: CityView,
Faith, or Shoreway. 441 A storyline that would emerge from this survey is what these diverse
participants hold in common regarding their openness toward hip-hop.
Hip-Hop Relevancy
The survey demonstrated the relevancy of hip-hop among churchgoers. Participants were
asked about what type of music they “listen to during hard times,” and this open-ended question
resulted in a broad array of answers. It is worth noting that 42 percent of participants under the
age of 30 choose to listen to hip-hop during hard times. This highlights the meaningful role of
hip-hop in young lives; it is a musical language with which they are interacting outside of the
church. When asked if there was ever a time in their life when they regularly listened to hip-hop
music, 64 percent of all participants answered in the affirmative, as illustrated in figure 11.

CityView is located in Downtown Cleveland on East 13th Street. Faith is on East 55th Street in the
Central neighborhood of Cleveland’s east side. Shoreway is based in the west side’s Cudell neighborhood. A map of
these three worship communities is provided in figure one on page 88.
441
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Has there ever been a time in your life
when you regularly listened to hip-hop?

64%

Yes

No

Figure 11: Local Worshipers and Hip-Hop

Hip-Hop Worship
Subsequent questions addressed the intersection between hip-hop and worship. Having
been asked if they “think hip-hop can be used to worship God,” 85 percent of participants agreed
that it could. Their responses to this question supply myriad explanations: “Worship is about the
condition of your heart not the beat of the music,” “Almost anything can be used in worship of
God with the right heart,” and “The music itself is, for the most part, neutral. The message of the
words is the key.” 442 In total, 12 participants included a clarification that God can be worshiped
in any style if the worshiper has the right heart. Five evangelistic-minded participants specified
that hip-hop in worship is suitable for “youth.” One teen participant saw great worship potential
in hip-hop, writing, “Hip-hop isn’t all guns, drugs, thug life, and all that. Many people have
trouble expressing their emotions or beliefs or want to spread God’s love, and the way some
people can do that is through hip-hop”; another teen forfeited the idea of hip-hop as worship

442
Unless otherwise indicated, quotations in this section are taken directly from anonymous responses to
the Local Worshiper Survey. These responses are compiled in Appendix C.
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“Because it don’t [sic] tell about God, and some people who rap sold they [sic] soul.” One
participant expressed concern toward hip-hop’s timbre, stipulating, “Depending on how it
sounds”; thinking pragmatically, another explains that “It’s too hard to understand.” A few
responses mention specific ways that hip-hop music could be suitable for worship: “Because you
can rap using Scripture and worship,” “As a genre of music, people are able to connect to the
lyrics, rhythm, and tempo of songs,” and “Hip-hop is lyrical by nature and has been used
historically to voice opinions of the oppressed. In its lyrical sense, hip-hop is almost liturgical.”
The agreement of 85 percent of participants, combined with their supporting comments, show
these urban churchgoers to be largely open to hip-hop but unsure of what that looks like
practically in corporate worship.

85%

Can hip-hop be used to worship God?

15%

53%

Has hip-hop ever led you to worship God?

47%

Yes

No

Figure 12: Hip-Hop and Worship

While the previous question, “Do you think hip-hop can be used to worship God?” was
theoretical in nature, the subsequent questions were entirely experiential: “Has hip-hop ever led
you to worship God?” Illustrated in figure 12, the findings show this question to be affirmed by
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53 percent of participants. One teen expresses feeling “more comfortable” listening to Lecrae
than Lauren Daigle, a popular CCM artist. Another explains that the music of Lecrae and KB has
answers in it, adding later that KB’s music is among “the first songs I listened to when I was
beginning my journey to worship.”
Participants were asked to select their preferred style for worshiping God from the
following options: “hymns/spirituals,” “gospel,” “contemporary,” “hip-hop (including rap or
spoken word),” or “other (please specify).” Represented in figure 13, hip-hop is a preferred
worship style among 25 percent of participants. This is far from a majority, but it has a
considerable presence among participating churchgoers.

Hip-hop
Hymns & Spirituals

25%

Contemporary

32%

Gospel

49%
51%

Figure 13: Worship Style Preferences

Hip-Hop Debate
Not everyone is welcoming toward the idea of hip-hop worship, and one moment stands
out from this survey process. At Faith Baptist Community Church, what began as a quiet,
personal survey erupted into an energetic, and even intense group discussion.
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One elderly African-American woman begins her appeal, “Well, you know, as we get
older, we get against things.” She explains that her father was a Baptist preacher and his
father before him; for this reason, hip-hop was strictly forbidden by her family and not
something she wants in her church now. “I don’t understand it, and I don’t want to
understand it,” she adds boldly. Others interject arguments both for and against hip-hop.
“Well, do you listen to the blues?” another lady asks. A few voices call out, “God can be
worshiped through anything!” An older, African-American man takes the floor, pacing
back and forth towards the front of the room. He admits, “I don’t understand hip-hop, but
I know this: God can redeem anything.” He adds that he can “imagine” God using hiphop somehow. Knowing that this congregation places great emphasis on God’s
redemptive power, it feels like much of the room is aligning with this man’s hopeful
perspective on hip-hop.
The two streams of conversation that emerge from this debate seem to align with Efrem
Smith’s metaphor discussed in chapter two of this project: hip-hop as a well, a meeting place. 443
In the context of this unprompted debate, some people were talking about the quality of the
well’s water while others were talking about its depth. Some found hip-hop to be bitterly
profane, while others found it to be deeply redeemable. It was meaningful for the church to meet
there at the well for the first time.
This impromptu debate in the midst of my fieldwork highlights differences of culture
within a congregation that is predominantly made up of older African Americans. There is no
observable connection between a participant’s age and the belief that hip-hop could be used to
worship God. Among participants aged 60 or older, 12 out of 15 believe hip-hop could be used
to worship God. The differences of opinion are neither racial nor generational; the differences of
opinion are cultural. They represent the dynamic contrast between what is inherited from a
religiously conservative family in the rural south or from the streets of Cleveland’s east side. For
some, hip-hop is a foreign language; for others, it is a first or second language. For those who
grew up in and around hip-hop subculture rather than the church, their familiarity with hip-hop
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Smith and Jackson, The Hip-Hop Church, 42.
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subculture may eclipse their familiarity with church cultures. For this reason, some identify hiphop music as suitably joyful, epic, or deep for the worship of God, while others find it entirely
unsuitable. These preferences are matters of culture emerging from this research.
One unanticipated outcome of the enthusiastic debate above is the emergence of one
authoritative voice upon which many could agree, a transcending individual named in the
discussion and submitted surveys: a Christian music artist named Kirk Franklin. It seems that
people on both sides of the hip-hop divide respect him. During the debate, participants
referenced Franklin as a demonstration of what hip-hop is and how it could be used positively in
worship. Franklin is uniquely positioned to do this because he has walked in the world of the
traditional African-American church and in the world of hip-hop—he speaks both languages. In
this sense, he is a C2 leader according to Loritts’ designation discussed in chapter two of this
project—someone who can model and teach cultural flexibility and awareness without forfeiting
their own culture. 444 Franklin is a model for multicultural worship leadership, and his music can
help facilitate traditional, contemporary gospel, and hip-hop music and themes in chorus with
one another. While the opposition to hip-hop was vocal, the data indicates that such opposition is
a minority perspective among the survey participants. The ensuing dialogue provides insight into
how hip-hop might be introduced into a worship community with mixed feelings toward hiphop: by drawing on the credibility of a transcending figure.

Loritts, Right Color Wrong Culture, 180-181. Loritts mentions Kirk Franklin as someone whose style
would not be suitable for leading a culturally-rigid White church towards diversity, the scenario in Loritts’
leadership fable. However, Kirk Franklin is a uniquely suitable leader in the context of this project because of his
attunement with both the traditional African-American church and hip-hop.
444
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Conclusion
While the impromptu debate was heated at times, the data clearly indicates that most
participants in the local worshiper survey are open to hip-hop. Furthermore, participating local
worshipers are significantly more open to hip-hop than the worship leaders participating in the
neighborhood church survey. While none of the participating worship leaders indicated a regular
use of hip-hop, 64 percent of churchgoers have regularly listened to hip-hop at some point in
their lives. The fact that 85 percent of participating churchgoers believe that God could be
worshipped through hip-hop but only 53 percent have experienced worshipping God through
hip-hop indicates that, for many, hip-hop worship has been absent from their lifetime church
experience. While most church leaders from the neighborhood church survey perceive that their
congregation is not connected to hip-hop, the findings from the local worshiper survey indicate
that churchgoers are versed in hip-hop and open to it in corporate worship. It seems logical that,
if a sizable portion of a congregation is versed in a certain music (e.g., Classical, Bluegrass, etc.),
that music would find its way into the worship language of the congregation. Hip-hop, however,
is treated differently. There is tension surrounding hip-hop, and perhaps this is because hip-hop
is not merely an unorthodox music genre but is also a culture. This research project indicates that
hip-hop challenges the urban church on a deeply cultural level.
Leader Interviews
Artistic Perspectives
Bright Lights
Rob Nor is Christian, a skilled artist, and a Clevelander from the west side. I have been
privileged to know him for several years and to observe his spiritual growth. This journey is
portrayed in his original raps that lament sin, embrace sanctification (i.e., being made more
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holy), and celebrate identity, freedom, and hope of life in Jesus. 445 In a 2021 song called “The
Passion,” Rob raps:
Power’s all in my weakness, had to believe it, death is defeated.
Sin is deleted, finally got meaning, know why I’m breathing, slaying my demons.
Life is in Jesus! Life is in Jesus! Life is in Jesus! Life is in Jesus!
I’m a freeeee man fosho! Ride through Cleveland with hope! 446
Since Rob worships God through his hip-hop craft, I wanted to gain his perspective on
the idea of hip-hop in corporate worship. After I introduced the idea, he reflected on a celebrity
mentality that would limit hip-hop in corporate worship: “I could probably name two people
doing Christian rap in Cleveland who aren’t trying to make it a living. Nobody is making the
focus the ministry rather than the profit. It has become a part of that consumer mentality.” 447 Rob
and I talked about mutual friends of ours, young men pursuing dreams of becoming famous rap
artists. 448 They are “in love with the image,” he pointed out, and their music conforms to clichéd
themes as a display of identity and power: sleeping with somebody else’s girl, selling drugs, and
never leaving the house without a gun made that list. “Man, you have no idea who you are,” Rob
lamented over them. “The reason we have a gang issue in Cleveland is because we have an
identity crisis. People don’t know who they are. Cleveland is looking for identity and purpose,
and I am burdened by that.” To what extent can that image be redeemed? Where is the trade-off?
Rob wants to see hip-hop people “be themselves in the Lord.”

445
Rob Nor, “19. (prod. by @prodbyhayes)” (music video), FromRobNor, July 29, 2019,
https://youtu.be/DGpL8S8amUo. Chris Webb collaborated with Rob Nor to make this and other music videos.
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Rob Nor, “The Passion” (music video), FromRobNor, June 18, 2021, https://youtu.be/V4wtXZf7ujI.
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Rob Nor, interview by author, Cleveland, March 24, 2021.
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These young artists are behind some of the songs in the local hip-hop analysis presented earlier in this
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Rob illustrated his point with a hypothetical scenario, but the scenario he described was
hardly hypothetical to this project. Were a worship leader to invite the young hip-hop artists we
were talking about to rap about Jesus in church, Rob doubted that they would want to do it:
“Doing specifically Christian rap is not appealing unless it’s real to you. To do it but not mean it
would just be corny.” What Rob did not know was that, earlier the same week, I had invited two
young artists from our discipleship ministry to express their response to specific Psalms in the
form of a rap. Rob was right about how they would respond, and their responses are treated later
in this project.
Gifted Servants
My conversation with Rob turned toward how artists use their abilities to glorify God.
Rob spoke about areas of giftedness and their corresponding roles within the church, noting that
some are not inherently flashy (e.g., administration). He explained that people often manifest
these understated gifts out of a spiritual motivation because there may not be an extrinsic
motivation: “It’s almost inevitable to approach it that way. To be honest, only people that are
given that gift want to do it because it’s not flashy.” In contrast, he identified that “Teaching and
preaching might be more desirable because there are more lights to it.” In other words, with a
bigger stage comes a greater temptation to do things for the wrong reasons. “It’s like that but ten
times more with music.… That temptation is out there for all of us, but even more so in certain
positions.” He later described this temptation as an ongoing spiritual “war.” Rob was humbled to
think back on a time when he passed on an opportunity to collaborate with a worship leader at
his church. At that time in his life, it was not worth it to him unless the money was there and
unless the lights were bright enough: “Everything was business before it was something else.”
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Rob was alluding to a transformation that came later, a transformation in how he viewed and
practiced his craft. He told me, “I had to meet the true and living God first.”
In this moment, Rob was coming full-circle, demonstrating a relationship between the
vision of the young rappers we discussed, his personal testimony, and an overarching challenge
facing hip-hop expression in worship: “I’m not gonna lie, it was like that for me. Then God had
to flip it. When I submitted to the Lord, He showed me where my heart really was.” He
concluded that truly serving God, whether as a pastor or as a hip-hop artist, is predicated on a
humble heart, the kind of heart that puts God and others first: “It wasn’t the form of service; it
was the people first.” Rob emphasized a paradigm shift in going from striving in human empires
to serving in God’s Kingdom, paraphrasing Jesus in Matthew 23:11, “The greatest in the
kingdom is a servant.”
Rob went into more depth about his journey and relationships through which he was
discipled (i.e., mentored in His Christian faith). He connected with men who were effective as
Christian rappers and followers of Christ at the same time; he could look at their lives and see a
vision for what he wanted to be. However, he lamented that his spiritual life was being lived
vicariously through them: “I was looking for magical words by somebody who knew God.”
Through certain trials and the tough love of mentors, Rob began to look for God in the Bible.
“What everybody was trying to say to me individually I started to hear God teaching me in the
Word.” He mentioned other discipling influences, including a podcast discussed earlier in this
project: “Southside Rabbi is discipling me from a distance.” This discipleship process is reflected
in Rob’s music. He noted that, in his early music, his problems were central, and God was
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peripheral. His growth has led to the worship of God at the center of his life in the highs and
lows. 449
In a later conversation, Rob commented on his reintegration into church life after his time
away: “It was the first time I felt part of a body. As a kid, I knew how to listen to sermons and
sing songs, but the dots never connected. And you could see that in how I lived my life.”
Contrasting a time when he was disengaged from church, Rob saw his need for church grow in
tandem with his personal, spiritual growth: “The depth I have in my faith means I need to be
connected to the body. You can’t have one without the other.” Rob attends a multicultural
church, and I asked how he would fit in an African-American or Latin-American church as a
man with heritage from each culture. He replied, “I don’t think I would fit in, but I do think I
would grow. I would not fit it in a cultural sense but in a theological sense.” Differences in
tradition and culture were among their highest considerations before joining a local church. Rob
and his wife each grew up among different denominations and ethnic groups within Cleveland,
and together, they wondered if they would mesh with a local church that had traditions and
cultures of its own. Having now joined a church, Rob admits to feeling a little mismatched but is
committed to not letting that get in the way: “When the theological aligns, we can learn to do
life-on-life with norms, creating what God intends. Lead theologically first, and let the culture
follow.” 450
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Rob Nor, interview by author, Cleveland, June 6, 2021.
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Lived Theology
Rob now desires formal theological training to better serve the church. Our conversation
led into the relevance of contextual theology, including African-American theology that has been
historically underappreciated. After showing me his latest song, I suggested that what he was
doing in that rap was theology, too. Rob’s music responds to the realities of his life in Cleveland
with theology and worship.
As we talked about theology, Rob expressed concern for a recent trend within
Evangelicalism: “Deconstructing your faith is almost trendy.” He warned against the intellectual
consumption of theology devoid of heart-level transformation. He asserted, “If all we get is a
‘that’s interesting’ out of it, that’s a problem. If there’s no real rejoicing in it, just a fact, you see
if your foundation is made of rock or sand.” Rob saw this disconnect between right believing and
right living in how churchgoers relate to individuals in their communities; relationship with God
is emphasized, but relationship with others is neglected. He cited Christ’s command to “love
your neighbor” and considered how that might extend to “love your neighborhood.” He asked
openly, “Should I drop everything I’m doing to help someone in need?” Rob came back around
to the idea of being a “servant,” asserting that being a servant is fundamental to identity in
Christ: “Everybody who is a disciple of Jesus is a servant.” He referenced Matthew 25:31-46,
describing the way in which Jesus recognized His true disciples, “the kind of people that love
‘the least of these.’” 451 Rob recognized from his own story that a sign of legitimate engagement
with theological truth shows up in how a person thinks and lives.
While the discussion of right thinking (i.e., orthodoxy) and right living (i.e., orthopraxy)
seemed to be off-topic, it had everything to do with right praising (i.e., doxology). When I had
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asked Rob about hip-hop in church, he talked about why local artists were in Christian hip-hop
and if they would be willing to bring hip-hop into corporate worship. As was the case in Rob’s
story, none of that was possible until the inward transformation began. I come away from this
conversation realizing that hip-hop in corporate worship has less to do with the use of a hip-hop
sound and more to do with the transformation of a hip-hop person.
A People for God’s Possession
Later in the summer, I was able to catch up with a friend and artist named Michael
McCoy. He goes by the name “Captain Virtue” when he raps, but many know him as “Cap” for
short. 452 He is active in Christian ministry, not only as an artist but on staff at a juvenile justice
ministry. I opened by asking Cap, “Is hip-hop in corporate worship possible?” He responded
with assurance, “It’s possible. It’s necessary.” 453
In our conversation, Cap championed hip-hop as an expression of worship to God. Cap
referenced Colossians 1:15-20, Bible verses that established the authority of Christ over all
things. “It belongs to Jesus!” Cap was emphatic about this theological basis for hip-hop. He
lamented that hip-hop has been denied validation within the church, “bastardized,” he said. He
described the treatment of hip-hop as merely an outsider’s music genre or as a youth ministry
tool. On occasions when hip-hop music exists in church service, he described the sentiment it
often receives: “That was nice, but now let’s get to worship.” Cap condemned this dichotomy,
stating that “It is worship. Period.”

Bumps INF, “Close to Home ft. Captain Virtue” (music video), December 8, 2012, Rapzilla,
https://youtu.be/Qh9Novc-F5M.
452
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Cap described efforts to bring hip-hop expressions of worship into the church as “going
through what other generations have gone through.” The church has a history of resisting change
for a mix of good and bad reasons. Cap encouraged hip-hop people to come to the table with
understanding toward the other side, those who would reject hip-hop. He acknowledged that
some churches may ultimately determine to reject hip-hop, but that in no way negates the truth
that “hip-hop belongs to God.” Referencing the diverse peoples worshiping God in heaven, as
pictured in Revelation 7, Cap pointed out that some churchgoers will be surprised “when they
see the hip-hop section in Heaven.” Because hip-hop belongs to God, and because He has a plan
to make worshipers from this subculture, Cap believes the church has a clear call: “As followers
of Jesus, we are called to engage.”
Cap gauged the cultural influence of hip-hop, pointing out, “They’re not going to doctors
and lawyers for culture. The language of the culture is coming from hip-hop.” People are looking
to hip-hop, “tuned in,” Cap said. And hip-hop artists are effectively connecting with their
audience, “doing it well,” Cap added. At this point, he made an important delineation in terms of
how Christians relate to culture: “Relate, but not only relate.” He talked about how relatable
secular hip-hop is in the lives of its listeners, yet it falls short in a big way: “They never share the
answer. When they do share the way out, it is as shallow as ever.” Contrasting this lack of
answers, Cap was excited that Jesus meets deep longings of the culture. He was so excited that
he started freestyling mid-interview. It was organic. It was deeply heartfelt. It was worship.
In this moment, Cap demonstrated a quality of hip-hop, a quality that was immediately
relevant to how this research project. What makes hip-hop unique is its originality: “The code of
hip-hop is that you bring your own lyrics. Ghostwriting is frowned upon in the hip-hop
community…. Don’t rap someone else’s stuff.” Cap’s words on originality directly contradicted
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a theory I held about hip-hop in corporate worship. I asked, “So, as a worship leader, doing
Lecrae songs in a worship service is not the right approach?” He answered, “Is Lecrae the one
singing it?” I realized from this conversation that if someone is merely covering a rap, their
performance is more about musical replication and less about personal authenticity. In terms of
worship leadership, the vision of hip-hop in corporate worship cannot merely be covers of CHH
songs. As Cap said, because hip-hop “belongs to God,” and because He has a plan to make
worshipers from this subculture, we can expect original expressions of worship as hip-hop
people grow in relationship with God. 454
Liturgical Perspectives
“A Sign of the Kingdom”
Pastor Dean Van Farrow is the pastor of Calvary Reformed Church in Detroit-Shoreway,
a Cleveland neighborhood located between Cudell and Downtown. I have had a years-long
friendship and partnership with Pastor Dean, whose church once housed our teen discipleship
ministry. He was accompanied by Suresh, a man from South Africa who has begun leading
worship at Calvary Reformed Church. Suresh grew up during apartheid and was involved in a
resistance movement within the South African church.
Pastor Dean and Suresh both came from the reformed tradition, so I shared with them
about a book I had acquired called Reformation Worship: Liturgies from the Past for the Present.
Leafing through its pages, I remarked at the beautiful liturgies of a different sixteenth-century
world. These were the liturgies of another time and another place. I asked Pastor Dean and
Suresh to define the liturgy needed for our urban context. Pastor Dean replied, “We need to start
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with theology. The Muslim faith believes that the Quran has to be in Arabic; in another language,
it is watered down. We believe that the Bible is supposed to be contextualized in other
languages. Contextualization is a sign of the Kingdom.” 455 Pastor Dean referred to the biblical
account after the resurrection in which Jesus breathed on His disciples: “After the resurrection,
the new creation starts now; God is bringing the Kingdom here and now. Urban liturgy is a ripple
of that. He’s now breathing on your kids, 456 saying, ‘Express your faith in God your way.’”
Pastor Dean recollected something his mentor would say, “We try to plant European churches in
America,” and then added, “The right way to worship is the culture that you’re in.”
His words on culture precipitated my next question, “Do you think there’s a place for hiphop arts like rap and spoken word in the church?” Suresh immediately responded, “Definitely.
It’s important to relate to the people that’s there. If hip-hop works for them, it’s just a matter of
bringing it together with Scripture.” Pastor Dean recounted a time when a church member named
Tracy rapped in the church. 457 “One of my favorite moments in Calvary was after he had rapped
one time. After the service, an eighty-two-year-old lady who was born and raised in West
Virginia approached Tracy and said, ‘I hated the music, but I loved the lyrics.’” She saw Jesus at
the center of his worship. This was a victory in terms of church unity in diversity.
Suresh pointed out that churches cast a cultural image through their worship choices. He
cited Hillsong Church as a positive example, noting where it diverges from traditional churches:
“The vibe says, ‘we accept you like who you are.’ The person that doesn’t want to dress up,
wants long hair and tattoos can be there. It’s cool to be cool.” Suresh was critical of churches
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whose worship choices cast a restraining image: “The church feels like a closed community. We
need to stop being so religious.” Regarding this portrait of the church as a closed community, I
asked Pastor Dean and Suresh if it is okay to be a culturally homogeneous church. Suresh
replied, “For people who are hip-hop, they might walk into a church and be disappointed. At the
end of the day, it’s better to have a mix. It’s more reflective of God’s kingdom to be diverse.” On
the topic of cultural diversity, Pastor Dean recounted the experience of Laotian families in an allWhite church in western Michigan. Although he recognized that churches exist in a monocultural
community, he lamented that this church was not culturally ready to welcome other cultures:
“There shouldn’t be guilt or shame about being monocultural, but there should be a desire to
change that.”
A Heart Song in the Church
Referring to the Reformed Worship book still on the table, I noted that liturgy includes
more than just the songs churches sing. Whether worship leaders realize it or not, what they say
at the beginning of the service or, between songs, the Scriptures they read, the prayers they pray
are all part of the liturgy. I then asked, “As worship leaders in an urban church, how do you go
about preparing the liturgy?” Suresh answered that he studies calls to worship written by others
as a model, “mixing that with what we are praying about as a church.” He gave the example of
“creation care” (i.e., caring for the environment and cleaning up the neighborhood), something
his church values, and how that theme manifests in a liturgy that gives praise to God as the
Creator. He expressed the importance of a call to worship that makes a strong connection with
the theme of the worship service.
The talk of church values sparked a question on contextualization: “As worship leaders
who are not necessarily from Cleveland hip-hop culture, how can we facilitate worship cross132

culturally?” Pastor Dean explained, “You have to involve people in the process of choosing. I’m
not coming to them and saying, ‘This is how hip-hop influences our liturgy.’ Come to them and
say, ‘Let’s work on this together.’ You have to have them at the table. That’s the bottom line.
Together, you can figure out what the theology of it is, and you can practice that together.”
Pastor Dean mentioned that this could take a creative direction, like having somebody beatbox at
the beginning of the service. He suggested opening the Bible to a passage like Psalm 149, asking
the question, “You can do this your way. How do we create a worship service that has a new
song in it?”
Suresh answered the question of contextualization in terms of developing a renewed
mindset rather than a search for “Which verse aligns?” He described a transformation that
involves a person’s life and understanding coming in line with the story of the Bible. When that
happens, “The Bible becomes more alive to them. It’s almost like an educational process.” He
pictured contextualization as two or more people collaborating and edifying one another. This
picture prompts me to think that engagement leads liturgy to truly become liturgy, a work for the
people.
Suresh recalled his father’s church in South Africa, which followed a strict order with
limited instruments. He mentioned that the church was resistant to change, resulting in both
generational and racial homogeneity: “If you’re not growing the church, it’s a problem. To find
that balance is critical. The Black reformed church was predominantly Black, and the White
reformed church dwindled down to just White, old people over 65.” There have been movements
toward uniting the reformed churches in South Africa, but Suresh noted that traditionalistic
worship practices impeded those movements. Furthermore, resistance to liturgical change pushed
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away the next generation’s voice in worship, and in being pushed out, they worshiped
somewhere else or something else.
I asked Suresh what kind of songs they sing in his home church, and he explained that
they sing traditional reformed songs translated into Sotho. This prompted me to ask, “Are there
original Sotho worship songs?” He replied, “I can ask my father.” Pastor Dean observed that the
same trend is happening in both South Africa and the United States: church cultures are unaware
of how their preferences undermine the church’s growth in expressions of worship. Why does
the traditional have such a strong hold over the church? Suresh saw it as a missiological issue:
“The mission came in and said, ‘This is how we do church. Come to this church and change your
ways.’” He noted that, despite their efforts to avoid syncretism by throwing out cultural
expressions, many churches have still become syncretistic. Pastor Dean observed that the
mission in South Africa did not allow local churchgoers to add their unique song in the manner
of 1 Corinthians 14:26. 458 In the spirit of this verse, Pastor Dean expressed his love for heart
songs and the belief that they should be celebrated by churches. 459 In this way, discovering and
celebrating heart songs is near to the heart of this project: to see Cleveland’s urban churches defy
homogenizing patterns and instead welcome the new heart songs of those people from the local
hip-hop subculture.

The Apostle Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 14:26, “What then, brothers and sisters? Whenever you come
together, each one has a hymn, a teaching, a revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation. Everything is to be done for
building up.”
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Cultural Perspectives
“From the Bottom of My Heart”
Jean Luc is a worship leader at a Congolese church in Clark-Fulton, a Cleveland
neighborhood south of Downtown and southeast of my Cudell neighborhood. An immigrant
from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and fluent in four languages, Jean Luc has a breadth
of multicultural experiences in life and worship. The worship in his church represents its
multilingual congregants; its Congolese songs are generally in French, Swahili, or Lingala. Jean
Luc’s church also sings CCM songs in English. I asked him to talk about his approach to song
selection, and he began by sharing from his experiences in the church: “When I started playing
music in church as a teen, it was in a predominantly White church. African Americans and
Hispanics complained, ‘This is basically K-LOVE. 460 Can you guys mix it up a bit? Something
like Donnie McClurkin?’” 461 The church later integrated contemporary African-American gospel
music but did not make that sound its sole identity: “It’s not about that. We want everyone who
walks through this door to worship God and feel comfortable. I don’t like to categorize it as
‘White music’ or ‘Black music,’ but it’s that categorized way, and we can’t ignore that fact. You
can’t have it one way; it’s a body of Christ. You can’t have it one way; you have to do it all.”
Understanding the diverse voices present in an urban community, his approach to worship
leadership seeks to maximize the entire worship community’s engagement with God in worship.
He explained, “If I’m up here, I’m leading people into worship. I don’t want to do things that
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K-LOVE is a Christian radio network that plays popular CCM songs.

Donnie McClurkin is a popular gospel singer whose songs are used in corporate worship. See Donnie
McClurkin, “I Call You Faithful” (song), on Psalms, Hymns & Spiritual Songs, October 26, 2004,
https://genius.com/Donnie-mcclurkin-i-call-you-faithful-lyrics.
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only a few people will benefit from or be comfortable with. That’s why we mix it up. If we had a
bunch of visitors who were Caucasian, we would not do all our music in French or Swahili.” 462
I asked Jean Luc how an urban church like his might integrate unique expressions of
worship like rap or spoken word. He pointed to the “praise and prayer” time that many churches
have, a longstanding tradition in the African-American church. In his church, people are given
about two minutes to share their testimony. Jean Luc sees this window as the perfect opportunity
for an individual to share a rap or spoken word testimony: “Within the worship group, we have a
structure, which we have to adhere to. We can be creative, but we can’t do something totally
outside that structure, which is why we have the two minutes.” On several occasions, Jean Luc
reflected on the energy in the room during worship, an energy that was guided by the service
structure and spiritual leadership. With this emphasis on spiritual formation, he spoke to the
motive behind rapping in church. He concluded that its validity as an expression as worship has
everything to do with the individual heart:
Someone brought this up a few years ago. They asked, “Can I go up there and rap?” If
God has saved this person, and their way to express worship is through rap, I am okay
with that! If I am rapping from the bottom of my heart for the glory of God—if it is
coming from the bottom of my heart for God, and I’m in the spirit—it doesn’t matter
what a lot of other people think of it. I have no right to say, “No, we don’t do this here.”
Jean Luc values hip-hop as a voice in corporate worship but emphasizes the importance
of sincerity and excellence when bringing it into the church: “Anything that you do for God has
to be excellent. You have to give your all; you can’t just bring an idea you just woke up with.
You wouldn’t do that out there [in the world], so don’t do that in here [in the church].” To
sincerity and excellence, Jean Luc adds an important virtue: “Discipline is important. Put in the
effort the same as if you were invited in front of some big shots. You’re in front of the King of
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Kings, so don’t be silly.” 463 As a contribution to this project, Jean Luc’s wisdom calls for hiphop that is more than a gimmick in a worship service; it should be part of a refining process that
involves the artist’s sincerity and excellence. His words hold artists and worship leaders to a high
discipline: presenting hip-hop as a sincere and excellent craft meant for the King of Kings.
“A Collective Worship Experience”
Objections to hip-hop in Christian worship generally focus on its content and form. In
The Truth Behind Hip-hop, G. Craige Lewis centers his criticism on the content of hip-hop,
including its origin, sound, and profanity. An alternative perspective critical of rap’s form is
represented by that of the Orthodox Presbyterian Church: “While Christian rock or rap might be
appropriate in a concert or informal setting, it is not appropriate in the public worship of God,
which emphasizes the corporate nature of worship. Rock and rap, by nature, focus on individual
expression.” 464 Among Christian leaders who are open to Christian rap, their literature and
dialogue about Christian rap revolve around its potential for evangelism or private worship.
Among the few churches that accept hip-hop in public worship, hip-hop is limited to special
music. Is hip-hop limited to individual expression? Andrew Taylor provided insight on this
question.
Taylor is a doctoral student and a worship leader from Cleveland, and CHH played a
formative role in his spiritual development. After framing the rejection of hip-hop in corporate
worship on a pragmatic basis, I asked him if hip-hop could ever work in a corporate worship
setting. Noting the historical impact of colonialism on Christian worship, he suggested that a
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cultural perspective could lie beneath a pragmatic objection. People outside of hip-hop may not
realize or appreciate its corporate nature:
There are experiences in this culture that already do this well. We have already seen that
it can. Anyone who thinks hip-hop is not a collective worship experience should watch
“Wild ‘N Out.” 465 Look at the energy in that room. That's a group of people participating
in a worship experience with hip-hop as an effective vehicle. Imagine that energy being
directed toward God. It has the potential to be redeemed as an act of worship. 466
Hip-hop content (i.e., motivation, direction, theology, etc.) can be redeemed, but as a musical
form, hip-hop is already suitable for corporate worship. Moreover, hip-hop is particularly
conducive for teaching, praising, and storytelling. Hip-hop shares similarities with psalms and
hymns in terms of prose, lyrical capacity, rhyme schemes, and meter. 467 Being lyrically dense,
one of hip-hop’s greatest strengths is its high capacity for the transfer of information in corporate
worship. 468 These thoughts cause me to wonder if the barrier facing hip-hop in corporate
worship is not primarily its musical form but rather the cultural rigidity and cultural association
in urban churches and among church leaders.
Hip-Hop Worship Collaborations
Hip-Hop Discipleship
Teens playing basketball to the sound of hip-hop over a Bluetooth speaker: this is a
typical scene just outside my house. Around the time the topic of this project was selected, I
came outside to join the game and was chastised for not coming out sooner. I explained that I
“T.I.’s Son King Harris Pulls Up Ready to Drop Bands” (video), Wild 'N Out, April 2, 2020,
https://youtu.be/3JsbQrmem-U. “Wild ‘N Out” is a TV show on which hip-hop artists and celebrities compete in
front of a live audience. The show is culturally hip-hop, and the challenges generally pertain to hip-hop arts (e.g., a
freestyle rap battle).
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was writing a project on hip-hop subculture. One teen responded, “Hey, that’s us!” This led to an
unimpressive rap battle. I wanted to understand what it meant to be culturally hip-hop, and the
teens have always been eager to educate me in this regard. This section tells the story of lessons
learned and breakthroughs experienced in hip-hop worship.
Hip-Hop Sparks
When our church started reaching teens in Cleveland years ago, we knew that hip-hop
was relevant. In fact, hip-hop sparked a new outreach. Pastor Jesse introduced me to Kid Cudi’s
“Soundtrack 2 My Life,” 469 and we listened to Lecrae’s “Beautiful Feet” on repeat. In this song,
Lecrae calls for the gospel to be preached in urban environments: “But who would minister in a
sinister part of town? I pray if Jesus is calling you, you would be found.” 470 He also discusses
the struggle for people from the hood within American Christianity: “They make him change his
whole culture and way of life.” 471 Lecrae asserts that “Jesus came to invade culture outta
Nazareth and used a couple fisherman who people saw as hazardous.” 472 This call resonated with
us, so we started going to the west side of Cleveland with a pack of Gatorades, a basketball, and
a Bluetooth speaker.
While we appreciated rap, we initially underappreciated its messages. When the teens we
had begun discipling released rap singles through Record216, Pastor Jesse and I overdubbed

Kid Cudi, “Sountrack 2 My Life” (song), on Man on the Moon: The End of Day, September 15, 2009,
https://genius.com/Kid-cudi-soundtrack-2-my-life-lyrics. Cleveland’s own Kid Cudi recounts everything he has tried
to cope with pain and find satisfaction. Jesse and I were moved by the line “never truly satisfied. ‘I am happy,’ that's
just the saddest lie.”
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Lecrae Moore, “Beautiful Feet” (song), on Rebel, September 8, 2008, https://genius.com/Lecraebeautiful-feet-lyrics.
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their profanity, re-releasing one of their songs as a “Pastoral Censorship Version” to share in our
weekly Thursday-night gathering later called “Shoreway.” The problem was that we never
listened to the story beneath the surface-level profanity, and in the end, our edit failed to
appreciate some of the integral themes in their music. 473 Around that time, there was also an
effort to incorporate battle rap into our “Man Time” small-group meeting. The fellas loved to be
on the mic, but there was no spiritual direction to it, only a perpetual clash with our profanity
rules. While we participated to some degree, it was still an “us-and-them” activity because we
were not rhyming with the hip-hop content. Relationships and ministry successes during this
season occurred despite culture rather than through it.
We later took a group of teens to an overnight youth event where they met “Cap” for the
first time. Cap is a gifted rapper in his own right, but these young men were captivated before he
ever spoke a rhyme. As Cap told a story from his Christian life, they seemed to be more engaged
than in any interaction we had previously shared. We did not pinpoint it at the time, but in the
story, the content, and the delivery, Cap was communicating with them via hip-hop culture. We
needed to figure out anew what hip-hop should look like in our cross-cultural ministry.
Freestyle Trials and Failures
Our Thursday-night gathering went forward as a new ministry effort with some ideas
working and some flopping. A CHH music video was shown at the beginning of most
gatherings, often in connection with the theme of the day. One of those music videos was Shai
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Linne’s “Jesus is Alive,” 474 and it fueled ongoing discussion. 475 In corporate worship, the song
“Start Over” has led to the highest engagement. Our use of this song includes NF’s sung hook
(i.e., chorus) and collectively rapping excerpts from Flame’s verses: “Jesus came for the sick,
Jesus came for the weak, Jesus came to give good news and to set the captives free. Jesus came
for the poor, Jesus came with the keys, Jesus came to remove the chains, so the prisoners are
released.” 476 In addition to the Thursday-night gathering, we found a discipleship model to be
helpful for our teens. The social dynamics in the large-group gathering brought both camaraderie
and distraction at times. 477 The discipleship model would include small-group discussion times
during the Thursday-night gathering and weekly, interpersonal discipleship meetings (with one
or two teens), those who are willing and faithful.
Hip-hop music seems to find its way into daily conversations, and the interpersonal
discipleship meetings have been no exception. Rappers are idolized and imitated in terms of
language, fashion, values, aspirations, etc. Guys would come to discipleship and tutoring, but
when the notebooks opened, it was mostly doodles and rhymes rather than Bible verses or class
notes. In the past, there were times that I dissected and criticized the very hip-hop that was
playing in their earbuds at our discipleship meeting or during church. Urban disciplers need to
know how to better interact with hip-hop and hip-hop culture. Discipleship needs to undergird
worship because hip-hop worship cannot happen without hip-hop theology.

Shai Linne, “Jesus is Alive (House of Tea Remix)” (music video), on The Atonement, February 22,
2008, https://youtu.be/4V5-Ax0LywE.
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Flame and NF, “Start Over” (song), on Royal Flush, October 1, 2013, https://genius.com/Flame-start-
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Some teens made professions of faith through this ministry and were discipled formally
and informally for years, but many ultimately walked away from the church. There could be
many reasons for this, including the undercurrent of secular hip-hop culture. As a ministry, we
never wanted to dichotomize being a Christian and being hip-hop. However, in hindsight, when
our theology failed to address the questions and answers of hip-hop, that dichotomy inevitably
formed. Whether as a discipler or as a worship leader, if the only engagement with hip-hop is
chastising its profanity, the Christian leader demonstrates that they are not really listening,
immediately putting themselves at odds with people from hip-hop subculture.
As a ministry, some of our attempts to bridge between God and hip-hop were seemingly
ineffective, but the lessons from such experiences are germane to this project. The hip-hop labs
we created in the early stages of this research serve as a prime example. At that time, students
were coming to the church tutoring program for community and because they were struggling
with the transition to virtual education that came as a result of COVID-19. In connection with the
tutoring program, I offered to provide music lessons to students not actively working on
homework. While piano and guitar were met with mixed enthusiasm, beat-making was a hit;
every child in the program wanted to wear the headphones and try the software. Producers have a
celebrated role within hip-hop music, but high-end production technology can be difficult to
access. Even though this was their first time using the software, and despite not having formal
music education, the craft of beat making played to the musical strengths of the teens. Having
been raised on a steady diet of hip-hop music, they have an entire language of rhythms from
which to draw. Together we produced some decent beats, and it is easy to see how a craft like
this could be developed and integrated on Sunday mornings. A few short songs came out of these
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sessions, but the most noteworthy experiences facilitated by this setup were the freestyle
sessions.
The freestyle sessions were a composite of personal expression, aspiration, and pride.
Each young man had something to say, but he wanted his peers to be impressed with how he said
it. When truths were spoken, or when rhymes were especially clever, the collective gave an
affirmative “aye!” I noticed that the teens would gravitate toward topics addressed by other trap
artists; this was the mimetic nature of hip-hop on display. They relayed anecdotes within the
world of hip-hop, and I wondered how where Jesus was in that world. These young men were in
a church building rapping to the pastor about shooting people. However, to shut it down would
have been a misstep because freestyling facilitated honest and unfiltered topics. Because the goal
of discipleship is spiritual depth and not simply a spiritual veneer, I would rather that these
young men remain honest and unfiltered—first with us and then, more importantly, with God. As
the guys freestyled, I provided conventional word prompts, including “king” and “pain,” but
certain spiritual prompts like “prayer” were less productive; rappers drifted back into the
vocabulary and themes that were more familiar to them. In this scenario, social dynamics might
have had an effect: such as my presence as a pastor, our location within the church, and peer
pressure among those rapping. Within the social order, a dominant personality could be a great
encourager or discourager in terms of the threshold of spiritual content. 478 Hip-hop facilitates
honest expressions about certain things, but some artists may be limited if they are trying to
project a persona of power, confidence, ruthlessness, etc. This could explain why artists like Rob
Nor and Cap have been so impactful on local teens; they are hip-hop artists mature enough in
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their faith to spurn the promises of a persona and fully “be themselves in the Lord,” as Rob put
it. 479
During the tutoring program and corresponding hip-hop labs, we also made a time for
discipleship with those teens who were serious about the faith. I wanted to invite them to be
themselves in the Lord, so I invited teens to take the Psalms we were studying, meditate on one,
and write a rap or spoken word in response. What seemed like a great idea did not work. One of
the guys tried to trick me by copying and pasting lyrics from a CHH artist; the other wrote what
amounted to a translation of the psalm into hip-hop, but it was clearly missing something. As a
worship leader and a pastor, I would occasionally perform raps during worship and preaching,
but these were not my raps; they were excerpts borrowed from CHH songs, much like this
student had done. When I invited teens to follow my example by rapping in church, most were
reticent, and in hindsight, one reason could be that they did not identify with borrowed CHH
raps. Through these experiences, I began to understand the conditions of authenticity and
originality that lead to hip-hop worship. If I pressure someone to make a rap, I betray the
spiritual order of things and may ultimately leave people feeling commodified. I must
proactively welcome and dignify hip-hop as an expression of worship but patiently allow for it to
emerge authentically from each individual’s story.
Sista Watson
Bernice is a sister from our church who, in 2019, approached me about doing spoken
word in church. Since that time, she has grown as a Christian and an artist going by the name
“Sista Watson” and has become one of the inspirations for this project. Bernice is atypical in
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terms of church tradition having grown up more so in hip-hop than in church. Furthermore, as a
member of Generation X, she shatters the false perception that hip-hop is only for the “youth.” I
have witnessed her spiritual growth in recent years, and that spiritual growth has come in chorus
with raps and spoken word poems through which she expresses her faith. Together we have
collaborated on ten projects, and over the course of these projects, she has become more
articulate, and our church has been impacted. She has gone from a fringe churchgoer to one who
actively blesses the church and blazes a trail for others. Bernice inspires me as a worship leader
to think of how many others have hip-hop to share with the church in worship.
Content
Bernice’s songs share in the stories of hip-hop, containing some of the same themes and
elements present in the 72-song analysis of local Cleveland hip-hop. She talks about need, loss,
fatherlessness, racism, sexual sin, and much more. Bernice’s songs share in the stories of hip-hop
with one major difference: she always shows where Jesus is in each story. She does this because
He is a true part of her story. And when she elevates Jesus in this way, she uses her hip-hop story
to worship in spirit and in truth.
Bernice’s latest song, “Jesus,” is a culminant example of how local hip-hop can worship
God. The development of the song ran concurrently with this research project. When we work on
a song, lines are shared on answering machine messages, paired with creative sounds, and
recorded in-between the Sunday church services. Bernice writes the lyrics, and I act as a
consultant, producer, and sometimes a rapper or background singer at her request. We will create
and post a basic music video for the “Jesus” song soon, and that music video will be shared with
the church during the Sunday service. As with previous music videos we have made, Bernice
likes to collaborate with friends who contribute video clips of her life and city. In the next
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paragraphs, I walk through the story of this song, highlighting how it is truly hip-hop and truly
worship and includes both personal and corporate dimensions.
The song, “Jesus,” begins in this way:
In my Father’s house, there are many mansions for each one of us who believe in Jesus
and that old, rugged cross where He bled and died for us. He came from heaven to earth
to save all of us. Born of a virgin, no need of a surgeon, cause doctor God performed the
miracle like the walls of Jericho. Bet you never heard like this befo’, better than a drink
of a cup of jo. Who’s that peeking through my window? If that’s You, Jesus, come on in,
and cleanse this body of worldly sin (lust), worldly sin (drugs), worldly sin (smokin’),
worldly sin (alcohol), worldly sin (fornication), worldly sin (murder).
This first verse starts with a clear expression of the gospel and its promises. Sista Watson
references two miracles from the Bible, accentuating the obvious: God is even better than coffee.
Finally, she invites Jesus into her home, into her life, into her “body of worldly sin” as if He is
truly alive and willing to do something about it, walking with her. In verse two, she elaborates on
this journey:
Yeah, I been to mental hospitals when I tried to kill myself. Coming close to death, yes I
was a mess. Yeah, I was depressed. Here’s my testimony. I used to smoke weed, and
drink alcoholic beverages, and smoke cigarettes. I used to be a lesbian for over 23 years,
looking for love in all the wrong places, so many beautiful faces, but I didn’t know I was
destroying the body, God’s body, because my body don’t belong to me. It belongs to G.
O. D. I’m tryna live holy. What y’all want from me? And the Bible says in Romans 12:
Give your life to God as a living sacrifice. And like Biggie, thanks for giving me ‘One
More Chance.’
This song freely addresses things that are profane by God’s standards and other things
that are “profane” to admit by church standards: mental health issues, same-sex attraction, and
social pressures. “What y’all want from me?” This was a line that Bernice wanted me to rap on a
previous song, but I resisted because I did not understand the meaning at the time. She used the
phrase in this song to declare her will to live a godly life despite what others around her expect
from her. One of my favorite metaphors that she uses in this song is “Thank you God for picking
up the Reese’s Pieces of my life”; with it comes the imagery of the mess made by many little
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candies falling to the floor and spreading across it. As she says in another song, “Shame don’t
live here anymore.” 480 In her songs, Sista Watson chooses to not hide anything from her past,
giving credit to God for the diverse ways He is sanctifying her.
The final verse discusses the end times with an emphasis on having peace in Christ: “If
you in Christ, you don’t have to worry about nothin’.” She connected these to Romans 12,
identifying the second coming of Christ as an eschatological motivation for sanctification. 481
While this sanctification is an ongoing process, it is founded on the gospel truth featured in this
song’s singable hook: “Give your life to Jesus, and you’ll save your life.” The paradox of having
life only by giving it away is borrowed from Matthew 10:39: “Anyone who finds his life will
lose it, and anyone who loses his life because of me will find it.” In summary, Sista Watson’s
“Jesus” song goes from the first coming of Christ to her life and struggles, then to the second
coming of Christ; it situates her story within His. From a hip-hop perspective, this song
creatively and theologically brings to worship the raw issues that may not be within the purview
of other worship styles or even within conversations in the church.
The song, “Jesus,” is not alone in its honest, personal themes; it represents only a portion
of the themes Sista Watson has brought to worship through her ten similar projects. Sharing in
the story of an urban environment with limited father figures, her spoken word poem entitled
“Biological Father” speaks about her experience of fatherlessness and what it means to have God
as her Father. “Thank You Mama” is a musical salute to Tupac and a message of honor to the
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Sista Watson, “Psalm 23 Revised – No More” (music video), CityView Church, December 16, 2020,
https://youtu.be/UpA7PgIRQqY.

The Apostle Paul writes in Romans 12:1-2, “Therefore, brothers and sisters, in view of the mercies of
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women in her life, including her late mother, her grandmother who raised her, and specific
mothers in the faith within the church. “Dear Jesus” is a rapped letter to Jesus, thanking Him and
praying for the forgiveness of those who refuse to see or hear spiritually. Sista Watson is now
preparing a song about racial reconciliation called “Just Ventin’,” a biblical topic that other
styles of worship struggle to approach. She also addresses the trinity in her music, another
important doctrine underrepresented by CCM. In “Psalm 23 Revised – No More,” she rhymes,
“Glory to God, the Son, the Spirit all in one.” 482 The theme of this song is sacrifice: the sacrifice
of Jesus and the sacrificial response of His people. A confusion of verb tenses also suggests a
keen understanding of how God’s love works: “Just when I thought life was over, you still love
me when you died on Calvary.” This act of love in the past converges on thoughts of despair in
the present, leading to a worshipful future. Later in that verse, Sista Watson concludes, “I just
wanna worship You.” 483 Her songs put the right motivation together with the right action:
worship is love for God in response to who He is and what He has done.
Bernice brings a transparency that stands in stark contrast to traditional church, and it has
a freeing effect on the church family. In other words, because Bernice talks about specific issues,
people within the church realize that the church and its theology can speak to those issues. 484 In
conversations, in her testimonies, and in her music, she tells it like it is: “Shame don’t live here
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CityView Church, “12.5 Sunday Service” (video), December 5, 2021, https://youtu.be/3CNCYJfcVhI.
During this Sunday service, the music video for Sista Watson’s “Psalm 23 Revised – No More” was shared with the
CityView congregation. At 50:00 in the live stream, I introduce Bernice’s song as an expression of worship in terms
of its creative design, the story it tells, the struggles it brings to Christ, and the truth it proclaims. The response was
enormous. As the music video played, people raised their hands, shouted “amen,” and sang along. After the service,
a senior churchgoer asked me to help him get the song on his tablet so that he could listen to it again.
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anymore.” By defying the masquerade that can occur within church communities, hip-hop has an
ongoing impact on the spiritual honesty of corporate worship.
Form
Bernice delivers her lyrics in a natural, laid-back manner, much like how she would talk
in a regular conversation, and this contributes to the authenticity and understandability of the
lyrics. She often refers to hip-hop icons from the 80s and 90s, including Tupac, Jay-Z, and The
Notorious B.I.G., suggesting their formative influence on her. 485 She listened to hip-hop growing
up and has remarked at certain themes and sounds that are reminiscent of her promiscuous
“clubbing” days before she came to Christ. She told me various song ideas, including one called
“In da Club” that uses those reminiscent sounds as a backdrop for her testimony. Bernice has no
hesitation about using hip-hop as an expression of worship.
Opening the door to hip-hop in church makes other new and diverse worship forms
possible. I remember being on my way into the church on an icy February morning when
Bernice called me with a new idea. She called it a “skit” or an “interlude,” describing it as a
dialogue between two people over a beat. I would have never dreamed or attempted this, but she
was comfortable with this format because of her familiarity with hip-hop music. Later, I
observed this form in Rob Nor’s “Safe Travels” album. 486 At the end of each song in this album,
a short voicemail is included in which a variety of his mentors offer spiritual encouragement.
Lecrae uses a dialogue format throughout “Indwelling Sin.” 487 This 2008 song features small talk

For example, in the song called “Jesus,” Bernice prays using the words of The Notorious B.I.G.: “Like
Biggie, thank You for giving me ‘One More Chance.’”
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Lecrae, “Indwelling Sin” (video), Reach Records, April 29, 2016, https://youtu.be/TWMKysESROg.
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on the street and centers on an internal dialogue between Lecrae and his old self, his sin nature.
These artists used dialogue to portray theology in real-life scenarios. Although it is an
unconventional form, a dialogical “interlude” is an example of how hip-hop can contribute to the
liturgy of an urban church.
On another occasion, Bernice called me to ask if she could read the Beatitudes in
church. 488 Later, she sent me a beat and asked if it could be played underneath the Scripture
reading. As a worship leader, a subconscious question flashed in my head, “Is this churchappropriate?” Everything inculcated in me by my conservative church upbringing said “no.”
However, on this and several other occasions, ideas that seemed to be unorthodox for churches in
general proved to enhance congregational engagement in our local, urban church.
As Bernice shares more songs with the congregation, the content and form of hip-hop
worship are being normalized in the church. Songs like “Jesus” pave the way for future corporate
worship songs that declare biblical and theological truths in rapped verses and invite unified
responses in sung or spoken hooks (i.e., the choruses of the song) like “That’s who we call on,
that’s who we call on, when we in trouble, Lord, when we in trouble, Lord.” This is a message to
which urban churchgoers can relate—this is hip-hop worship.
Relatability
While working on the song, “Jesus,” I asked Bernice why she chose to express herself
through hip-hop. I asked, “Why hip-hop and not opera?” Her reply emphasized the relatability of
hip-hop, and we agreed that the people sitting over at the bus stop were more likely to be
listening to hip-hop than opera. I asked Bernice if we should use hip-hop in church on a regular
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basis. She responded, “Definitely.” When I asked her how it could be done, she explained that
“The younger people will need to explain to the older people what it means.” Hip-hop is more
than a form; it can be meaningful and impactful. She elaborated, “It’s relatable to kids and to
adults.... It’s enjoyable, danceable. It tells a story.” 489 I then pointed out something that makes
her stories unique: Bernice’s songs highlight areas of her story and how they relate to Christ.
While many worship songs relay the vague experiences of other people, hip-hop in corporate
worship is about relating your own authentic story as it is situated within the story of Christ.
Summary of Findings
Cleveland has a potent hip-hop scene, and its prevailing themes include pain, resilience,
and power. While many churches in Cleveland’s urban environments state that they are open to
the idea of hip-hop in corporate worship, most churches are not proactive about implementing it.
Several cite personnel limitations and a lack of impetus from the congregation, but other factors
may include the established cultures within these churches and the lack of precedents regarding
what hip-hop would look like in corporate worship. Many urban churchgoers believe that hiphop could worship God, and a subgroup of survey participants indicate that they have personally
worshiped God through hip-hop at some point in their lives. In interviews, local leaders call
attention to the dynamics of identity, transformation, originality, theology, culture,
contextualization, discipline, excellence, and honesty in corporate worship. Finally, it is evident
that collaborations can bring about learning moments and breakthroughs as local Christians bring
hip-hop and its prevailing themes to Christ in worship.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This final chapter tells the story of this research project and, ultimately, the story of hiphop in Christian worship. It synthesizes the research findings and casts a vision for multicultural
worship in Cleveland’s urban churches.
Summary
I began this project as an urban worship leader with honest questions. There were hip-hop
people in my church, but hip-hop did not influence how we regularly worshiped. My initial
hypothesis was that rap music and church liturgy could intersect in an unlikely way because they
are both spoken worship forms. In other words, rap would find its way into the already spoken
portions of the service, such as its calls to worship, prayers, and Scripture readings. I supposed
that this would contextualize the church’s liturgy and lead to increased participation, especially
among those who grew up in hip-hop subculture but not the church. In this way, the focus of the
project was supposed to be musical: the development and integration of specific rhymes, litanies,
and beats. I came to realize that the hip-hop worship is more meaningful than mere rhymes.
As I dug into the research, this project stopped being about how worship leaders could
use hip-hop music from the top down; it instead became about how we hear hip-hop and how its
cultural theology impacts corporate worship from the bottom up. Through the analysis of 72
songs, it became apparent that hip-hop is about authenticity and shared stories. It admonishes,
and it does not shy away from real life, even the profane things. For worship to be real in the
urban church, it needs to embody a theological response that does not shy away from the realities
of urban life—a response that leads to worship. Hip-hop embodies these realities this well, and
what it brings to worship is meaningful to the church. Hip-hop could make important liturgical
contributions, not merely in terms of its musical style but in terms of its cultural theology.
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During this research, I had a conversation with a local hip-hop producer named Malik,
and I asked him what it would take for churches to use hip-hop in corporate worship. We had a
long conversation, but there was one phrase that stuck out to me. He expressed full support for
the idea of hip-hop in corporate worship but lamented that “There’s not a lane for it.” 490 In other
words, there is not an opening for hip-hop in what churches are already doing. Regarding the
survey responses of churchgoers and church leaders, the research findings echoed this producer’s
lament: urban churches are not intentional about making a lane for hip-hop.
Among the 72 participants in the local worshiper survey, 85 percent of churchgoers
thought hip-hop could be used to worship God, and 64 percent reported having listened to hiphop regularly at some point in their lives. Conversely, Cleveland’s urban churches are largely
passive toward hip-hop, with some churches featuring hip-hop music from time to time. Among
the churches that did not use hip-hop, 87 percent indicated that it has never been considered.
While many people and churches thought hip-hop could worship God, there was little vision for
how it could manifest in corporate worship. After the experience of doing this research, I come
away concerned about what churches are missing in terms of hip-hop. This is not merely a
musical concern but a concern in terms of cultural and theological perspectives. In other words,
are urban environments and urban churches even talking about the same things?
Significance
One significance of this project is that it esteems the cultural and theological perspectives
of hip-hop. It presents these perspectives from hip-hop scholars, songs, interviewees,
collaborators, and disciples. Several participants, both in the local worshiper survey and among
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those being discipled, expressed their need for connection on both a cultural level and a
theological level. Cap pointed out that secular hip-hip artists are high on culture but low on
answers. In the form of freestyle rap, he celebrated Jesus as the answer. The theological basis for
esteeming hip-hop is that, as Cap said, “Hip-hop belongs to God.” 491 God created humanity in
His image, and through Jesus, He is redeeming people from each culture. Bernice demonstrated
what that looks like by bringing the content and form of hip-hop to the truth of Christ in worship.
This research should influence readers to have new eyes toward those who identify with hip-hop.
Hip-hop perspectives are important because hip-hop hears the heartbeat of urban environments
and responds to it, and in this way, hip-hop matters to the church.
A second significance of this project is that it calls churches, especially urban churches,
to reexamine how they worship. Hip-hop places emphasis on the gritty realities of life, and this
makes it incompatible with religious experiences that disconnect from real life. Because hip-hop
refutes inauthenticity, it demands a church that is real. Hip-hop disrupts the culture of religiosity
that both insulates and isolates churches; as such, it can lead otherwise religious people toward
more authentic expressions of faith and worship. Hip-hop calls for a worship theology that
confronts, rather than ignores, the realities of urban life. Christian worship has the capacity to be
this real because Jesus, the object of Christian worship, did not ignore pain. Jesus willfully
endured great pain and has been declared to be the powerful God. This God can relate to pain,
and He has acted to do something about it. As one teen insightfully pointed out, “Hip-hop
originates from pain, and what ties into that is our Savior.” 492 Therefore, hip-hop must not stop
talking about pain when it comes to worship, but instead, hip-hop must meet Jesus in that pain
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and in a way that completes its cultural narratives (i.e., the story of hip-hop). God is seeking the
worship of hip-hop people, and He can use hip-hop to uniquely reflect Himself and strengthen
the worship of His multicultural church.
A third significance of this project is that it helps bring definition to urban worship
leadership. In a world that is becoming increasingly urbanized, 493 there is little scholarship
regarding this specific role. Chapter two revealed that urban worship is characterized by cultural
diversity, and its leadership must be characterized by and teach cultural flexibility. In the spirit of
this project, urban worship leadership should study, dignify, and welcome the cultures and
subcultures of their urban environments. In the case of hip-hop, urban worship leaders may not
feel equipped to rap, but they can guide a church toward becoming hip-hop before ever speaking
a rhyme. Hip-hop voices are heard or silenced in the choices leaders make, the themes they
address, and the way they express themselves in relationship with others. Finally, being an urban
worship leader means designing and leading worship experiences that are real within urban
environments, and hip-hop is significant for understanding what “real” means. In this way, an
urban worship leader needs to become a student of local cultures, a lead collaborator, and a
liturgist in order to facilitate corporate worship that is truly a creative, local work in and through
God’s people (i.e., new urban liturgy).
Limitations
COVID-19 presented obstacles for this project. I had initially planned to include research
from urban churches in other Rust Belt cities, but travel was restricted. Large-group gatherings
were also restricted during the time the research was conducted, and this changed how corporate
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worship could be evaluated. However, these changes may have been beneficial to the project,
forcing me to mine more deeply into local hip-hop, its meanings, and its stories.
Recommendations for Future Research
Future research could pick up where these limitations left off, consulting urban worship
leaders in other Rust Belt cities and experimenting with hip-hop in other corporate worship
settings. Because hip-hop is a whole-life expression, 494 future research could also explore other
hip-hop arts as worship (e.g., graffiti) and study how hip-hop impacts spiritual formation in
urban churches.
Making a Lane for Hip-Hop
An overarching recommendation of this project is that urban churches make a lane for
hip-hop in multicultural worship. This does not start with the superimposition of hip-hop sounds
in a church service as I had imagined early in the research process. Instead, it starts as this
research process did—by listening to local hip-hop. It recommends that church leaders pursue
cultural flexibility and lead others to do the same, not only in terms of race or class but in terms
of hip-hop culture. It recommends that ministers and scholars, including hip-hop artists, further
define what it means to be an “urban worship leader” and consider hip-hop as an emerging part
of that definition.
In light of this research, I offer twelve ideas designed to gradually yet intentionally yield
a place for hip-hop people, hip-hop arts, and hip-hop theology in multicultural worship. The
purpose of this gradual approach is not only for the benefit of the church but also for the
protection of the hip-hop people within the church. Culturally-rigid churchgoers need both
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teaching and time to develop the spiritual maturity to properly welcome hip-hop. If all twelve
ideas were implemented, the result would be of a monocultural “hip-hop service” that, I contend,
is not the best outcome. However, a multicultural church can begin by making a lane for hip-hop
using one or more of these practical ideas:
1. A hip-hop prelude and postlude music designed by church members.
Artists within the church can collaborate to design beats to which spoken
messages can be added. For example, “Come on, saints, let’s go and preach the Word” is
something a man in our church would say to amp up the congregation before every
service. In addition to its capacity for worship as a creative art and encouraging lyrics, a
hip-hop prelude and postlude can also serve to expose the church to the timbre of hiphop, dispelling the idea that hip-hop sounds are not “church appropriate.”
2. A hip-hop sermon jam.
Engaging the production side of hip-hop, this idea integrates hip-hop sound with
sermon content to create short sermon videos with a worship emphasis. This could be
featured in church service or released online as mid-week meditation for churchgoers.
The video medium also opens the possibility for other hip-hop arts to be introduced (e.g.,
graffiti).
3. A pre-recorded spoken word poem shared in the Sunday service.
A prime example is Bernice’s original music videos referenced in chapter four.
Dillon Chase’s “Love to Worship” 495 also serves as an excellent model.
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https://youtu.be/G4yw7lklQhk.
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4. A hip-hop call to worship.
The Oakland-based reverend and rapper Harry Louis Williams II published a
short book of hip-hop prayers and meditations entitled The Struggle is Real. 496 The
Philadelphia-based scholar and apologist Robert C. Hepburn composed Songs for the
Street: Compositions Geared for God’s People in Street. 497 Building on these models, a
collaborative worship leadership team can create and open the service with new, original
calls to worship each week.
5. An in-sermon quotation of hip-hop or trap.
This practice challenges preachers to listen to what their people are listening to,
reference it in the sermon, and respond to it theologically. Preachers can affirm and
confront cultural poets as the Apostle Paul did in Acts 17:28-29. They can also employ
hip-hop metaphors, including those metaphors being developed within local urban
congregations (e.g., when Bernice rhymed, “Thank you God for picking up the Reese’s
Pieces of my life so I can sleep good at night”).
6. A rapped Scripture reading with an optional instrumental backing.
Bernice recently read the Beatitudes with a hip-hop beat, not unlike what
Streetlights is doing in Chicago. The reading could also adopt the flow of a rap—a
method we have practiced at Shoreway using Ephesians 2:1-10.

Harry Louis Williams II, When the Struggle is Real: O.G. Rev's Hip Hop Prayers & Meditations (Soul
Shaker Publishing: Oakland, 2019).
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7. An original rap or spoken word collaboration as special music.
This is a live performance that edifies the congregation but does not call
congregants to participate vocally.
8. A hip-hop hook or rap excerpt integrated into a worship song.
CHH has produced highly repeatable songs that could be fused into a church’s
existing corporate worship repertoire. Imagine the hook from Shai Linne’s “Our God is in
the Heavens,” 498 Jackie Hill Perry’s “I Just Wanna Get There,” 499 or Beautiful Eulogy’s
“Worthy.” 500 These rapped hooks are repeatable and can be fused into corporate worship
songs (e.g., as a bridge). A church that welcomes hip-hop will eventually be able to
integrate original hip-hop worship songs with locally relevant meanings in worship.
9. A trap-form lament reading.
Church leaders can teach the congregation how to lament and welcome
worshipers to write their own laments. Worshipers can submit them to be read by
someone else, or they can read their own laments during a testimony time. These could
be collected and reworked by a local artist into a sharable work.
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10. A call-and-response rap.
Church leaders can collaborate with hip-hop artists to put what the church is
teaching into a rhythmic call-and-response. This could become a platform for asking the
questions that hip-hop asks and responding with hip-hop theology.
11. A spoken word altar call or benediction.
This idea was proposed by spoken word artist Preston Perry in response to a
question I asked him during an online group discussion about spoken word. 501 A
reflective spoken word poem can play an important role immediately following a sermon
or immediately before the church is sent out into another week.
12. A small-group freestyle admonishment.
Freestyle rap could take the form of a prayer, encouragement, or dialogue over a
given theological topic. It would require a small-group context in which hip-hop artists
are comfortable using their craft and others are receptive to it.
These twelve ideas are possible first steps toward making a lane for hip-hop in corporate
worship; I would expect this list to expand and change over time. This lane is not for hip-hop
music alone but for the cultural and theological perspectives this music embodies as hip-hop
people are redeemed. The local leaders interviewed in chapter four spoke to a process of
liturgical change that invites hip-hop on more than a musical level. Rob Nor called for hip-hop
servants of Christ rather than celebrity hopefuls in search of bright lights. Cap spoke to the
significance of hip-hop within the church and the quality of its originality. Pastor Dean and
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Suresh emphasized legitimate collaboration when contextualizing urban liturgy. Jean Luc
emphasized sincerity and excellence among true worshipers. Andrew noted cultural barriers and
championed hip-hop as a form. Finally, Bernice demonstrated the relevance of hip-hop discourse
within urban worship environments. Hip-hop worship is not generic but instead is rooted in local
discourse; it reflects local people, local stories, local struggles, and local theological insights.
Just as a worship service with only hip-hop elements does not reflect the diversity of most urban
communities, so also an urban Cleveland worship service without hip-hop elements is most
assuredly not local.
Conclusion
This project is a street-level perspective of Cleveland, including its hip-hop, its churches,
and its churchgoers, challenging how these intersect. More than a music genre, Cleveland hiphop is the conversation of a people that hears the heartbeat of urban environments, feels its pain,
and responds in resiliency. From this place, hip-hop people cannot settle for less than a God who
is real and a theology that meets the realities of urban life. Jesus Christ hears the heartbeat of
urban environments; He stepped into this world, endured great pain, and resurrected with the
power to redeem. He is authentic enough and powerful enough to meet hip-hop amid pain and
profanity. There are already hip-hop people who know this Christ and are bringing their hip-hop
artistry to Him in worship. They worship not only through spoken word and rap but through
telling their own, authentic, hip-hop story as it is situated within the story of Christ. Their honest
worship brings raw issues to the truth of Christ and liberates others within the local church to do
the same. It is in this way that hip-hop challenges the urban church culturally and calls for
greater authenticity spiritually. Making a lane for other cultures leads to hard worship, and
because God makes unity in diversity possible, it leads to better worship. Hip-hop in corporate
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worship is not a gimmick; it is “a sign of the kingdom.” 502 Hip-hop is among the mosaic of
cultures in which God’s creativity and redemption are reflected. If God is calling hip-hop people
to Himself, then His church needs to make a lane for hip-hop in multicultural worship for the
good of the church and the glory of God.
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY FORMS
Neighborhood Church Survey
1. What is the denominational affiliation of your church?

2. How old is your church?

3. How large is your church in terms of its average Sunday attendance?

4. How diverse is your church? (select all that apply)
☐ Socioeconomically (less than 80% of any one economic class)
☐ Racially (less than 80% of any one race)
☐ Generationally (less than 80% of any one generation)
5. Does your church use hip-hop music 503 in corporate worship? (select one)
☐ Regularly.
☐ Occasionally.
☐ Rarely.
☐ Never.
6. If hip-hop is used, in what capacity is it used? 504

7. If it is never used, please select all that apply:
☐ It has never been considered.
☐ It is not an ideal form for a corporate worship setting.
☐ It does not characterize anyone attending our church.
☐ It is inherently unsuitable for worship.
8. If it is never used, what would cause your church to integrate hip-hop in the future?

503

This broad category includes but is not limited to rap, spoken word, and hip-hop beats.

504
For example, hip-hop might be used in a prelude, responsive call to worship, congregational song,
special music, video, testimony, or preaching that quotes hip-hop or responds to hip-hop themes specifically.
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Local Worshiper Survey
1. How old are you?

2. Did you grow up in church? If so, what kind of church was it?

3. What music do you listen to during hard times?

4. Has there ever been a time in your life when hip-hop was something you regularly listened to?
☐ Yes
☐ No
5. Do you think hip-hop can be used to worship God? Why or why not?
☐ Yes
☐ No
6. Has hip-hop ever led you to worship God?
☐ Yes
☐ No
7. What is your preferred style for worshiping God? (select one)
☐ Hymns & Spirituals
☐ Gospel
☐ Contemporary
☐ Hip-hop (including rap or spoken word)
☐ Other (please indicate):
8. What is your favorite song for worshiping God? It can be one that we already sing in church or
one that you listen to on your own.
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY FINDINGS
Local Hip-Hop Analysis
Song, artist
“Play It Cool,” Ghacha, Rosee Camp, YFL Kelvin, KFL Pooh
“Get Even,” NoLuvv China, Ric4rmDaStreetz, YFL Pooh
“Inner G,” NoLuvv China
“In My Feelings,” 200
“Pop My Shit,” YFL Pooh
“Front Street,” YFL Kelvin ft. MGK
“Yeah Yeah,” Ghacha
“Intro,” Ghacha
“Slide FR,” Laflexico Merio
“Trapo Story,” Foreign Trapo
“Voice of the Streets,” NoLuvv China
“Field,” Foreign Trapo
“Scared to Book Me,” BaeBae Savo ft. Da Baby
“One of a Kind/Death Wish,” Foreign Trapo
“Spin,” Foreign Trapo
“Opp Watchin,” Pooh Gutta Ft. 1k Fat & YFL Pooh
“City Boy,” Pooh Gutta
“Inside of Me,” YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh
“Wheelchair,” Foreign Jay
“Deep End,” Foreign Jay
“Work,” Q Money
“Green Light,” Rosee Camp
“Still Foreal, Rosee Camp
“Intro,” Timbo Cedarside
“Focused,” Timbo Cedarside
“Dreaming,” FvmousBoyVon
“Real Talk,” FvmousBoyVon
“Armagedon,” FvmousBoyVon, ForeignLou
“Chasinn,” Brando
“Not a Stain,” Dmxney, Brando
“Real Struggles,” YCN Ray, Brando, Drippy Wan
“1 of 1,” Fredo3much, Wopskinoo
“Again,” Mr. 91st
“Ain’t the Same,” Bangz33shotz, C1S1, Childish Hippie
“Letter to the Opps,” Gudda 24/7
“Letter 2 Da Dead Opps,” Hotboy Avenue
“The Name,” Str8drop
“Be Right Back,” Ezri
“Matter Over Mind,” Ezri
“Why Would You Leave,” willdayoungan
“Broken Hearts,” willdayoungan
“Walk Wit Me,” Shootah Baby
“Pressure,” Foreign Trapo, 1300Bandxzz
“Free Wopskino,” Fredo3much, 1300 Nuskii
“Bounce Back,” JiBrisky
“Wipe Me Down [remix],” Dae Masson
“Livin’ a Lie,” Troo Gang Mook
“Run to Deep,” Trapboujee
“Patek,” Youngg Kobe
“Momma Said,” Zay $anchez
“Anti,” PeteStaySwipin
“O.T.D.N.,” Deven Cleveland
“Flexin,” So Icy Yo
“Shots 4 Boogie,” Montxna
“Get It Off,” Lil Yearies
“448,” Lil Yearies ft. Lul Canen
“Day Dreaming,” Lul Muzy
“Fallen Angels,” Stackz, Wopp
“Smoking Body’s,” Rushhy Bandx
“Stop Asking,” Chelsea Pastel
“People Be Trash,” Kipp Stone
“Bottles,” Walker OG
“No Engine,” Ripp Flamez
“Locked in the Safe,” Lil Cray
“Baby Birkin,” Curly Chuck
“Jackfreestyle,” DubXX
“Broken Mirrors,” RockstarChoppaBoy
“Anxiety,” Loe Glizz ft. Danko
“Distant,” Hustlebaby
“It Is What It Is,” Boe Drumma, Boe 2Gunzz ft. Retro
“No Name,” Grimey Ant, Cutthoatbandz
“Y.N.O.S.,” Dell Glizzy

YouTube channel, year
Record216, 2018
Ric4rmDaStreetz, 2021
Solidified Music Group, 2021
Solidified Music Group, 2021
YFL Pooh, 2020
YFL Kelvin, 2020
PLZDROPTHAT, 2019
All Inn, 2019
PLZDROPTHAT, 2021
Record216, 2019
Lawaun Films, 2019
Record216, 2020
BaeBae Savo, 2019
Record216, 2020
Record216, 2020
Elevator, 2020
Elevator, 2019
YFL Kelvin, 2019
Foreign Jay, 2021
Elevator, 2020
Q Money, 2017
Lawaun Films, 2019
Lawaun Films, 2019
Lawaun Films, 2020
Lawaun Films, 2019
Fvmous BoyVon, 2021
Fvmous BoyVon, 2020
Fvmous BoyVon, 2020
Record216, 2019
Record216, 2018
Record216, 2017
PLZDROPTHAT, 2021
PLZDROPTHAT, 2021
PLZDROPTHAT, 2020
PLZDROPTHAT, 2020
Hotboy Avenue, 2020
PLZDROPTHAT, 2018
Mass Appeal, 2017
Mass Appeal, 2019
Record216, 2021
Record216, 2021
Record216, 2021
Record216, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2020
Stay Chiefy, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2020
Bolo, 2018
Bolo, 2020
Bolo, 2019
Stay Chiefy, 2021
Soicy Yo, 2020
Lawaun Films, 2019
Lilyearies RLB, 2020
Lilyearies RLB, 2021
Lawaun Films, 2021
It’s Wopp, 2020
PLZDROPTHAT, 2019
Chelsea Pastel, 2021
Kipp Stone, 2021
Walker OG Official, 2017
Ripp Flamez, 2021
Lil Cray, 2021
Curly Chuck, 2020
DubXX, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2021
Stay Chiefy, 2021
PLZDROPTHAT, 2021
Lawaun Films, 2020
Lawaun Films, 2020
Dell Glizzy - Topic, 2021
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Struggle to
survive/make it
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Loyalty/
Protection

Betrayal

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Song, artist
“Play It Cool,” Ghacha, Rosee Camp, YFL Kelvin, KFL Pooh
“Get Even,” NoLuvv China, Ric4rmDaStreetz, YFL Pooh
“Inner G,” NoLuvv China
“In My Feelings,” 200
“Pop My Shit,” YFL Pooh
“Front Street,” YFL Kelvin ft. MGK
“Yeah Yeah,” Ghacha
“Intro,” Ghacha
“Slide FR,” Laflexico Merio
“Trapo Story,” Foreign Trapo
“Voice of the Streets,” NoLuvv China
“Field,” Foreign Trapo
“Scared to Book Me,” BaeBae Savo ft. Da Baby
“One of a Kind/Death Wish,” Foreign Trapo
“Spin,” Foreign Trapo
“Opp Watchin,” Pooh Gutta Ft. 1k Fat & YFL Pooh
“City Boy,” Pooh Gutta
“Inside of Me,” YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh
“Wheelchair,” Foreign Jay
“Deep End,” Foreign Jay
“Work,” Q Money
“Green Light,” Rosee Camp
“Still Foreal, Rosee Camp
“Intro,” Timbo Cedarside
“Focused,” Timbo Cedarside
“Dreaming,” FvmousBoyVon
“Real Talk,” FvmousBoyVon
“Armagedon,” FvmousBoyVon, ForeignLou
“Chasinn,” Brando
“Not a Stain,” Dmxney, Brando
“Real Struggles,” YCN Ray, Brando, Drippy Wan
“1 of 1,” Fredo3much, Wopskinoo
“Again,” Mr. 91st
“Ain’t the Same,” Bangz33shotz, C1S1, Childish Hippie
“Letter to the Opps,” Gudda 24/7
“Letter 2 Da Dead Opps,” Hotboy Avenue
“The Name,” Str8drop
“Be Right Back,” Ezri
“Matter Over Mind,” Ezri
“Why Would You Leave,” willdayoungan
“Broken Hearts,” willdayoungan
“Walk Wit Me,” Shootah Baby
“Pressure,” Foreign Trapo, 1300Bandxzz
“Free Wopskino,” Fredo3much, 1300 Nuskii
“Bounce Back,” JiBrisky
“Wipe Me Down [remix],” Dae Masson
“Livin’ a Lie,” Troo Gang Mook
“Rap to Deep,” Trapboujee
“Patek,” Youngg Kobe
“Momma Said,” Zay $anchez
“Anti,” PeteStaySwipin
“O.T.D.N.,” Deven Cleveland
“Flexin,” So Icy Yo
“Shots 4 Boogie,” Montxna
“Get It Off,” Lil Yearies
“448,” Lil Yearies ft. Lul Canen
“Day Dreaming,” Lul Muzy
“Fallen Angels,” Stackz, Wopp
“Smoking Body’s,” Rushhy Bandx
“Stop Asking,” Chelsea Pastel
“People Be Trash,” Kipp Stone
“Bottles,” Walker OG
“No Engine,” Ripp Flamez
“Locked in the Safe,” Lil Cray
“Baby Birkin,” Curly Chuck
“Jackfreestyle,” DubXX
“Broken Mirrors,” RockstarChoppaBoy
“Anxiety,” Loe Glizz ft. Danko
“Distant,” Hustlebaby
“It Is What It Is,” Boe Drumma, Boe 2Gunzz ft. Retro
“No Name,” Grimey Ant, Cutthoatbandz
“Y.N.O.S.,” Dell Glizzy

Deadly
weapon
usage
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Worth of
Black
lives

Free
brothers in
jail

Direct
threat

“Heartless”/
“Don’t care”

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lost loved
ones

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
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Profanity
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Use of
“nigga”
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Song, artist
“Play It Cool,” Ghacha, Rosee Camp, YFL Kelvin, KFL Pooh
“Get Even,” NoLuvv China, Ric4rmDaStreetz, YFL Pooh
“Inner G,” NoLuvv China
“In My Feelings,” 200
“Pop My Shit,” YFL Pooh
“Front Street,” YFL Kelvin ft. MGK
“Yeah Yeah,” Ghacha
“Intro,” Ghacha
“Slide FR,” Laflexico Merio
“Trapo Story,” Foreign Trapo
“Voice of the Streets,” NoLuvv China
“Field,” Foreign Trapo
“Scared to Book Me,” BaeBae Savo ft. Da Baby
“One of a Kind/Death Wish,” Foreign Trapo
“Spin,” Foreign Trapo
“Opp Watchin,” Pooh Gutta Ft. 1k Fat & YFL Pooh
“City Boy,” Pooh Gutta
“Inside of Me,” YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh
“Wheelchair,” Foreign Jay
“Deep End,” Foreign Jay
“Work,” Q Money
“Green Light,” Rosee Camp
“Still Foreal, Rosee Camp
“Intro,” Timbo Cedarside
“Focused,” Timbo Cedarside
“Dreaming,” FvmousBoyVon
“Real Talk,” FvmousBoyVon
“Armagedon,” FvmousBoyVon, ForeignLou
“Chasinn,” Brando
“Not a Stain,” Dmxney, Brando
“Real Struggles,” YCN Ray, Brando, Drippy Wan
“1 of 1,” Fredo3much, Wopskinoo
“Again,” Mr. 91st
“Ain’t the Same,” Bangz33shotz, C1S1, Childish Hippie
“Letter to the Opps,” Gudda 24/7
“Letter 2 Da Dead Opps,” Hotboy Avenue
“The Name,” Str8drop
“Be Right Back,” Ezri
“Matter Over Mind,” Ezri
“Why Would You Leave,” willdayoungan
“Broken Hearts,” willdayoungan
“Walk Wit Me,” Shootah Baby
“Pressure,” Foreign Trapo, 1300Bandxzz
“Free Wopskino,” Fredo3much, 1300 Nuskii
“Bounce Back,” JiBrisky
“Wipe Me Down [remix],” Dae Masson
“Livin’ a Lie,” Troo Gang Mook
“Rap to Deep,” Trapboujee
“Patek,” Youngg Kobe
“Momma Said,” Zay $anchez
“Anti,” PeteStaySwipin
“O.T.D.N.,” Deven Cleveland
“Flexin,” So Icy Yo
“Shots 4 Boogie,” Montxna
“Get It Off,” Lil Yearies
“448,” Lil Yearies ft. Lul Canen
“Day Dreaming,” Lul Muzy
“Fallen Angels,” Stackz, Wopp
“Smoking Body’s,” Rushhy Bandx
“Stop Asking,” Chelsea Pastel
“People Be Trash,” Kipp Stone
“Bottles,” Walker OG
“No Engine,” Ripp Flamez
“Locked in the Safe,” Lil Cray
“Baby Birkin,” Curly Chuck
“Jackfreestyle,” DubXX
“Broken Mirrors,” RockstarChoppaBoy
“Anxiety,” Loe Glizz ft. Danko
“Distant,” Hustlebaby
“It Is What It Is,” Boe Drumma, Boe 2Gunzz ft. Retro
“No Name,” Grimey Ant, Cutthoatbandz
“Y.N.O.S.,” Dell Glizzy

God/Lord/
Jesus

Yes
Yes

Devil/
Demons

Drugs

Sex

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No, but “Long live the gods.”
No, but “Long live the gods.”

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Specifies
designer
clothing
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Boasts about
wealth accrued

Yes
Yes

Yes

No, but “Long live the gods.”
Yes

Defies
government

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Song, artist
“Get Even,” NoLuvv China, Ric4rmDaStreetz, YFL Pooh

Quotes
YFL Pooh: “And I just cry to the devil, he told me things gon get better.… I’ll sell my soul to get even.”
Ric4rmDaStreetz: “Six-hundred-dollar shoes but still ain’t got the time to kick it.”

“Inner G,” NoLuvv China

“Imma still be me without the money, fame, or designer.”

“Pop My Shit,” YFL Pooh

“I tried to talk to Jesus. He ain’t listen cuz I roll with them demons.”

“Yeah Yeah,” Ghacha
“Trapo Story,” Foreign Trapo
“Voice of the Streets,” NoLuvv China
“Field,” Foreign Trapo
“Inside of Me,” YFL Kelvin, YFL Pooh
“Intro,” Timbo Cedarside
“Focused,” Timbo Cedarside
“Real Talk,” FvmousBoyVon
“Real Struggles,” YCN Ray, Brando, Drippy Wan

“Be Right Back,” Ezri

“Why Would You Leave,” willdayoungan
“Broken Hearts,” willdayoungan
“Walk Wit Me,” Shootah Baby
“Bounce Back,” JiBrisky
“Livin’ a Lie,” Troo Gang Mook
“Rap to Deep,” Trapboujee
“Momma Said,” Zay $anchez
“Anti,” PeteStaySwipin
“O.T.D.N.,” Deven Cleveland
“Get It Off,” Lil Yearies
“Day Dreaming,” Lul Muzy
“Fallen Angels,” Stackz, Wopp
“Smoking Body’s,” Rushhy Bandx
“People Be Trash,” Kipp Stone
“Bottles,” Walker OG
“Locked in the Safe,” Lil Cray
“Baby Birkin,” Curly Chuck
“Jackfreestyle,” DubXX
“Broken Mirrors,” RockstarChoppaBoy
“Y.N.O.S.,” Dell Glizzy

Everyone in the music video is wearing a custom hoodie that looks like the traditional three crosses, but the third cross is
an automatic weapon. The caption is “Trained to kill.”
“Ain’t feel love, so I turned to the streets. Started a gang called FBB. Fuck the opposite hatin’ on me.”
This music video was shot on the doorstep of a church.
“I had to cut off some niggas I treated like blood.”
YFL Kelvin: “They see glory when they look inside of me. I see heartache when I look inside the streets.”
“If you ain’t gettin’ money, it’s obvious you ain’t accomplished shit.”
“I’m all about money.”
“I pray to God to show them mercy and keep them away from sin. I’m just tryna pray up every day and keep my brothers
in, keep ‘em out the trenches cause I know they be hearin’ shit.”
YCN Ray: “Every day I pray to God, ‘please don’t let these niggas get me cause my family in the projects, please don’t let
these niggas kill me.’” Brando: “This the story of my life, so this the story that I’m tellin’. In this city they ain’t sweet,
niggas really play for keeps.”
Ezri identifies himself as a messiah, his squad as disciples, and his book of rhymes as a bible. His squad is also said to
“carry that Word of God A.K.A that’s them rifles” and are compared to “Moses the prophet.” While Ezri describes his call
“to be god in this generation,” he also alludes to his prayers to God amid his insufficiencies: “Conversations with God. He
said Ezri is bigger than that. I appointed you for a reason; this is bigger than rap. That’s when we lost the connection, and
now I’m lackin’ direction cause I’m the ‘burbs while my niggas are still in the trap.”
“I be hungry, my stomach hurt me some food, but [inaudible] money. I been doin’ this rap shit; I been goin’ hard tryna
make it out. My father, he ain’t want me in them streets, so I do music now. I trap because I need it now.”
“Trap scars. You can see my pain; I know you can see it every day. I walk out the house, I’m steady thinkin’ ‘bout my
pain. I gotta get money, gotta get every day. I’ll trap in any weather, gotta get it any way.”
“Come take a walk with me, yeah, all this pain I see, yeah, can’t imagine what I seen, yeah, red rum on the scene, yeah, all
this death in my eyes, yeah, make it hard for me to cry, yeah, yeah, yeah … I’m alive, but my soul is gone.”
“Angels all around me watchin’ my back.” Based on a line in the first verse, JiBrisky is likely referring to fallen brothers
as angels.
“Can’t be a real nigga if you livin’ a lie.”
“I got some pain that run too deep, all in my [inaudible]. Prayin’, askin’ why can’t it be me. Since they killed my brother, I
ain’t get no sleep, so I put a nigga bitch sixteen feet deep.”
“Everybody not perfect, we all gotta sin. You been fakin’ your whole life, you ‘gon die tryin’ to pretend.”
“Look me in the eyes, I’m only scared of God… I got a couple sins, I’m tryna make amends.”
“Pain is not as I accept it. I ain’t trap; I grew up trappin’ tho. If you ain’t real, then what you rappin’ fo?”
The music video was shot in front of a Jesus statue in a cemetery.
“They see my pain, but they don’t ever ask how I been doin’. So I’m like, ‘Fuck it, I don’t need you, Imma keep on
pushin’. But when you see me up, don’t call me sayin’, ‘My nigga.’”
“Preachin’ like a reverend, tryna send a message. Can some tell heaven that I’m tryna send a call?”
“Don’t ask God for mercy when they put them holes in you. Yes, I know you a bitch; I can see the hoe in you.”
“Great minds think for they self.”
“Your own brother out to beat you, ask Abel.”
Lil Cray identifies as a deity: “I am a god, I’m creating the past,” but also thanks “the Lord” for freedom.
“I married myself, and the love was so pure that we both were freestylin’ our wedding verses.”
“I prayed when I came to the church, then I asked my mom, ‘Like why it ain’t work?’”
“Do you see my pain through these broken mirrors? … I see everybody ain’t real; they need a barcode.”
“Young nigga, old soul … Street’s cold will turn a boy to a grown man.”
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Contains pofanity

99%

Uses "nigga"

97%

Refers to the use of a deadly weapon

79%

Makes a direct threat of violence

63%

Describes struggling to survive or make it in the hood

50%

Uses themes of loyalty and protection

49%

Drug use

46%

Sexual activity

44%

Refers to lost loved ones

39%

Boasts about wealth accrued

36%

Recounts being betrayed

31%

Claims to be "heartless" or not care about harming others

25%

Specifies a designer fashion choice

21%

Talks about God, the Lord, or Jesus

19%

Defies government

17%

Talks about the Devil or demons

14%

Calls for the freedom of brothers in jail

11%

Figure 14: Cleveland Hip-Hop Characteristics
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Neighborhood Church Survey
Denominational
Affiliation

Age

Size

Socioeconomic
Diversity

Racial
Diversity

Generational
Diversity

Baptist 1

17

25

No

No

Yes

Baptist 2

4

70

Yes

No

Yes

Baptist 3

13

42

Yes

No

Yes

Baptist 4

6

40

Yes

Yes

Yes

CMA

47

55

Yes

Yes

Yes

Church of God

7

85

Yes

No

Yes

Episcopal

134

23

Yes

No

No

Lutheran

168

50

Yes

No

Yes

Nazarene 1

50

45

No

Yes

No

Nazarene 2

50

35

Yes

Yes

Yes

Non-denominational 1

5

45

No

No

No

Non-denominational 2

15

40

Yes

No

Yes

Non-denominational 3

130

209

Yes

Yes

Yes

Non-denominational 4

3

30

No

No

No

Non-denominational 5

10

20

No

No

No

Presbyterian

125

15

No

Yes

Yes

RCA

130

55

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Denominational
Affiliation

Hip-Hop
Usage

Capacity Used

Baptist 1

Rarely

Within the style of music, although not specific.

Baptist 2

Rarely

Youth

Baptist 3

Rarely

Very sparingly

Baptist

Never

CMA

Never

Church of God

Rarely

Episcopal

Occasionally

Lutheran

Rarely

Nazarene 1

Never

Nazarene 2

Never

Typically for individual performances. Sometimes infused with Afro
sounds or beats.
In sermons/preaching. In reflection/songs used to follow spoken word.
We have done a couple of hip-hop type songs in the past when we had
the people in the band to pull them off and when appropriate (they fit
the theme of worship). they were used during worship.
We don't use hip-hop, but we believe is a creative way of reaching the
youth.

I’m not sure if you would consider it quite “hip hop” but we
incorporate elements of R&B / Hip hop in the grooves and harmony
that we arrange our music around. We also make a conscious effort to
have Hip Hop / Soul / R&B playing before and after the service. We
also try and incorporate spoken word… sometimes in the middle of a
song or as a separate reading, but with an instrumental element

Non-denominational 1

Occasionally

Non-denominational 2

Never

Non-denominational 3

Never

If we had someone gifted in that area we would use them. Our hip hop
artists have declined to use their gifts in that area during worship.

Non-denominational 4

Rarely

Rapping

Non-denominational 5

Occasionally

Presbyterian

RCA

It’s used for special music, also when the youth mime and also during
the preaching and poems.

Never

Occasionally

Testimony and congregational singing. For example, a rap artist often
leads our worship services and has the leeway to do spoken word if he
would like to. He has also performed several times. Also, we have
recorded gospel hip-hop that we play for worship singing a couple
times a season.
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Denominational
Affiliation
Baptist 1

Why not used?

What would cause integration?

It has never been
considered.

If done in a worshipful way w/o negative lyrics and if people
were open to it as an added style.

Baptist 2
Baptist 3
Baptist 4

It has never been
considered.

CMA

It has never been
considered.

Church of God

It has never been
considered.

The congregation first expressing a unified desire for hip hop
music to be introduced. Then most likely teaching the
congregation and preparing them for the introduction of the
style of hip-hop themed worship elements.
The church uses more traditional and contemporary gospel
music and is content with those.
It would take the youth at our church to want to try and
incorporate it. Since We’ve been in existence it hasn’t been an
issue or subject matter.

Episcopal
I do not believe that hip-hop is unsuitable for worship but in
Lutheran our church it would have to be reflective of the people
attending worship and be able to be done well.
It has never been
We will need to involve ourselves in research and include
Nazarene 1
considered.
some of our generations, Generation X and Generation Z.
It has never been
If when considered the ultimate goal would be to lead our
Nazarene 2
considered.
group to worship God.
Non-denominational 1

It is not an ideal
Non-denominational 2 form for a corporate
worship setting.

We probably would not. Our philosophy is that scripture
commands us to sing--to God and to each other--and that the
music and instrumentation should, therefore, augment that
goal. Much popular music--whether it be pop or hip-hop or
rock--is focused around vocal talent that cannot be reproduced
by the average person in the congregation, which limits their
participation and does not help do what scripture commands us
to do. However I concede that a very talented worship director
could perhaps be able to blend these goals, but I suspect this is
a unique talent--and not one we have readily accessible to us at
our church.

Non-denominational 3 Hip hop artists willing to serve in this capacity.
Non-denominational 4

We are open to it.

Non-denominational 5
Presbyterian

It has never been
considered.

No one has ever asked for it, I would consider it if there was
interest. Someone requesting it, offering to do it, and
appropriate words.

RCA
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Local Worshiper Survey
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Age
13
15
17
23
22
13
19
20
13
13
29
23
14
24
16
18
16
14
65
61
20
30
51
25
19
64
38
68
47
29
25
55
58
21
50
29
13
13
36
14
17
67
63
58
60
49
52
55
63
54
54
62
60
60
39
50
59
55
85
17
75
50
56
62
51
67
24
55
50
52
13
59

Church background?
CityView
Yes
Baptist
No
Methodist
No
Baptist
CityView/Baptist
No
Baptist
Baptist/non-denom
Baptist
CityView
Baptist/Methodist
No
Christian
No
CityView
No
Catholic
Good News Baptist
Good News Baptist
Conservative
Baptist
Good News Baptist
Baptist
Baptist, Pentecostal
COGIC
Christian
Baptist
Traditional Baptist
Baptist
Episcopal
No
Berea Catholic St. Mary's
Non-denominational
Yes
Yes
Catholic
Baptist
Baptist
Small Baptist church
Catholic and Baptist
Not really, mentioned Lutheran
Baptist
Baptist
Fundamental Baptist
Conservative Fundamental Baptist
Baptist
Episcopalian
United Methodist
No
Baptist
Yes
Yes
Southern Gospel
Baptist
No
Baptist
Baptist
Pentecostal
Yes
Baptist
Baptist
Yes
Yes
Baptist contemporary
No
Baptist
Baptist
Baptist
Baptist

Music for hard times?
Rock
Hip-hop
Rap
Rap, hip-hop, Spanish, Lizzo
Taylor Swift, worship
Church songs, hip-hop
Hip-hop, Juice WRLD
Sad songs
Hip-hop
Hip-hop
CHH, hymns
Rap
I don't listen to music
Worship
Rap/drill
Hip-hop: Rod Wave, Polo Go, Trippie Red, and James Arthur
Indie, Lauren Daigle, Sam Smith, hip-hop like NF and Mac Miller
N/A
Classic rock, Latinx community
Meditation music for the most part
I don't listen to music
Contemporary
Praise and worship
Christian, indie
N/A
Gospel
N/A
The Lord is My Shepherd prayer
Gospel
Christian, indie folk
Depressing music
Sovereign Grace
Van Morrison
Memories (Maroon 5)
Jazz, country
Worship, rock, indie
Gospel
Sad music
Rock
Rap
Pain/soul
Blues, gospel, Rocky movie songs
Spiritual music puts you in a good mood
Hard Rock, 70s classic rock
N/A
Gospel
Praise and worship, hymns, relaxing classical
Encouraging Christian hymns and contemporary
My own music
Worship
CCM
Jesus music
Christian tapes Maranatha
N/A
Mary J. Blige
Gospel
Gospel
Hard Rock
Gospel/blues
Maverick City, City Alight
N/A
Gospel, Brian Courtney Wilson
CCM
N/A
All, sometimes smooth
Gospel music or all music
CCM, Rap, NF
Hard rock
Gospel
Contemporary
Marshmello
R&B, gospel-country
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Regular hip-hop listener?
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Can hip-hop
worship God?
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Participant

Comments

Through anything
Worship is about the condition of your heart not the beat of the music.
Some can inspire.
Hip-hop is lyrical by nature and has been used historically to voice opinions of the oppressed. In its lyrical sense, hip-hop is almost liturgical.
Genre is far less important than the words used. I believe some people will only listen to music of the hip-hop genre. Therefore, God-honoring
music should be in all genres.
It's a way of expressing which means you can use it for anything.
Hip-hop isn't all guns, drugs, thug life, and all that. Many people have trouble expressing their emotions or beliefs or want to spread God's
love, and the way some people can do that is through hip-hop.
Because it don't tell about God, and some people who rap sold they soul.
Creative way of reaching the youth.

Kirk Franklin had rap on some of his music.
It's inclusive.
Almost anything can be used in worship of God with the right heart.
I am sure there are those who know the culture of the music and can transfer it to the church.

As a genre of music, people are able to connect to the lyrics, rhythm, and tempo of songs.
I think any style of music can be used to worship God as long as the lyrics are about God.
Because you can rap using Scripture and worship.
For the young people, not for older people.
All music can be used to worship God.
It touches young kids.
It's all about the message. If that message is biblical and Scripture-filled, great!
The music itself is, for the most part, neutral. The message of the words is the key.
Because the words can connect you to God.

Depending on how it sounds.
My son is a rapper; I listen to his music... Without profanity it can.
Them, because there is some spiritual rap songs, songs pastors that made music rapping spiritual songs.
I think what matters the most is the words not necessarily the style. In different cultures, hip-hop would be more popular. As long as the
word/themes are correct, I don't see a problem with it.
It's too hard to understand.
Kirk Franklin
Not in a church context.

Most teens listen to more hip-hop, so it might attract more teenagers.
Any music can bring you to worship.
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Has worshiped God
through hip-hop?
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Participant

Comments

Preferred worship style?

Listening to Lecrae, I felt more comfortable than Lauren Daigle.
When I started to listen to KB and Lecrae, they've said many things that I never
understand. They gave me answers.

It depends.

A little time in my early 40's.

There are hip-hop songs that are inspirational.
It all depends on the song.
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Other
Gospel
Gospel, hip-hop
Contemporary, hip-hop
Contemporary
Contemporary
Gospel
Contemporary
Hip-hop
Gospel
Gospel, hip-hop
Contemporary
Other
Contemporary
Hip-hop
Gospel, contemporary, hip-hop
Selected all, including hip-hop
Gospel
Contemporary, Latinx worship
Hymns/spirituals
Gospel
Hymns/spirituals
Contemporary
Hymns/spirituals, gospel, contemporary
Gospel
Hymns/spirituals
Hymns/spirituals
N/A
Gospel
Indie folk
Contemporary
Hymns/spirituals, gospel
Contemporary, Caleb's style, great spirit
Hip-hop
N/A
Hymns/spirituals, contemporary
Gospel
Other
Contemporary
Gospel
Gospel
Selected all, underlined “spoken word”
Hymns/spirituals, gospel
Hymns/spirituals
Selected all, including hip-hop
Hip-hop
Cotemporary, updated hymns
Contemporary
Gospel
Contemporary
Selected all, including hip-hop
Hymns/spirituals
Contemporary
Hymns/spirituals, gospel, contemporary
Gospel
Selected all, including hip-hop
Selected all, including hip-hop
Gospel
Hymns/spirituals, gospel
Contemporary, hip-hop
Gospel
Gospel, contemporary
Contemporary
Selected all, including hip-hop
Selected all, including hip-hop
Hymns, gospel, contemporary
Gospel, contemporary
Gospel
Hymns/spirituals, gospel
Contemporary
Gospel, contemporary
Selected all, including hip-hop

